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FOREWORlJ

The present report, together with the five expert studies commissioned on behalf
of the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Director-General of FAO, and their
own c?mments thereon, is intended to constitute the main body of evidence on the basis
of wh~ch the future of the experimental Horld Food Program is to be judged by the
competent organs of the United Nations and FAO during 1965. In preparing the report,
due account has been taken of the conclusions of the expert studies on various .j3.spects
of food aid as a whole, although the main substance of the report itself consists of
da ta derived from the Program I s own two-year experience.

In submitting this report, I propose to strike a somewhat personal note. Ho one
uho has seen thi s Program come to life, grOl·r, and t.ake on i 1;s current image and character
can fail to develop a deep personal involvement in all that it implies for the fu~ure.
In visi ts to many countries which support and benefit from· the Program, I have b8en
moved by the response it has evoked in governments no less than by the enthusiasm of the
beneficiaries of the numerous projects in which we have been privileged to play a part.
I believe that the Program has succeeded in lighting a lamp in many lands ,..here because
of poverty, malnutrition or even hunger, food aid is a necessity to preserve human life
and a means through which a better and fuller existence can be won.

The :fact that the Horld rood Program has come into being is a testimony to the
far-sightedness of all those who worked to create it. Nor could the Program have taken
its present direction but for the generosity of the many donor countries in all parts of
the globe and the enlightened guidance of the Intergovernmental Committee and the two
sponsoring organizations, the Uni ted nations and FAO. Gratitude is also due to the
other agencies in the Uni ted lTations family and the non-governmental organizations Hi th
which the Program has been co-operating so fruitfully. Indeed, the Program has been
most fortunate in enjoying the support of all these bodies and, whlle making full use of
their vast e::q>erience, has in its turn created new opportunities for assistance to the
very activities these organizations are themselves supporting. In the recipient countries,
a heavy burden han been borne by those of their officials entrusted with project
exeoution, ~s:pecially in guiding many thousands of beneficiaries in the understanding
of the task to be accomplished if the projeots themselves are to be a success.

For all those who have been concerned with the Program, a window has' been opened
on to a better world. It is from such glimpses that hope rises anew, and maILl.cind receives
the enoouragement to strive for greater things. The challenge of the future is far
greater than any the Program has yet faced, but I am confident that this greater task
can also be aocomplished, always :providing the necessary resources can be made
available.

The purpose of the present submission is to put forward the case for a renewal
and extension of tha Program's mandate, and, in the assurance that it will receive fair
jUdgment, I now venture to commend this report to your consideration.

A.R. Boerma
Executive Director
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SUW:ARY OP OOlfCLUSIOnS ~Jm RECOmmmATI01TS

CIL.\.PTER I - OHIGIlJ ;\:m GROWTH OI~ (rHE liORLD :;'()OD PIlOGRM~

Paraeraph8

1'he response to the I'rogram in terms or pledges and
roquests has been sa~isractory.

:3y 1 :Jovember 1964 (the date to which all statistics in
this report relate, unless othervrise indicate(1), 68 countries
h3.d pledGed cash and commodi ties, valued together at ,;:71.9 million.

Seventeen emergencies had been alleviated by food aid and
193 requests for aid to economic and social developrr.ent projects had
becn roceived. Of the requests, 51 had been Withdrawn, 48 were
still under consideration, 94 had mat-ured into approved projects
and ]1 wore already operational.

lBxpenditure on emareencies amounted to :;10.073 million
in eash and commodi ties, or 47 .5~ of the total rosour0.es
earmarked for this plrpose to the end of 1965.

Commitment of resources to approved economic and social
development projects a~ountGd to S52.8 million in cash and
commodi ties.

Hhile contributions in kind were on target, cash has been
underpledged. Instead of a third, cash pledges up to 1 Hovember
1964 amounted to only 21. 7/~ (the percentage of cash and service
pledee s is 27. 6~~) •

17

25 - 39

25 - 27

32

15 - 19

:~early five-sixths of the ';;53.3 million vrorth of commodities
already delivered or committed to projects and emergencies
consisted of those in traditional surplus, i.e. cereals, certain
d.airy l?roducts and vegetable oils. 18

~lith certain minor exceptions BUoh as dried fish, only cereals
and dairy products, (excluding cheese and canned milk) remain available. 26

'2hi s short and shrinking supply of high-proteiT, foods,
tOGother with the shortage of pledged cash mentioned above,
limits the balancing of diets in projects still to be adopted
and restricts the flexibility of the Program in its concluding
stag-e2. 18

l:ajor poli~ies developed and applied include emphasis on
economic and social development-and on nutritional improvement
within the framework of development plans and policies; strict
adherence to the FAO principles of surplus disposal; full
respect for other relevant international standards BUch as 110
conventions; and partnership between the Program, co-operating
international organizations, and donor and beneficiary
countries in assuming respo'1r:ibili ties and costs. 40 - 46
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CHAP'l'ER II - EVALUATioN OF HORLD FOOD PROGRAl: AG'l'IVITIES

Paragraphs

EV:\.LUA'I'lo:tl" OF El'lERGEHCY OPERA'l'IONS

It is difficult to avoid over-estimating the number of people
requiring food-aid in an emergenoy. Following an independent appraisal
of needs on the spot, whenever possible, the Program concludes that it
is neoessary to be oonservative in responding to requests for such aid,
taking correotive action by supplementary grants where necessary.

Because of the time required to transport food, first relief can
come only from food supplies olose to the emergenoy area. Voluntary
agencies and diplomatio missions havi.ng emergenoy fWlds for this :purpose
are normally the first to respond with effective help.

A number of meth0ds are used to move lfFP foods into the strioken
area within a short time after the event, although some of the
expedients are not available in every case.

The subsequent stages of rehabilitation and reconstruction where
such action is required can be assisted by food aIDW1der the project
approach.

PRELn~INARY FINIlDraS FRm! A SELECTION OF PROJECTS

Settlement projects

The more successful settlement projects aided by the Program are
those that were well prepared over a long period before its establishment.
Experience with the less sucoessful projects points to the necessity for
adequate assessment of the farming potential of the locations chosen,
careful selection of settlers and aocurate estimation of their numbers,
assurance of the needed infrastructure, oomprising roads, access to
markets and other facilities, and credit and extension assistance.

Livestock projects

Closely integrated technical advice is needed in planning livestock
projeots, if the two essential conditions for their SUGoess are to be met,
i.e. simultaneous efforts towards internal production of the feed supplies
initially provided by the Program, and a systematic plan for reducing
uneconomic numbers and improving productivity of the herds.

L~bour-intensive projects

Experience with a substantial number and variety of WFP projects
in this oategory demonstrates that the emphasis on labour-intensive
projects, especially for rural development and welfare, to be found both
in the General Regulations and in the WFP studies, is consistent with
strongly felt needs in many developing countries where there is great
scope for fuller employment of unskilled Ho-r.-kers in the task of
development. By tapping the community spirit in self-help undertakings,
unsuspeoted sources of organizational capaoity are utilized.

70 and 71

74

75 and 76

87 - 96

97 - 100

101 - 105
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Par8£raphs

School-feeding projects

Food aid in support of middle-grade education and technical traininG
schemes assists in the formation of future supervisory and skilled personnel
essential to development. In all school-feeding projects the age-groups
thus reached provide the most effective scope for nutrition education, 10G - 103

Other pro,jects

A variety of other WFP projects have already demonstrated that good
uses of food aid are not confined to the major categories mentioned above.
For example, there are those for furthering industrialization in
inaccesroible areas not yet served by established food markets, where a
sharp rise in local food prices might result from the sudden influx of
wage earners. It is hoped that they will show how food can help to finance
the prqvision of labour, additional in both <luanti ty and <luali t::r, not
only by mobilizing the unemployed but also by inoreasing the productivity
of those already employed and reducing aocident rates associated with
inadequate nutrition of workers. 109 - 110

PRCJEC'r PL1CHITHG AIm H1PLEHENTATION

~ormulationand plannigg

Greater stress in the
and fonnulation of projects.
selection and preparation by
period.

Preparation for approval

future would need to be laid on the plannine
Many limi tations w"ere impo sed on the ir

the short duration of the experimental
113 - 120

7ne quality of technical scrutiny by co-operating international
organizations depends on the information available in the reQuests, for
'J?P aid and from available field staff. Technical advice has therefore
gGnerally been helpful but incomplete. As a normal rule, no project should
bo ~cceDted until its site is visited by a <lualified official, and there
should be close collabora"tion between operational and planning staff through-
out preparation as well as implementation. Provision for consultant advice 121 - 124
and field staff needs to be strengthened.

Food supplied to projeots should either meet existing tastes or
create new tastes which can continue to be satisfied after termination
of aid. '1uantities should be sufficient to meet basic human needs and
to provide an incentive to the self-employed or wage-earners mobilized
In different projects, wage-earners being paid Borne oash. Food aid by
itself and distributed directly in kind appears to have wider scope
when used as an incl'ntivf' to mobilize the self-employed in projects for
their own benefit than when used as part of a wage in projects to
expand the producti VB employment of wage-earners. There is a tendency,
to be guarded against, for governments to over-estimate the number of
beneficiaries and the rate of progress that can be achieved in projects. 125 - 134

Preparation for implementation

Although formalities to be oompleted before the granting of aid
are a source of delay, they appear to be a necessary protectionm
the Program, governments and benefioiaries. 135
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Problems such aB paokagir~.~ and nynchronization of deli varies' can be
overoome in the Hght of experii>~oe,. and given further time for planning in
a new program.

Implementation

Problems and aohievements during implementation reflect the novelty
the Program, inadequacy of pl8.1ming, and sliortages of organizational
ability in the underdeveloped countrics ~ided.

of

'142 - 144

Appl.'ai sal

Appraisal work proceeds at the same pace as the progress of projects,
and is of good quality. Reaulte (beyond what is refleoted in this report)
will be published when projects are completed - mostly after the
e~rimental period. 145 - 147

General problems and achievements

Owing to the limited life of the Progrwn, each job has been done
~cco~ding to an inexorable time-table rather than at the speed required
to do it ,fithout risk of error. A major problem is in synchro;jizing
the provision of all the resources and facilities required to implement
a projeot at the beet time to carry it out. Administrative 8xpBnditure
has been increased bcth by the cost of launohing new action and by the
need. for haste.

Achievements, however, are not lacking and the credit for them
is to be shared by all concerned- the Program, and the donor and
beneficiary governments which are partners in the current experiment.

CHAPTER In - smm C01'1CLUSIONS OF TIffi SIDDY PROORAJ.l

148 - 152

154

The ~~P consultants agreed that, irrespective of changes in
agricultural policy, food surpluses will accrue at an inoreasing rate and it
is not oertain that sufficient scope for their effeotive use oan be found
even after adopting both the project and the program approaches in food aid.
Integration with development pla~~ing and policy is important. While
previous assessments o.f the possible encroachment on potential export
markets by food aid overlook the greater injury to internatiunal food prices
that is avoided by the 'tumbrella effect" of these aid programs, great
attention needs to be given to the impact on the domestic agriculture of
benefioiary countries. The net effect in the latter respeot could be
positive if care were taken to avoid depressing food prices and to oonoentrate
an appropriate proportion of the aid on projeots which increase investme~t

and improve productivity in domestic agriculture. 157 - 165

Capacity to absorb food aid depends not only on the "food gap" in
the balanoe of payments but also on the soope for inVBstments and produo
tivity improvements that food aid can produce in the different seotors and
in the economy as a ">Thole through an appropriate development strategy.
Food aid, if properly oonceived with respect to timing and magnitude, can
be just as important as other forms of aid.

The emergence of surpluses in regions other than North America
might reqUire the evolution of multilateral machinery for channelling
them into aid through bulk 6Upply.

166 - 174

159 - 182
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l~ultilateral operation of the project approach has mac'e
practicable the mobilization of food aid from many countries not sas"
to obtain on a bilateral basis, and the resultant inclusi.on of non-~rplus
f'oods has permitted the provision of a more nutritionally adequate diet.

. Close co-operation betl1een a future multilateral program and
b~lateral programs would be desirable to the extent that it does not
~mpair the multilateral character of further action. In this cop~ection,

::itud;y Ho. 4 proposes that the situation whereby D.S. pledges to the
Program are released only after undergoing checks re~uired by legislation
concerning its bilateral program, could be rectified under a new
nultilateral program by enactment of new D.S. legislation.

Study no. 4 concludes that a future multilateral program should
be larger to reduce overheads, and should have a larger field staff and
ioprovements in headquarters facilities.

A ne1, mul tilateral program should serve as a fUide to all food
aid by research, experiment and the formulation of principles and
policies.

CRAPTER IV - A FOmlARIJ LOOK, lUll TIECOl'J·1EtIDATI01TS

i:any governments and others concerned desire to continue a
multilateral food program. Its role should be to oarry on the development
of aotivi ties whose value is already proven, to experiment with others,
and to stand read.y to put to good use in economic and sooial development
such new surpluses as may aocumulate as a result of agrioultural
produotion and trade policies noy 'mder discussion at the national and
internation~l level.

AC TI ·VI 'l'IES

Relief action in emergencies must be an inescapable responsibility
for any multilateral food-aid program. Experience suggests that the
role ef a future program in meeting emergencies is likely to prove most
ef:fecti ve in the later stages of alleviation, and subsequently in the
work of reconstruction and rehabilitation,

A future multilateral program 1'rould also be favourably pl3.c8cl
for inveotigating over-all food requirements follo\TinG a request for
emergency food aid, and for serving in an advisory capacity on behalf
of the United Rations and FAO.

11} 6

139

191 - 200

201 - 20.5

203 and 209

210

Specifio feeding programs should be considered as pertaining to
the field of econo~ic and social development, and priority should
continue to be acoorded to secondary and vocational eduoation and trainine. 212 and 213

The present policy on the sale of food supplied under the project
approaoh should oontinue, although SOQe re laxation in its applica tioD
should allow the disadvantages of market displacement to be weighed
against the advantages of the objectives to be aohieved by the project.

The project approach, which should continue to be the core of a
:fu·~e multilateral program, can be usefully supplemented by an
eX1~riment in a program approach in a few seleoted smaller countries.
This would be based on food assistance to aid the financi~~ of over
all country plans in acoordance with adequate and specified criteria,
and would be cond~oted only on an experimental or pilot basis.

215 - 220

221 - 237
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A future program should ~rovide for the appraisal and evaluation
of its actiVities, and in addition initiate and assist research and
studies on different aspects of food aid.

RESOURCE~THE FU'IURE PROORAn

A ne~ multilateral program should for the time being confine its
commodity list to food and feed stuffs, as the difficulties of attempting
to utilize SUch i tel.ls as machinery, fertilizers or cotton are impressive
and deterring~

Commodity pledges cam10t be utilized unless acoompanied by
gufficient oash to move them and to administer the prorrram, and the
aver3.ge cash relluirement, including shipping, is calculated at 305~ of
pledges.

A continuing multilateral program should have the authority to
make commitments to projects extending up to five years. 1nese
commit~ents should be covered by declarations of intent made by the
donor governments. It is further suggested that firm three-year
pledges by sought at pledging conferences hold every two years.

RATE OF GRO\-ITH OF THE F'U'IURE PROGIW1

The Program should be continued on an open ended basis and
maintained for as long as it can perform a useful role. Its activities
should grow souu1dly from the level of activity reached during the
experimental period to permit projects over a longer term and on a
larger scale, with an expansion to cover support for development plans
and programs. Inclusive of provision for emergency [',id, commitments to
be inc~rred oould grow from more than $100 million in 1966 to some $200
million in 1970, totalling about S833 million in the next five years.
Actual expendi ture of resources over the same period approximate to
~640 million, of which some 3275 million would be spent during the first
three years of this period, and this figure 1{QuId thus represent the
target for the first pledging conference.

ORO:UlIZATION .>ti.lJ:l \.:l~EINISTRATION

A larger program will relluire additional staff, although with
little change in basic structure. The proportion of administrative
costs to the overall size in a larger program would, however, decrease.

The close relationship between the Program and the United Nations
a."1d FAO, and the co-operation ..i th specialized agencies of the Dni ted
Nations family should be maintained and further strengthened.

238 and 239

241 - 245

246 - 254·

256

265 - 273

274 - 290

284 - 286
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ORIGIN AND OROWTHOF THE WORLD FOOD PROGRFJ~

Or igin of the .. Program

1. The origins of the World Food Program lie 1n the many efforts undertaken during
the past decade to find constructive uses for the agricul tural surpluses which have been
accumulating in some countries in consequence of the appl ication of advanced technology.
Parallel to this development there has been a continuing scarcity of food in the much
larger developing areas of the world. '!'hie has prompted research into how surpluses
~ay best be harnessed to combat worldwide hunger and malnutrition. At the same time
1 t has been recognized that the abundant output of the more fortunately placed
l·roducers must not be utilized in a manner which might injure the interests of J.:roducers
and traders in other countries.

2. Within the United Hations system of organizations, studies on various
a~plicationB of international assistance designed to achieve these objectives have been
pursued for a number of years, particularly by FAO. Of special significCL'1ce for these
studies has been the gradual shift in emphasis from the use of agricultural surpluses
for simple increase in consumption by the beneficiaries to that for investment to
increase the lon~term caraci ty for domestic production. The ex-perience of one country
in particular opened men '8 minds to this proSTA:lct in a dramatic fashion I in 1954,
;:rompted in rart by its embarrassing food surpluses, the United States embarked uron a
series of programmes in accordance with the terms of I'ublic Law 480 under which food
surf'luses were to demonstrate their potentiality as a new and vital instrument for
economic development in many countries. In 1960, FAO launched its Freedom from Hunger
Cam~aign, and the inception of the World Food Program was a direct result of the
interest that this Campaign created in the larger context of the United Nations
Deve lopment Decade.

3. Late in 1960, the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution 1496 (XV)
on the provision of food surpluses to food-deficient peoples through the United Nations
system, and this oan be considered the firat step to<iards establishment of the present
experimental World Food Program.

4. In this resolution, the General Assembly invited FAO to establish procedures
:for a food distribution programme and to undertake a study of the feasibility and
acceptability of multilateral arrangements to this end. L'1. response to this
invi tatioh, the FAO Council at its Thirty-Fourth Session in October 1960 authorized
the Director-General of FAO to undertake the study requested by the General Assembly
and established a l}-member Intergovernmental A.:ivisory Committee, working within the
£ramework of the FAO Committee on Commodity Problems, to advise the Director-General
in his study. This Committee met in April 1961 and, during its deliberations,
considered a pro~osal from the delegation of the United States of America sugeesting
the establishment of a three-year experimental programme for the distribution of
sLLrpluees, with resources of $100 million in commodities fu,d cash. The report
pra pared by the Director-General in the light of the recommendations of the Advisor;,)'
Ccmmi ttee was, under the title "Development through food - a strategy for surrlus

ut il ization" 1/, subrni tted to the FAO COll.ncil at its Thirty-Fifth Sess~on in June 1961,
together .1ith the observations of the Advisor:)' Committee and the Comm~ttee on
Commodity Problems, and the proposal made by the United States delegat~on.

JJI. Freedom from Hunger Campaign, Basic Study No. 2, FAO, 1961.
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5. At ita Thirty-Second Session in July 1961, the Eoonomic and Social Coun~il of
the United Nations considered the relevant documentation, which included the D~rector
General t s report and a report by the Secretary-General of the United Nations entitled
"The role of the United Nations and its related agencies in the use of food surpluses
for economic development" li.
6. Resolution 832 (XXXII), whioh was adopted by the Economio and,Social Council aB
the outcome of its debate, requested the Secretary-General and the D~reotor-General,to
consult with one another and with other agencies concerned, with a view to formulat~n~
more detailed proposals regarding the procedures and arrangements for the implementat~on
of n mul tilateral programme for surplus food mobilization and distribution. In the
same resolution, gOVBrnments were invited to be prepared to take positions with resI~ct
to the United States proposal for an initial programme, ~t the following sessions of
the United Nations General Assembly and the FAO Conference.

7. On the basis of the recommendations made by both Counoils, and having considered
the joint proposals of the Secretary-General and the Director-General regarding the
above-mentioned procedures and arrangements, the FAO Conference and the General
Assembl;y took the final steps leading to the establishment of the World Food Program
by adoptingresp9ctively FAO Conference Resolution 1/61 of 24 November 1961 and General
Assembly resol~ltion 1714 (XVI) of 19 December 1961.

8. These two resolutions approved the establishment of the World Food Program as
a three-year experimental programme to be undertaken jointly by the United Nations and
FAO in co-operation with other intergovernmental and interested bodies, and resolved
that the Program's resources would essentially consist of governmental contributions to
be pledged on a voluntary basis. The resolutions approved the establishment of an
Intergovernmental Committee of 20 States Members of the United Nations or Members of
FAO, to provide guidance on the policy, administration and operations of the Program,
and of a joint UN/FAO Administrative Unit headed by an Executive Director to conduct
its operations, and resolved that these organs should aim at establishing on a world
basis orderly procedures for meeting emergency food needs and emergencies inherent in
chronic malnutrition, for assisting in pre-school and school feeding and for
implementing pilot projects intended to use food as an aid to eoonomic and social
development, particUlarly when related to labour-intensive projects and rural welfare.

9. The resolutions required the Intergovernmental Committee in developing the
Program to ensure that, in accordance with the FAO principles of surplus disposal, the
agricultural economy of receiving countries and existing and developing trade w-ould
neither be interfered with nor disrupted, and requested that a oonference be convened
at which States Members of the United Nations and Members of the FAO would be invited
to pledge contributions.

10. The resolutions further called upon the Economic and Social Council and the FAO
Council to review and to take appropriate action on the procedures and arrangements to
be recommended for the Program by the Intergovernmental Committee.

11. In pUrBuance of this last provision, regulations outlining arrangements and
prooedures for the establishment of the ,Program were drafted by the Intergovernmental
Committee at its FirBt Seseion in February 1962 and approved by the Economio and
Social Council and the FAO Council in April 1962. These General Regulations, togetber
with the Provisional Financial Procedures and the Rules of Procedure adopted by the
Intergovernmental Committee at its Second Ses8ion, constitute the basic texts regulating
the organization, management and activities of the World Food Program•

.1./ United Nations Dccument E/3509.
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;,g,esources of the Pros;ram

12. Within the framework laid do~m by the resolutions of the United Nations General
ASsembly and the FAO ConferencB, the General R~gulations resolve that the Program is
to obt3.in from Members of the Uni tect Nations a!'1d from r,>iembers and Associate Members of
FAO voluntary contributions in the form of appropriate cornmodities, acce]Jtable services
and cash, aiming in the aggregate at a total of ~LOO mill ion, of which at least one-
third is to be made in cash. Under the terms of the General n<'gulations, alproI>riate
Commodities and acceptable services are to be determined by discussions between the
Executive Director and donor countries; commodity pledges are valued on the basis of
world market prices at the time of pledging; and commodities delivered are valued at their
world market price at the time of shipring. Cont~ibutions of shirring services are
similarly valued. Cash contributions are normally to be made in convertible currencies,
although in exceptional circumstances developing countries are authorized, in agreement
with the Executive Director, to make their contributions in other currencies readily
usable in the Program.

13. In accordance with the provisions of the General Regulations, commodities and
services pledged are made available only "hen called for by the Executive Director and
COr:1modities are then delivered to export ports f.o.b. by the contributing country.
Cash contributions are to be I;aid in three equal annual instalments, the first
instalment being payable as far as possible within Go days from the date of the firm
11 edge, and the folloVling ins talments within two months after 1 July of eacl-: year.

14. On 28 June J.962 the Executive Director circulated to all J·:embers of the Uni ted
1\ations and FAO a statement of the guiding }'rinciples relating to the valuation of
commodi ty and service contributions, in which the 101icies laid dO\m in the General
ReD~lations Vlere further amplified and explained, and a list given of the commodities
which appeared most useful to the Program. The list covered a wide ranEe of
comr:lOdi t iee, including cereals, legumes and nuts, animal products, oils and fats, sugar,
~rocessed foods, coffee, Cocoa and tea. The list also included other commodities
acceptable as feedstuffs, such as oilcake , feeu grains and mill offals. Governments
were invited in making their pledges to frovide the ProSTam with a choice of comr:lOdities
and servi ces.

15. At the Pledging Conference \.,rh ich was held in Ne" York on 5 September 1962, and
in the days immediately following, 33 countries !=,ledged a total of ~87,333,300,

c ona t i tu ted as foll owe t

(us $)

Commodities

Sr.rvices

63,479,900

7,422,400

16,431 ,000

87,333,300

16. Although. some '813 million short of the target, the total pledg~d was deeme~
enough for the ITogram to commence its activities. 'The commodity yleages In l,artlcular,
including as they did 26 of the commodities originally requested? assured a 8atlsf~c~ory

degree of flexibility in the operations which ~ere about to. ~tan. Severa~ commodl: les,
however, notably rice and sugar, were pledged In small quantltl~8, whlle o"h~::S, 8uvh
as cocoa, oilcake and mill and slaughterhouse offals, were not pledged at aL" coffee
was only yledged at a later date. !·!oreover, the shortfall in cash pledges, WhlCh
amounted to only 18.8'1- of total pledges, L El. to four-sevenths of the percentage
which the General Assembly and the FAO Conference had thought would be necessary, gave

cause for conoern.
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17. To meet these deficiencies, continuous efforts were made by the Executive
Director, with the full support of the Intergovernmental Committee and He parent
bodies, to seek contributions from a greater number of countries, to secure additional
quantities of commodities in short supply and to increase cash pledges. The outcome
of these efforts may be assessed ~rom the following figuresl

Number of contributing
countries

Total pledges in
million dollars

Cash contributions
in million dollars

Septem1;?er Maroh November June November
1..2,62 1963 1lli 1964 1964

34 49 56 67 68

87.3 89.9 90.0 91.1 91.9

16.4 18.0 18.1 19.8 19.9

FBrcentages of cash
pledges to total
pledges 18.8 20.0 20.0 21.7 21. '7

18. Suocessful as they may have been in increasing the'number of donor governments,
these efforts have not bas~c,ally altered the situation which prevailed at the time the
original pledges were made1J. Commodities pledged to date still consist primarily of
those in ,traditional surplus, i.e. cereals, certain dairy produots and vegetable oils.
While no exact breakdown of, the pledges made can be given by commodity, since most
countries made rather generalized pledges of a number of commodities, it is significant
to note that the three above-mentioned groups constitute nearly five-sixths of the
$53.3 million worth of commodities already delivered or committed for future delivery
to projects and emergencies by 1 November 1964. The balance represents almost the
entire amount of all commodities pledged in fish, meat, pulses, fruit, tea and coffee.
Thus, with relatively minor exceptions such as dried fish, only cereal products, dairy
products (excluding cheese and canned milk) and vegetable oil now remain available for
commitment to new projects or for emergency use.

19. At $19.9 million, cash pledges are still well below the target figure of
one-third. Taken together with shiFPing pledges j they represent 27.61 of total ~ledges,

and thus while sufficient to cover the administrative costs of the Program and to move
all the oommodities which can be committed (after setting up a commodity reserve to
cover possible price increases), they are inadequate either for the purchase, on any
sizeable scale, of commodities not available from pledges, but which ma;)' be needed to
balance diets in approved projects; or for help to governments, even in the mest dessrvin
oases, in meeting costs of internal transport of WFP commodities.

Activities of the Program

20. The General Regulations specify that the Program may, on request from governments,
provide food aid (i) to meet emergency food needs and emergencies inherent in chronic
malnutrition; (ii) to assist in pre-so~ool and school feeding; and (iii) to assist in
imIllementing pilot projects using food as an aid to economio and social development.

jJ L comprehensive s tatemen t of pleC.~.:c:J rece i ved by 1 November 1964 is &i VOll in 11n:16:1:
,
~ .
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Emergency operations

21. From the standpoint of the Program, emergency needs are to be interpreted as
food needs arising from sudden and unexpected natural disaster such as earth~uakes
f' ' '1.'
~res, floods, hurricanes, droughts, pests and epidemic diseases. They may also arise

out of man-made emergency situations, including political conditions rendering some of
the inhabitants of a country homeless, or constraining them to migrate to other countries
~s re~gees. Situations of chronic malnutrition do not necessarily constitute emergencies
~n . themselves, but do render those subject to them particularly vulnerable c.uring
crl.ses that adversely affect food supplies.

22. Twenty-five per cent of the Program's resources in commodities, which with the
necessary services amount to approximately $21 million, were earmarked by the
Intergovernmental Committee for this purpose in 1963, 1964 and 1965 at the rate of
$7 million per year. In the interests of flexibility the Executive Director was
authorized by the Intergovernmental Committee to carry forward to 1964 and 1965
respectively a.ny unused balance not exceeding $7 million remaining from the resources
set aside for the same purpose in 1963 and 1964. The Executive Director was
similarly authorized to draw in advance up to $2 million late in 1964 for use in
emergencies out of the amount earmarked for 1965. These resources may be augmented by
any ad hoc contributions forthcoming as a result of an appeal for emergency aid by the
Director-General of FAO.

23. Upon receipt of a reQuest for help, the extent of the assistance required is
assessed in co-operation with the government, other aid-giving agencies, ~articularly

the League of Red Cross Societies and the Dnited States Agency for International
Development, the TAB Resident Representative and FAO and 1{lFP officers in the field.
To this end information is sought as to the probable duration of the emergency, the
number of people involved, the Quantities and ty}.€s of food reQuired, the s~€cial needs
of vulnerable groups among the people affected and the extent of possible relief
ass istance obtainable from all other sources.

24. Information is also secured on the facilities for clearing the WFP supplies at
the point of entry, on transport and distribution of the emergency supplies, and on
the machinery for co-ordinating emergency aid from all sources. A decis ion is then
taken on the extent of WFP assistance, and the food or feed supplies are moved, on the
authori ty of the Director-General of FAO, to the port of entry or to the frontier station
of the recipient country. From such points of delivery, all expenses are borne by the
requesting governments, which assume responsibility for the arrangements made for
st oring, transporting and distributing the commodities to the beneficiaries.

25. Although the Program only became fully operational on 1 January 1963, it had
by that date received req,uests a.Yld had started rendering assistance in three cases of
emergenc;YI an earthquake which occurred in September 1962 in Iran; a hurricane ~,hich
struck Thailand in October 1962; and an emergency situation notified in November 1962
call ing for resettlement and feeding of refugees who were returning in large numbers
to Algeria from Morocco and Tunisia. From 1 January 1963 to 1 November 1964 assistance
was, or is still being, rendered in 14 other emergencies, making I? in. all. Table I
shows the position of these emergency operations on 1 November 1964, ~n terms of food

cost and total cost.

26. A wide variety of foods were distributed, including c~re~ls (wheat and wheat
:flour maize oats and rice) dairy products and other proteln loods and fats (mllk.
butte; and b~tter oil eggs' vegetable oil, meat, fish), together with other products,
such as beans, sugar,' sal t c:.nd tea. As a result of the depleti~n of WFP suppl~es of
protein food, however, the commodities distributed had progresslvel~ to b~ Ilmlted to
the products in traditional surplus I cereals, skim milk and Borne edlble olls.
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TABLE I

Thailand
Iran
Algeria
MOl'OCCO

Tanganyika
Indonesia

(BaU)
Sarawak
Palcistan
Syria
Trinidad

(Tobago)
Cuba
Dahomey
British Guiana
Congo (Braz-

zaville)
Uganda
Brazil
Tanganyika

.. Estimates

~of ernergeno,Y

Hurricane
Earthquake
Displaced persons
Floods
Refugees
Volcanio eruption

Floods
Cyclone
Floods

Hurricane
Hurrioane
Displaoed persons
TIisFlaced persons

Displaced persons
Refugees
Floods
Refugees

Cost of food
Bup?l ied

(US $)

(0,126
182,134
666,667

2,250,540
27 ,997

1,972,165*

1/4,158
339,635
308,19 6

420,75°
667,724
18,797
92,94 1

17,600*
155,250 *
352,800*
130,000*

7,847,489

Total cost
(us S)

76,216
278,010
715,4 60

2,532,997
32,338

3,05 6 ,687*

215,49 2
418,382
329,950

488,602
828,352

21,281
11),289*

22,600*
288,25°*
484,800*
168,000*

10,072,706

27. Table II gives a breakdown in quant i ty and value, b;r main ty pe of commodity, of
the food committed to emergency operations by 1 November 1964.

TABLE 11

Cereals
Dairy products
Other protein foods
Other foods

~antit.Y

(metric tons)

64,332
4,141
2,188

11,126

81,787

Value
(US $)

4,545,931
1,303,461

987,077
1,011 1 020

7,847,489

By 1 Uovember 1964,. about 47.5"/' of the total resources earmarked for emergencies for
the entire duration of the experimental Program had thus been committed or distributed.

(0) Aid to economic and BOC ial development I including inatitut ional feeding

28. Although the General Regulations establish two distinct categories for feeding
yrograms ~1d for social and economic development projeotg, these fields of activity
cannot easily be separated. The division would not in faot, correspond to any basic
difference either in the nature of the projects themselves or in the processes leading
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to their develolJrnent, approval and operation. In both cases, the ultimate objective
ie the sams; namely, to assist in the economic and social I5rowth of deve::'0I,ing countries.

29. The category of pre-school and school feeding has in practice been given a wider
interpretation than that originally envisaged and, in andition to coverine ante-natal
and post-natal nutrition and feeding of children up to school age and r;upils in
elementary schools, now extends to persons in other educational institutions, 3uch as
teachers undergoing trainine, students at secondarj', vooational and teohnical schools,
and un iversity students. The Program has also associated itself wi th :r:rojects operated
in the context of general literacy campaigns, and may assist individual social groups
in closed communities, such as hospitals.

30. In considering projeots in the field of economic and social develor,ment, special
emphasis is placed on labour-intensive and rural development activities, particularly thOSE:
~aVing a demonstration value. The emphasis on rural development arises naturally from
the fact that the type of aid granted by the Program is particularly sui table for
application in the large subsistence-farming sectors characteristic of th~ economies
of develolJing countries. The special attention given to labour-intensive projects 
whether in rural or urban areas - is due to a pr'.lctical consideration, namely that a food
contribution oan play a more essential role in projects involving a relatively high
amount of labour. The activities of the Program are not, however, limited to labour
intensive and rural development projects, and special attention has been paid to
se curing a wide range of projeots oovering all sectors of economic and social
development, including both industry and agriculture.

31. To acquaint governments with the new oplJortuni ties })rovided by the Program,
several exploratory teams were sent out in the second half of 1962. Altogether, from
JUly 1962 to March 1963, the Executive Director and senior members of his staff visited
over 60oountries. Mainly as a result of these visits the Program had, by }':ay 1963,
received 28 formal requests for food aid in support of economic develoI-,ment, including
institutional feeding. Since then, the response shown by governments has developed well,
and a steady flow of requests has been maintained; by November 1963 the total number of
requests received had risen to 93; by May 1964 it had reached 131 and on 1 November 1964
its t ood at 193.

32. By.the last date, 51 of these requests bad been withdrawn by agreement
between the government concerned and the Executive Director, as examination had
disclosed that for a variety of reasons, they could not be successfully met. Of the
remaining 142,' a total of 94 have matured into approved projects and 48 are ll..l1der active
consideration. Table 111 shows the distribution of the approved ;:Tojects by region:

TABLE In

Region No. of projects WFP food feed cost
US $;

Total WFF cost
(US $)

A:f'rioa
As.ia
La.tin America and

earibbea..'1
Europe

28
39

)3
14

94

11 ,297,600
13,323,500

6,491,100
6,847,900

37,960,100

15,434,500
19,986,400

8,774,800
8,571,000

52,766,100

3.3. As ma,y be seen from the above table, the total cost of projects approved by
1 November amounted to over $52.7 million. As the total resources available for
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projects by that date to $65.4 million1/, this left some $12.7 million
available for further projects. The 48 other requests under consideration would,. if
all approved, involve $27,1 million. Of these some will not in faot mature, but lt
expected that those that are approved will probably absorb all the remaining sources.

34. The large majority of projects approved so far may be grouped under four main
headings. The first and largest category includes labour-intensive undertakings in
which food is provided, usually in kind, to unemployed or under-employed labourers and
their families on the basis of calculated rations. While many of these projects aim
at agricultural development in terms of irrigation, afforestation , land improvement
and the like, others, such as those for the construction of housing or of feeder roads,
are calculated to improve the economic infrastructure. Yet others are in the field of
industrialization, and include mining and geological exploration. The common denominator
in all these activities is the creation of useful employment for the large masses of
people in developing oountries who have not yet found the opportunity of participating
in the production process.

35. A second important category of projects concerns the settlement of people in
new areas. Food is being provided as a subsistence fund for the benefit of settlers
during the time needed before they can produce their own food on their new land.

36. The third group of projects can be classified as speoial feeding, embracing
pra-school feeding, school feeding and various other types of institutional food aid.

37. The fourth category Concerns projects for the promotion of livestock production,
through better animal feeding. The main purpose here is to make more efficient use of
locally available feeding stuffs by adding surplus feed grains to them and distributing
them to farmers in the form of compound feeding stuffs. It is hoped that the increase
in animal production thus promoted will induce farmers to produce such additional feed
components themselves, and so create the basis for an improved and enlarged livestock
industry.

38. The breakdown of the approved projects by type shows that while most of the
Program's activities are centred on rural development, the efforts made inC'eveloping a
wider range of projects have also been successful. The breakdown in total and by
region is indicated in Table IV. A complete list of projects approved to
1 November 1964 is attached as Annex 11.

39. The quantity and value of the commodities earmarked for the projects for which
agreements had been signed by 1 November 1964 are shown in Table V.

TABLE V

Commodity Quantity
(metric tons)

Value
(US$)

Cereals
Dairy products
Other protein food
Other foods

211,644
12,562
1,801
4,949

13,760,699
7,187,103
3,878,184
1,969,006

26,795,592

Of the 51 projects for which agreements had been signed by 1 November 1964 involving
a total commodity cost to the Program of about $26.8 million 51 at a tot~l cost of
nearly S24.8.million, had become operational by that date. (Projects are considerp~
to be operatlonal as Boon as shipping instructions have been issued by the Program.)

17 I.e. estimated t~tal resources of 591.8 million, less total allocation for
emergency operatlons 1962-65 (S2l.9 million), les8 total required for administration
1962-65 (14.5 million). Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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Major ~oliciea adopted in selecting projects

40. Aa may be seen from the preceding paragraph, the assistanoe given by the
Program in the field of economic and social development has 80 far been ~hannelled
into specific projeots. Although undertaken within the framework of natlonal develoJr .
ment plans and policies, each of these projects is linked with an individual and cancra
operation undertaken in a certain area of endeavour, with a defined beginning and end,
rather than with the reQuesting government's development program as a whole.

41. In developing projects, special attention has been paid to improving the
nutritional levels and health both of, the persons working on them and of their
immediate de})endants. The wide range of food commodities pledged to the Program,
inclUding both animal and vegetable proteins and fruits, besides the staples and fats
in conventional surplus, has permitted a relatively diversified supply which, togetber
with foods available locall;y, has been used to ensurs as balanced a diet as :fossible.
Apart from enhancing the wellbeing of the family unit this polioy is expected to create
new food. habits. and consequently a demand for the products of El. more divers ified
agriculture in the future.

42. In accordance with the FAO principles of s.urplus disposal, the rule is followed
that any assistanoe provided by the Program should not cause harmful interference
with normal patterns of production and international trade. This reQuires that the
WFP commodities distributed shoul~ be for the consumption of food additional to the
amounts normally produced and purchased. The same requirement implies giving
proference to projects which provide for direct distribution of food or feed in kind
to the beneficiaries. Although the food commodities, received as free grants from the
Frogram, are usually given b;y governments to the beneficiaries in the form of
remuneration in kind, or as a stipend during study or training, they may also be sold
within the country. Sales on the open market ars permitted only if the proceeds are
used in the projeot itself and when there is the additional expectation that the money
will be used by the recipients within a reasonable period of time for purohasing the
same or similar oommodities as those supplied by the Program.

43. Though glvlng preference to distribution in kind, the Program is guided by the
ILO Convention concerning the proteotion of wagea, whioh establishes that, when there
is employment of wage-earners, they may be only partl;)' remunerated with food, on the
assumption that they must be paid sufficient cash to oover their non-food needs. Thus,
not less than 5~ of the wage locally prevailing for the work in question is paid in
cash and the remainder is provided in kind. The ILO Convention, however, does not
apply to projects assisted by the Program whioh use labour for voluntary, self-help
activities, in which the workers benefit directly from the results of the projeot and
do not have the status of employees. In such cases, food aid is given only with a
guarantee that no coercion to work is applied.

44. In principle, the Program does not participate in projeots for whioh part of'
the food requirement is met by other external food-giving agenoies. This is both to
avoid logistic oomplications due to unco-ordinated supply operations and to maintain
proper identification of the Program's oontribution to a specifio projeot, thereby
making possible the evaluation of its assiatanoe in that project.

45. In almost all '«FP projects, other coats are .,-incurred in addition to those of
the foodstuffs supplied and transported by the Program. While the prinoiple is
~ol~owed that the government 09n9~m~<t §ggYld g~ rMpgn§ibh for ffilHrHng §ush fl5fl:::
food costa, as a token of its own involvement in the projeot, there are some oases
where recipient governments cannot oover all of them from their own budgetary
resources, and have to look for possibilities of external financing. Inauch
instances, the Program may assist governments in obtaining funds on a bilateral or
rnultilateria~. basis, Md as Cl. general policy it maintains liaison with the Office
of the Co-ordinator of the FAO Freedom from Hunger Campaign, which kee];S in olose
touch with appropriate governmental and private aid-giving agenoies. The Pro~am

does not, however, assume any direct responsibility for Becuri~g such funds.
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Wi~h regard to the si~e of the proje:ts acoeptable to the Program! although it
El recogn~zed that small proJeots oould be unportant for the recipient country insofar
, they may have considerable demonstration value, the general practice fono"led is to

gl.ve preferenc3 to projects whose costs in terms of expenditure in food or feerl are not
~ower than 11,200,000, calculated at current international prices for the commodities
l.nvolved. Chart I below illustrates the use of WFP resources, in commodities ~nd cash,
between 1 January 1963 and 1 November 1964,

Erocedurss governing the sUbmission 1 aEproval andexecutj.on of rrojects,

47. The submission of requests for ass istanue from the Program is the res pow, ibil i ty
of governments. Each specific request is transmitted to the Executive Director
through the TAB Resident Representative, who serves as the official channel bet'deen the
T'rogram and the government of the recifient country. The FAO representative a..YJc;
representatives of other co~operating specialized agencies in the cOli.'1try are ked
informed of developments, and give assistance as desired in the preparation of r;ojectso

48. When a request is received by the Program, it is first examinee to ascertain
whether the projeot proposed oorresponds to the type of ol'eration carried out lmder
the Program and whether its terms agree with established policies. The commodities
asked for are then checked against pledges with a view to ~eeting nutritional
standards as far as possible. Negotiations are held with the government concernen on
these points, as we 11 as on the provisi ons which the government intends tc make for
meeting the non-food costs of the project. SUbsequently I a summary of the request is
I,repared and sent to the United ~ations, FAO and other interesteo s recLd ized aGencies
for technical scrutiny and, on receipt of their favourable advice, to the Consultative
Sub-Committee on Surplus Disposal of the FAO Committee on Commodity Problems to
ascertairn its views on the probable impact of the food or feed assistance on
international trade and on the agricultural production of the receiving country.

49. Once these consultations are completed, the project is submittee to the
Executive Director for his approval or for the approval of the Intergovernmental
Committee. At this time the total budget is approved. The Executive Director has
been authorized by the Intergovernmental Committee to approve projects not exceedinG
5500,000 in terms of food or feed costsl those exceeding 1500,000 in ccmmodity values
are submitted to the Committee for its approval. Since the Commi tiee normally meets
only twice a year, a procedure has been adopted under which approval of r;rojects in
the latter category may be obtained by correspondence. Both the delegation of
authority given to the Executive Director and the prooedure for aprroval by
correspondence are subject to review by the Committee.

50. When a project has been approved, a project agreement setting forth the
obl igations of the Program and of the recipient government is prepared ?-.YJd sent to
the govermnent through the TAB Resident Representative for final negotiat ion.

5:. Once the project agreement has been signed, the recipient country concerned is
required to notify the Program that all measures ~re:;;aratory to the comrr.encement of
the execution of the project have been completed. On receipt of this intimation,
firm shipping instructions are issued to donor countries for the delivery of the
reqUired commodities. The Program bears the cost of freight and insurance to the
port of entry of the recipient country, and in the case of a land-looked country! the
cost of trane-shipment, freight, and insurance to the border of the reci pient count T;/.
At the time of loading, WFP shipments are superintended for weight and condition
either by commercial euperintendents employed. by the Program, oX', in the CCL3e
of countries where a system of gOVBr-DL1ent control and certification 0'-' quaE l;/ .
exists, by the donor governments themselves. 'rhey are S~ml.Lo.T1.Y checkea ac ene tlme
of discharge by commercial superintendents employed by the PrO/5Tam. On dellver;r of
WFF commodities to the port or station of destination, title to them pasGes ,to the
re cipient government. From that point all expenses, including the cost of lmport
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eB, taxes, levies, dues and wharfa..g&,.. are borne by the government, which is also
Bponsible for meeting all costs involved in the subsequent storage and distribution

HFP commodities.

52. The primary responsibility for project execution rests with the recipient
government. The Executive Director has, however, a functional responsibility for
supervising and assisting in the implementation of the project. This is done through
the services of WFP project officers assigned to one or more projects, under the
general sUl~rvision of the TAB Resident Representative. Technical guidance is obtained
When needed from the United Nations, FAO and other interested specialized agencies.

53. Each project agreement contains ;~ovisions whereby the government Q~dertakes to
furnish the Program with quarterly progress reports on the implementation of the
}Jroject, and to provide, annually and on completion of the project, certified accounts
of the commodities Bupplied by the Program.

AUEraisal of projects

54. Under the General Regulations, the Frog-ram is reCiuired to allpraise the results
of its activities. This obligation extends to all three tYr~s of assistance that the
Program is authorized to provide.

55. With the exception of emergency operations, for which a sim~lified procedure
applies, all projects undertaken by the Program are subject to both periodic reporting
and final individual appraisal. Periodic reports consist mainly of brief accounts of
operational progress derived from the ~uarterly reports submitted by governments in
accordance with the project agreement. In the case of projects already o;erational,
I=:rel iminary appraisal has been carried out (or the purJcoses of this report. The final
appraisal will in most cases be limited to a brief analytical statement of the extent
to which the purpose of the project was achieved and to a description of its social and
economic impact. A small number of selected projects of yarticular interest are being
appraised in greater depth with the assistance of senior consultants or of rerresentatives
cf the United Nations agencies co-operating with the Program. The final aprraisal of
projects is to be carried out on the basis of t~e above-mentioned quarterly reports, of
records kept by the recipient governments and of data collected by Resident Representatives,
~FP project officers or visiting officers of agencies co-operating in the field. The
type of information required differs according to the nature of the project, out it
always includes data relating to the economic and social development of the area in
which the project was executed, and to the extent to which the nutritional status of
the beneficiaries has been improved.

56. Final appraisals of each project will be submitted for comment successively
to the recipient government, the co-operating organizations concerned and the
Inte rgovernmental Committee.

51. It will not be possible to complete the final appraisal of most WFP projects
until after the end of 1965 as they will still be operational in the folloHing year.
Under the circumstances mentioned above, a number of interim appraisals of representative
projects have been conducted in the last few months to serve as a bas is _for the
preliminary over-all evaluation of the Program's activities to 1 November 1964, for use
in the present report.

S tud;v Erograrn

58. Under the arrangements and procedures established by the General Assembl:r and
the FAO Conference the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Director
General of FAO are'required to ensure that expert studies are undertaken to aid in the
consideration of the future development of multilateral food programs. The Secretary
General and the Director-General have delegated organizational responsibility for
carrying out these stUdies to the Executive Director, on the understanding that he
would avail himself to the maximum of the facilities of the United Nations, FAO and
other appropriate specialized agencies and intergovernmental bodies.
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59. ~ne Intergovernmental Committee, after taking into account the views expressed
by various bodies with special competence in the subject, recommended that studies be
undertaken on the following topiCSI

1. The demand for food, and conditions governing food aid during development.

2. The impact of food aid on donor and other food-exporting countries.

3. The linking of food aid with other aid.

4. Operational and administrative problems of food aid.

5. Tue role of multilateral food aid programs.

60. Studies on these subjeots, for which the authors alone are responsible, have
now been prepared by independent experts after consultation with the WFP secretariat
and staff members of the United Nations, FAO and other ,interested agencies. A brief
acoount of the content of the studies is given in Chapter 111. The text of the
studies will.be distributed to all States Members of the United Nations and to all
Members and Associate r,tembers of FAO ae soon as they become available, together Vii th
an annotated bibliography of material bearing on the subject of food aid. The studies
and the bibliography are to be published in their final form early in 1965.

Administration of the Program

61, Under the General Regulations, the Program I s activities are conducted through
two organs. The UN/FAO Intergovernment~~ Committee, which at present is oomposed of
24 Members of the United Nations or FAQV J normally meets twioe a year to exeroise,
on behalf of the two parent organizations, general guidance on the policies,
administration and operation of the Program, and to examine and approve development
projects. The Committee reports annually to the Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations and to the FAO Council on the development of the Program. The joint
Administrative Unit, headed by an Executive Director appointed by the Secretary-General
of the United Nations and the Director-General of FAO in consultation with the Inter
governmental Committee, operates the Program in accordance with the General Regulation
and the directives given by the Committee.

62. Although the Program enjoys a certain degree of autonomy, it does not pOBsess
an independent juridical personality. The Executive Director, as the Program's legal
representative, acts by virtue of a delegation of authority which he has received
from the Secrstary-General of the United Nations and the Director-General of FAO on
behalf of the two parent organizations.

63. A trust fund has been established in FAO under the FAO Financial Regulations,
to which all contributions to the Program are credited and from which all expenses
borne by the Program are met. General administrative and financial services. for the
joint Administrative Unit are provided by FAO on a reimbursable basis.

64. The joint Administrative Unit consists of the Office of the Executive Director
and three divisions I The Program Development and Appraisal Division, the Program
Operations Division and the Division of External Relations and General Affairs, all
reporting directly to the Executive Director,

65. In carrying out its tasks, the joint Administrative Unit relies to the fullest exte
possible on the existing staff and facilities of the United Nations and its operating
progrRIllffies and agencies, FAO and other speoialized agencies. In particular, advice is

1/ An increase of four in the Committee I s membership was authorized by the Genl9ral
Assembly and the FAO Conference in 1963.
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from these agencies in the examination and planning of individual projects. This
n{~_nn""",'" on has been strengthened by the appointment of liaison officers Hi th the

ted Nations, FiLO t ILO, UlmSCO and HHO. The Program also maintains close ties Hi th the
v~JllbU.~ Sub-Committee on Surplus Disposal of the FAO Committee on Commodity Problems
for the purpose of ensuring adherence to the FAO principles of surplus disposal.

66. The United Nations TAB Resident Representatives are also representatives of 'n'FP
and serve as channels of communication between governments and the Executive Director.
~ley keep the field representatives of FAO and other agencies fully informed of any
request for food aid addressed to them. Where necessary, they are assisted by project
officers appointed to supervise the storage and distribution of WFP commodities and
assist governments in discharging the responsibilities acsumed by them under the
a~reement8 governing the implementation of projects. These officers are placed under
the supervision of the Resident Representatives through whom they report to WFP
he adquarte re.

67. The administrative expenses of the Program essentially comprise the costs
incurred by the joint Administrative Unit and the reimbursements made to other agencies
for the services rendered by them to the Program. The administrative buuget of the
Program is approved annually by the Intergovernmental Committee in the light of the
advice received from the United Nations Committee on Administrative and BUdgetary
Questions and the FAO Finance Committee. The total administrative expenditure of the
Program amounted to 3180,894 in 1962 and $968,150 in 1963; and appropriations made
for administrative costs for 1964 trtal $1,583,300. The budget estimates presented
for 1965 amount to $1,812,700 and the total administrative exr~nse8 for the three
years of the experimental Program are estimated at $4,545,044, i.e. at about 51 of the
total resources contributed to the Program by particirating governments.
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CHAPTER II

EvALUATION OF WORLD FOOD PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

Scope of current evaluation

68. Since the World Food Program is an exyerirnent, appraisal of results of the aid
provided must be an indispensable part of its aotivities. This has been oarried BR

far as possible at this stage in order to provido a basis for the preaont report on the
f h . t 1 eriod However,experiment. It oan only be completed after the end o' t e experlmen a p • .

sufficient experience is deemed to have been gained to judge what multilateral food ald
may 00 able to achieve in the fu tU.re.

69. The present chapter attempts to present and analyse some of the factual mFaterial
collected from reports and appraisal studies of the history and performance of W P .
activities as they stand at the beginning of November 1964. It contains th~ee B~ctlons.
The first deals with WFP experience in undertaking emergenoy feeding operatlona In all
parts of the world. The second section gives a brief account of a number of projeots
which are already operational, and mentions some of their most salient features of
interest. The third section presents an analysis of the problems whioh have been f~und
to arise in developing projects through their sucoessive phases, beginning with thelr
planning, until the final stage of their oJJeration.

Evaluation of emergenoJ operations

70. The World Food Program engaged in 17 different emergency feeding operations in
16 countries up to 1 November 1964. Its experience during that period has amply
demonstrated two signifioant facts in regard to emergencies. In the first place,
durin6 the earliest days of an emergency there is an almost universal tendency to
o~erestimate the number of people requiring food aid. Secondly, several weeks are
o~dinarily required to move food from abroad into the stricken area.

71. It is only natural that during the period of shock immediately following a
natural disaster or the confusion attending political disturbances resulting in the
mass displacement of people, the magnitude of the need for food from outside the country
should be difficult to estimate. The existence of acute needs is ohvious, and it is
perhaps natUral to equate "acute needs" with "large needs". Because the oonscience of
the world is touched by the spectacle of hunger and imminent starvation, there is a
tendency to ask for all available help. It is only later, when it is possible to make
a more accurate count of the people in need and a more careful assessment of the
destruction of food stocks, growing crops, and livestock, that the aotual need for
outside help can be determined with reasonable accuracy.

72. Of the 17 oases in which the Program has met requeats for hely, six were
investigated on the spot by an officer from WFP headquarters before a reoommendation
for the release of WFP foodstui'fs was made to the Director-General of FAOl while in
two other cases WFP project officers on duty in .the country appraised tte situaticn
before such a recommendation was made. In the other nine emereenciea action was taken
or. the basis of information provided in the reQuests made by the governments concer~ed

and supported by the TAB Rssident Representative a.nd the FAO Country Representative.
Despi te these attempts to apprai.se objectively the actual needs for outside help, it
appears that in several cases these were overestimated and more food was supplied than
was actually needed. In Tobago, for instance, flour was still en hand when tt.e
emergenoy feeding had ended. In Indonesia well over half of the foodstuffs f\ITnished
over a l4-month period were still on hand when the e~ergency feeding operation onded
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31 August 1964 and the supplies were transferred to 11 rehahiljt.at:ion project in ~,hG
~ area. In Morocco, more wheat was supplied than was act~ally needed to replace

tlonal stocks issued for emergency relief and reconstruction. In British Guj~na,

. e number of displaced persons requiring emergency holp during t~e current civil
lsturhances has probably been overestimated. In Pakistan, dried fish was still cn

ha~ct le,ng after the emergency had passed, suggesting si,thar overestimation of neeels or
a too sanguine vieH of the feasibili ty of distribution to tr.ose ~n need. The failure
t,o distribute available supplies ir: Ir.donesia 1,as probably due more to an overestimation
of the ability of the authorities concerned to carry out distribution than tc an
overestil1:aticn of physical needs.

73. However, whatever the nature of the error rr.ay have been in each case, the fact
is that in over one-fourth of the emergency oilerations ill1dertaken up to 1 November 1964,
more food was suppli ed t~lan was needed or coulci be effectively distributed,despi ie
careful examination of the situation in each case before a decision was taken to
ree ommend the granti ng of emergency food aid. As a result of thi s experience, it l:as
now been decided tc carry out wherever p08s:l.cle an inde.fJendent appraisal of ne<:!ds
before acting on a request for emergency food a~d and to be conservative in respondine
to such requests, taking corrective aGtion by supplementary eT'ants if needs should
prove to be larger than originally estimated.

74. The second problem referred to above, that of moving pledged stocks into
e~ergency areas within a reasonable period of time, has been attacked in a number of
ways, .each of which is effective under some circumstances but not in others. The trut.h
is, of course, that only food which is physically present in, or very close to, the
area of emergency needs can be actually consumed by the needy during the first few
days or even weeks after the disaster, It is for this reason that voluntary don~tio~s

from immediately adjoining areas and gifts of money which can be used to f-urcLase food
near the di saster area are particularly useful during the first days. Citizens of the
country itself, the national Red Cross organization y other voluntary agencies, tte
League of Red Cross Societies, and foreign diplomatic missions with emergenc)' fLllds at
tteir disposal are, therefore, usually the first to respond with effective help.
However, these resources are normally exhausted within a few weeks, at which time more
systematic and sustained assistance is needed. Even to supply aid three of fO'D' weeks
after the disaster reQuires more than a routine drawing upon pledges in dor-or cour.tries.

75. B;y far the most satisfactory procedure in countries where national stocks exist
w~ich can be drawn on in emergencies is to enable this withdrawal to be undertaken by
guarar.teeing replenishment. This was done in four cases, i.e. Cuba, Iran (for seed
Wheat), Morocoo and Uganda, and made possible the timely districution of food or seed.
Another expedient, resorted to in Thailand, was the borrowing of canned milk fro~

commercial stocks and their subseQuent replacement. A few tons of fcod were air~ljfted

by the Uni ted States to help meet initial emergency needs in Congo (Erazzaville) while
the bulk of the supplies was shipped froQ WFP project stocks in Ghana, upon tte promise
of replacement. Stocks of maize already afloat in South Asian waters ware diverted
~y the United States, at the Program's request, to Indonesia to speed the receipt of
mai ze in Bali. In order "to shorten the time required to land food supplies on hurricane
stricken Tobago, food was borrowed from Barbados and replaced by the Program when
supplies from donor cour:tries had arrived in the Caribbean. Emergencies have also
arisen in three countries where WFP projects were already in operation an~ WFP-supplied
food stocks were present; and in all three cases supplies intended for projects were
diverted to meet emergency needs and are subsequently being replaced as required.

76. In the case of seven emergenciea, however, none of these expedients could be
employed, and no supplies were provided as a result of rl'FP action, until they arrived
hy sea from the donor countries, a process which took anywhere from a few weeks to
several months. Even in the cases already noted, where one or a few commodities could
be borrowed or diverted from nearby souroes, othemarrived only after shipment from
di atant origins. While the food supplied has without exception proved useful, it must
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be admitted that the tea and eugar supplied to earthQuake victims in Iran and the.
vegetable oil and beans supplied for political repatriates in Dahomey were so late 1~
arriving that they hardly met any emergency needs. The dried whole milk and dried flSh
supplied to typhoon victims in Pakistan and the wheat flow' supplied to Syria for flood
,i~tims would have been much more useful had they arrived a great deal sooner.

77. In other straightforward relief operations, such as that in Sarawak (now par~
of Malaysia) after extensive floods, and the supply of 10,000 tons of beans ~o.Alg~rla
for people without means, primarily repatriates from Tunisia and Morocco arrlvlng lJ'1. h
the ~ountry after the cessation of hostilities in Algeria, the need continued long enoug
for the supplies to be effectively utilized upon arrival.

78. Aside from emergency feeding operations per se, the Program has undertaken two
projects arising out of disasters which are of the same character as its other develppment
projects. One now completed, acoelerated the rebuilding of Skopje, Yugoslavia,
following its deS1ruction by an earthQuake. The other, just commencing, is intended
to assist in the rehabilitation of the areas on Ea1i t Indonesia, devastated by the
1963 volcanic eruptions. The former, which came about because investigation disclosed
that assistance in reconstruction was needed raiher than emergency help, has been
highly successful. The latter, which was initiated because it is believed that emergency
feeding operations should not be continued indefinitely but should be replaced by a
more constructive UBe of food t cannot be judged at this early stage, although difficulties
to be surmounted can be seen.

79. The conclusio~ is reluctantly reached that it is important to make clear to
countries suffering disasters what are the inevitable limitations and delays to w~ich
the supply of WFP emergenoy food aid is subjec~ in order to avoid th~ raising of hopes
which cannot be fulfilled.

80. What can the Program do within these limits? First, it can auyply experienced
investigators to appraise the magnitude of needs and the probable efficiency of the
machinery for distribution and co-ordinate WFP action with that of governments and
voluntary or local agencies, taking into account the availability of supplies from each
potential source. Secondly, it can attempt to shorten the time re~uired for WFF supplies
to reach the area of need by premising replacement of stocks already in the oountry,
borrowing from neighbours, diverting supplies already afloat, and, on rare oocasions,
ifPJssible, arranging for an air-lift of urgently needed food. Thirdly, by means of
orderly drawing on pledged commodities from donor countries and shipment of such
supplies by 3e~it can meet needs which still continue after voluntary or local help
has ended. FourthlYt if resources from all contributors appear to be inade~uate, it
may recommend to the Director-General of FAO the launching of a special appeal for
emergency food aid. Finally, it can where necessary negotiate with governments
agreeIT.ents for the supply of food to reconstruotion or rehabilitation projects designed
to repair the physical and econol:lic damage done by disasters.

Preliminary findings from a seleotion of develoIJ1!lent projeots

81. By 1 November 1964, 94 projects, including a number for the feeding of pra-schcol
children and of other speoial groups, had been approved. Of these, 51 were operational
(that is to say, all the necessary inquiries and negotiatior.s had been completed, and
shipments of WFP supplies had been arranged) and were in different stages of implementation.

82. Under the General Regulatione, the results of WFP aid in all projects carried
out are subject to appraisal after the aid is concluded. A.a already noted, this will
mean having to wait some time longer for final appraisal: probably in most cases
beyond 1965.
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83. For the purposes of this report the Executive Director undertook to conduct a
~eries of preliminary appraisals of projects on which work had already started; that
1S to say, all those which were expected to be operational by 1 November 1964. Some of
these appraisals were entrusted to co--operating United Nations agencies, which selected
projects in fields of particular interest to them. Other projects were referred for
appraisal by outside consultants, both because relatively greater progress had been
made in them and because they exhibited a number of special characteristics (such as
their large size, and the multiplicity of problems involved), which gav~ them claim to
a closer and more comprehensive examination. An interesting wealth of material has
been gathered as a result of these inquiries.

84. Except in the case of Skopje in Yugoslavia, where all operations were wound up
by 30 June 1964, the material available on such individual projects is by no means
final or conclusive, but certain lessons of a general character can already be seen to
have emerged and these deserve to be considered. In the succeeding section of this
report, problems have been discussed as they are seen to arise in the course of the
successive stages of preparation, scrutiny and action, thro~gh which all projects have
to pass, according to established procedure. The present section presents a brief
account of some of the projects themselves, the objectives that they aimed to achieve
and the concrete developments which have taken place until now in the course of their
execution. These provide a sample of case histories from which to distil the more
generalized conclusions considered in the following section.

85. Fer this purpose it is best to group the projects into the same four broad
categories as were indicated in the preceding chapter. Thus, the first group concerns
projects for land settlement or colonization, such as in Bolivia, Br~tish Guiana, Ghana,
Jama;~a, Sudan, Surinam. Tanganyika, and the United Arab Republic. The next
group is conQ"erned 'vi th projects for livei3tock development, such as the liVGstock
feeding projects in India and dairy development in Nepal, and improvement of sheep
husbandry in Jordan and Syria. Next, there are projects mainly focused upon the provision
of productive work for the unemployed and under-employed who are not able to
contribute to the economic progress of newly developing countriesl afforestation work
in Sudan and Turkey, land reclamation and flood control in Chad, China and Korea, and
promotion of multi-purpose rural development through community development or similar
mutual aid activities in British Ouiana, Ceylon, Iran and Senegal. Finally, there is
a group of school feeding and other special feeding projects in Afghanistan, Bolivia,
GUinea, Mauritania and Togo.

86. Some of the projects enumerated exhibit more than one development characteristic,
as is to be expected, and may claim to belong to more than one of these groups. For
convenience, however, they are treated here under one category only, according to what
appears to be their most dominant trait. Again, a number of projects now under way
exhibit certain special features interesting enough to deserve mention. These are for
the reconstruction of &~opje, industrial and mining extension in Turkey, restoration of
railways in Jordan and Syria and multiplication of improved seeds in Burundi.

(a) Settlement projects

87. One of the largest of the settlement projects is for Bedouins in the north-west
coastal desert of the UA.ll., to which the Program has committed $3.4 million of its
resources ,- and the Government nearly four times that sum. Here a determined effort
ie being made to transform the way of life of the Bedouin desert nomads. Slow~y,
village after village is being built, aroQDd the central si~e of th~ ~rojec: at
Bourg-el-Arab, with co~operative societies, cottage industrles, tralnlng SChools, and
tree nurseries designed for arid zone plantation. The process of change, clearly
visible to the onlooker, affects three groups, and is being accomplished in.as many
stages First in the 4 000 families who have already settled, the change 18 seen to
have b;en BUbB~antial! ~hey have, in fact. becom~ agricu~.turali8ts, va~uin~ t~eir. land It

above their camels and sheep. Then there 18 an lntermed1ate group, wh~ch 18 sern1-Bsttled
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because it wavers between an uncertain agrioultural income and a less W1certai~ .
traditional income from wool and sheep's milk. Finally, there is the great maJorlty,
not yet oonvinced that the forms of progress embodied in the new windmills and we~ls,
orchards of olive trees and brick houses, are superior to their previous way of Ilfe
in nomadic encampments.

88. Nevertheless, it has been already demonstrated that change is possible~ Settled
Bedouins are gradually turning from their sheep to trading the produce of:helr new
olive trees for more money. Their diet is becoming more diversified with ~he help of
the supplies provided by the Program. Tea, wheat flour and barley, the last-named :o~
their livestock, have proved very acceptable. Dried fish, canned meat and an unfamlll ar

variety of cheese have encountered local objectionsl but the animal feed is extremely
welcome since force of habit dictates that sheep be protected in preference to all, .
other possessions, and WFP feed, by improving the sheep, helps to increase lncome.
Fodder provided by the Program makes it possible for the Bedouins to avoid seasonal
migrations in search of new grazing areas for their animals. These movements Vle~e

formerly costly and every year the owners were obliged to sell half their sheep ln
order to cover the travel and grazing coata for the other half. Thus, the fodder
program has proved to be an economic boon. WFP supplies are distributed through
local co-operatives at concessional prices and the sales revenue provides the means
for further investment in what is a worthwile and strenuous undertaking, and one to
which the Program has given wholehearted support.

89. The earliest of WFP-aided projects is that for the resettlement of the people
of Wadi-Halfa in Sudan, who have been displaced by tho rising waters of the High Dam
at Aswan. The 5°,000 persons involved are being moved 1,300 kilometers upstream to
KhasMI-el-Girba where land is being brought under cultivation with irrigation from a
local dam constructed for this settlement. Between January and mid-September 1964,
32,000 people moved with their 15,000 head of livestock and arrived at Khashm-el-Girba.
The WFP contribution is about $1.6 million, as compared to $71.8 million invested hy the
Sudanese Government. New villages have been laid out, and government services in ~he

fields of health and education, including agricultural extension, have been made
available. Arrangements have been made for mixed farming and for the cultivation of
both food and commercial crops. The W1'P supplies, as in the case of all settlement
projec.ts, are expeoted to tide over the period of transition until the settlers can
become self-supporting. Current proe;resB BU{Sgests that this hU{Se operati:::m \.;ill run
according to schedule.

90. An important project in Ghana assisted by the Program is for resettlement of
the 00,000 people displaced by the damming of the Volta river. The Program's comnitment
here is 1I1.4 million, while that of t!J.e Government, which was estimated at $14.1 million
at first, is now estimated to have inoreased to about twice this figure.. Operations
are well under waYI about half the settlers are already receiving food; and the
constr~ction of villages was ~bout 80% complete by October. However, agricultural
clearance, which is an essential preliminary to the creation of new incomes, has only
been carried out to 12% of schedule, so that most of the settlers who have already moved
a~e likely to continue to Buffer hardships twtil the harvest seasqn of JUly/September
1)65. In fact, those who have not received cleared land will have to struggle for a
f'..Irther period, and consequently a request for the proloneation of WFP assistanco is
anticipated.

91. Tanganyika has undertaken two groups of settlement schemes with WFP
assistance. Compared with the operations in the three countries oited above these
are very small; but they have proved much more difficult to organize. They do not
involve the transfer of masses of settled farmers from one location to another, in
many cases they are new settlements designed to attract the unemployed from urban fringe
areas to farming. The process of selection and re-training has proved understandably
difficult and progreS.B is uneven. Advances have been registered in only seven out of
nine selected areas, and the Oxford Committee for Famine Relief, which undertook to
help the Government to meet the cost of inland transportation of WFP supplies and made
some initial grants to this end, has expressed some concern about tardiness in reporting.
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A WFP-assisted resettlement project in Bolivia has rWi into serious trouble.
Program's contribution in this case is worth 12.5 million, against 116.7 million

t.he Government, a large part of which comes from a loan from the Inter-American
lopment Bank. The figures indicated for the number of settlers to be moved proved

to have been grossly over-estimated and the most recent investigations die lose that,
in place of the 14,400 families originally expected, no more than 925 have arrived.
~here is also reason to dcubt whether the areas selected for settlement are in 211
caseA suitable for farming. The first instalment of WFP supplies was, however,
dispatched according to schedule, \'Ii th the result that there are enough Bupylies for
dist:~:ibuti{)n to settlors for sevoral ~lo(jths. MORt of the comnodi ties are still in
st-oraGe rtt the port in Chile from whj:ch they have to be moved into this land-loc~ed

Cowltry. Nogotiations are continuing for the revisi:m of the reCJ.ui:::ements of "tIFP aid
for the 3clivian project and for diversion of excess stocks to other suitable projects
i'1 the region.

Sl3 G 1':\e Program is participating in a settler.1ent project in Jar:l'3.i8a invol"{ing
184 families, whose breadHinners were rendered redundan-':. by tne mechanization of sUGar
cane production in un adjacent area and who are beine resettled on some 200 hectares
()f land dO:J.ated by t;1.e sugar cane company. The cost to HFP is $90,000 only, as aeai!1st
$515,000 of local investment. ~he new holdings are expected to supply veget.ables for
th~ narket, and WFP aid is to tide the settlers over the period during which they are
not able to provide all t~e food necessary for themselves and their families,
co08-:i tuting a total of 90Q persons. The averaGe Gize of the family plot is about
1 hectare, hardly sufficient to convince all the settlers to devote their energies to
farming, and some of them are lookine for better or supplementary occupati:ms. Th'lG,
tr_is sr.lall project is to Bome extent hardly more than a holding operation,. although
it ~ay he that those remaini~g will develop a more complate livelihood if they have
t:Je opportuni ty to add ~.o their own plots t1le land of other settlers who even-;;ually
sellout 9.nd leave on :inding other employment. The project is expected :;0 achieve its
tare;ets, although closer participation of the settlers in the planning and execution
of' the undertakinG miGht have lightened the task of the public authority responsible
Lor it.

94. A resettlement project at Brokopondo in Surinam is designed to provide new
fa:::-m land for 5,000 people evacuated rc-on a lake area forming behind a new dam. The
WFP comT:lit~ent in this project amOQ~ts to 8213,000, against $1 million from the
Government. The difficulties of communica:; ion and of distribu"tiol1 to settlers ure
proying to be very ereat, altJ-:ough the local administration appears to be fu2.1y aware
of them, and A. project officer provided by the Program is rendering considerable
aSRist~nce. Difficulties of integrating the settlers have also been encoQ'1tered, but
it is hoped that with time the obstacles involved can be surmounted.

95. Land settlement is also planned for four areas in British Guiana, with 8550,000
of' 'WFP assistance, and Cl. government investment of 16.1- million. The reports on farming
c ondi tions in one of the four sites are favourable I in another, the technical and
economic potentialities are reported to be still largely unknown. The two other
locations will however, be handicapped by lack of access to markets. A hopeful feature
reported is that in some places work had already been started without waiting for the
arrival of aid.

96. All land settlement projects attest the importance that is to be attached to
oareful planning and preparation g these should include an adeq,uate assessment of the
faxmine potential of the locations chossn; assurance of the needed infrastructure
comprising roads and other facilities; credit and extension assistancel the careful
selection of settlersl and proper follow-up attention by the administration. Such
measures naturally call for heavy capital investment I but WFP food can assist operations
only when these prior conditions have been adeq,uately fulfilled. While food aid can
play a key role it ia clear that these projects can benefit from this aid only if they
are prepared in'a far more detailed and careful way than is possible in a three-year
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a~porimental proGram. For this reason, the projects that Bre likely to show the
mos t success a:re those which were planned before the Program was approached or
considered. such as those in the Sudan or United Arab Republic, or the more recently

, . t' f th WFP
approved San Lorenzo project in Peru. Although a Bubstantlal p:opo~ lon 0 . e .t
reOO'JTces devoted to this field of activity appear to ba reoultlng In sound lnveBt~en ,
they are primarily to be regardad as being the prica paid by the Program for chartlng
possibilities for long-term action.

(b) fj.~V~Btock gro..iects

97. Increase of milk production is.to be doubly desired in moat developing countries l

it c:ontributG8 to a much needed improvement in the p80plo's nutritional status and I

by encouraging mixed farming, improves land management and increases farm incomes.
Among the Boundest of the WFP projects aimed to achieve these advantages is the one at
Anand in India , where coarse grains are being supplied for the preparation of a
compounded feed, containing a mixture of local ingredients. The mixing plant where
the feed.. is to be made represents an investment of $2.5 millionl the value of WFP
aid is $1.2 million. The machinery and the technical supervision it calls for have
been nade available by the generosity of the Oxford Committee Famine for Relief under
the auspices of the Freedom from Hunger Cwnpaign. The project iR thus one of many
examples of the way in which multilateral aid in food may be combined with other forma
of foreign assistance to make a viable w1dertaking. The assurance of success in this
case lies in the fact that the enterprise is run bJ' one of the be:::t organized milk
co-operatives, which is promoting an extension program a~ong its members as well as
selling t~e feed mixture to them, so that locally produced feed grains may take the
pl~ce of WFP supplies by the time WFP aid comes to an end.

9gb Improved milk supply is also the theme of a project in Nepal, in w~ich 'NF? aid
of $40,000 is backed by a government investment of $65,800. Because of the difficult
conditions of milk collection and distribution in the Khatmandu valley, a chilling
centre has been constructed to receive and store milk from about ten collecting centres
before forwarding it to the central processing plant at Khatmandu. To equalize the
considerable seasonal fluctuations in the quantities of milk fl.vaila~le and so maintain
output at a constant level all the J'ear round, the project aims to produce toned milk
d·.rring the dry season by adding skim-milk powder to the reduced Ciuanti ties of whole
milk then available. This will stabilize the milk market and encourage more dairymen
to go into regular business. The Program is assisting the experiment by providing
dried milk; and that part of the sales receipts for toned milk attributable to W?P
supplies is to be used to construct further collecting and chilling stations. The
Goyern:nent proposes to provide the milk powder out of its own resources after ;(FP
supplies are eTI1auBed and until internal supplies have been expanded to take advantage
of the increased demand.

, 99. Under the general headine of livestock improveme~t should be mentioned the work
of improving the grazing condi tions of herds under semi...<J.esert conditions. The Program
is helping in this task by assuring feed to camels and sheep belonging to Bedouin tribee
in Jordan, Syria and the United !I.rab Republic, so that over-grazed ranges may be allowed
rest to restore their vegetative cover, and surplus stock can be fattened for the
~arket. This scheme is a constituent part of the UAR settlement project already
described, and of the pilot project in the south of Jordan whioh aims at the provision
of food for Bedouin agricultural workers and their families and a feed reserve for
90 ,000 sheep belonging to Bedouin sheep raisers. The Government has made all
arrangements, Elupporting the Program's contribution of '500,000 wlth one of $100,000
in ~ddition to the work earlier undertaken to the same end. In Syria a parallel
experience is being tested, although in this case nc food for human consumption is
supplied. A. WFP contribution of about #750,000 is Bl.lppQr'ted by $600,000 from the
Government. Both the Jordan and Syria projects extend over two brawing seasons and it
is expected that over-all improvement in the productivity of the ranges will have become
appreciable by the end. of that time through restriction of grazing on the one hand

d d . . "an re ~ctlon In the nu~\ber of the herds, on the other.
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Livestock projects present excellent opportunities for conversion of low-value
eal surplu~es in donor countries into high-value proteins in developing countries.
sent experlence already makes it clear that two conditions are essential for their
cess~ there must be simultaneous efforts towards domestic production of the feed

supplies, initially provided from outside, or towards an expansion of the capacity to
pay for them as commercial imports, and there must be a systematic plan for reducing
the numbers and improving the productivity of the herds. These point to the need for
closely integrated technical advice in planning projects for aid in this field.

(c) Labour-intensive projects

101. Labou=-intensive projects offer classic conditions under which food can be made
available for mobilizing unutilized labour in undertaking environmental improvements
of lo~g-term productive signficance. Of the many projects in this category now under
way, mention may first be made of those for afforestation and watershed nrotection in
~urkey. In one case, the planting of Quick-growing species of trees (a task calling
for 1.4 million man/days of labour) will promote the conservation of Boil ~~d water,
and will augment the natural resources of the co~ntry in the long run. The WFP
contribution of less than $1 :nillion is accompanied by about $7.5 ~illion of government
investment. The second project in this category is primarily designed to protect the
Kizilcahamam watershed in Turkey by control of water in the tributaries of the Kirmir
river. The activities to be aided in this project are all part of a rehabilitation
operation, in which afforestation and road construction play the most notable part. One
huu.dred kilometers of new hillside roads are to be built, and although afforestation
is long-torm investment, the returns of the project in terms of the other collateral
activities to the 19,000 villagers, of whom many work on it in the off-season, seem
almost immediate.

102. The planting of trees is also the aim of the Khartoum Green Eel t project in
Sudan, where about $125,000 of WFP aid complements an effort amounting to five times
this value, already undertaken by the Government to provide the capital city with this
essential protection. The operations in this case are in charge of a Forestry
Depa~tment of proved competence, and the prospects of success are bright.

103. Projects which provide for substantial employment and at the same time create
enduring economic benefits are in progress in many parts of the world - with land
development in Sahela-Sra in Morocco, the construction of secondary roads in Syria,
the restoration of dykes in Lake Chad, the building of flood control embankments in
the Republic of Korea and land reclamation in the Republic of China. The Moroccan
project covers a pilot zone in the large WeBtern Rif region, which is the object of
a pre-investment survey undertaken with assistance from the United Nations Special
Fund. \<iF? aid worth $500,000 is backed here by over $1 million of government resources.
Progress has been somewhat slower than originally estimated, because of difficulties
encountered in mobilizing labour; but attempts are being made to overcome them. The
Syrian project, involving $822,000 of W"FP aid and '1.3 million of government funds, is
expected t~ make a vital contribution -to communications and trade through the provision
0: 750,000 man/days of labour. The importance of the project in Chad lies not only in
its contribution to maintaining the country's production of grain, which was threatened
by .flood damage I but also in its intent to di scomage those who had been engaged in
this cultivation from relapsing into their former nomadic way of life. The Program is
Bupplying over $400,000 worth of wheat for sale to a local flour mill, an~ proc~e~s of
the sale are to be used to purchase local rations for the workers and thelr famllles
engaged in restoring the damaged dykes. As Chad is a land-locked country, the cost of"
transporting WFP supplies there has been very substantial. Furthermore, the project
got off to a late start, but the experiment is still to be considered important enough
to be worth making, particularly in view of the proffered aid from the Oxford Committee
for Famine Relief and the prospects of support from the EEC European Development Fund
in its later expanded phase. It should also be mentioned that technical aB~i8tance
from France is playing a part in this project. For the flood control work In the
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Naktang river basin in Korea, the Program's contribution in food aid to wo:ker~ bu~lding
the embankments is worth $183,000, while the value of the gmrernment contrl.butl.on l.8
half this amount. In Taiwan Province, thera are three projects of this natUl~e in
operation: land development through co-operative8, the reclamation of ti~al land, a~d
the lining of drainage canals. All of these, excellently organized, prOml.Be oompletl.on
of operations according to schedule. Together they involve a contribution of $1.3
million from the Program and ~n.2 million from the Government.

10!,.. Also among labour-intensive projects should be counted the self-help W1dertakings
for multi-purpose area improvements in Bri tisll Guiana, Ceylon, IraQ and Senegal. The
two Geylonese projects, for the construction and repair of nwnerou8 small irrigation
works in O!le case and for diverse t;'{jJes of simple constructions for commW1i ty improvement
in the other, involve close to 1.4 million man/days in all and are carried out w~th th~
help of volunteer workers to whom the offer of WFP aid is expected to act as an l.ncentl.ve.
The valuG of W?P commitments for the two projects is 1628,000 as against $2.4 million
0: local contrib'..l.tion, a part of ,{hich is made up of assistance from the Netherlands.
The Iraqi project is to help commwlity development through co-operative action in one
0: the regions benefiting from recent land reform measures and is considered very
promising. The WFP contriuution here is $392,000 as against $523,000 invested hy the
Government. In Senegal, the rural community development programme is being assisted
by the Program to the value of $342,000 against the $1.1 million allocated hy the
Government. In British Guiana a small contribution of $90,000 from the Program is
providing an incentive to the construction of school buildings with the voluntary
labour of local commwli ties. According to estimates, 58% of primary sohoon are
overcrowdei,and WFP aid will help to provide 8,000 school places out of 32,000 needed
at present. ~his project has been realistically planned and the response of the local
people has been promising.

105. Developing cowltri.es suffer from a scarcity of all prociuction factors except
unskilled labour. It is, howeve~,possible with the supply of food alone to set this
surplus labour to accomplish many tasks which, though necessarily simple for lack of
i l1,l-lro\rea equiI-~ent and skills, will nevertheless serve to build up social capi tal of
great value for future progress. The projects cited above illustrate some of the
possibilities, but there are many others. It is often claimed that they call for a
6re~t deal of organizinG ability and that this is a factor which is no leso scarce than
a~y other, but undertakings like community development indicate that for simple laboUl'
intensive works a great deal of the required organization can be decentralized, and ~o

provide scope for the utilization of many local talents and capacities, whioh now
rern8.in unrecognized and therefore unt'apped.

(d) School feeding projects

IJ(,. Of the four principal categories of WFP-aided projects, that for the feeding of
sch001 students and other trainees presents the least number of apparent complexities.
The food supplied is generally served by an institution in cooked form for immediate
~ons~~ption, an arrangement which admits the least possibility of its misapplication
or mjsuse. Controlled conditions also make it possicle to assess with considerab18
"J.ccurcwy H.e impact of the food on the direct beneficiaries, if r:ot upon a liider circlo.
At the same time, food aid in this field can be recognized as providing support to a
baRic ingredient ef social advance, no less than of material improvement. Poor diets
are st;pplemented and nutritional habits reformed in age-groups where these advantages
have a powerful effect. School attendance is improved, while support to middle-grade
education and technical traininG scbemes assists in the formationof a body of supervisory
and skilled personnel whose availability is crucial to the process of d.evelopment aR
it is presently shaping in many countries.

107. A project of this type in Mauritania exemplifies the emphasis given to secondary
education: WFP aid of $}80,000 will permit a significant increase of 8nrolrr.ent at t~i8

level -.rith an additional cost to the authorities of only $65,000. One good result of
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project, which is receiving ueefu;!. support from the FAO export in the country, if,
nt.rod.uce the desirable habit of fi8h-eating to a people previously unaccui;tmned to

, although t.here are potential sources of local supplies, and fisheries and fish
prooessing industries have been recently established. In Toga a slight variation of
the same problem of educational jmbalance is encountered 9 in that t.he rate of school
attenrtance is much 10"Her in the north thun in the south, with a consequent difference
in the rate of development in the two parts of tte country. It is hoped to correct
thio situation by encouraeins httendance at schools in tte north with the offer of
meals propared with WFP food in canteens built by labour provided with WFP rations.
WF1' aid here is worth $220,000, while the cost to the Government is only $4-1,CUO.
Shortcr>mingfl j tI the local adoinistration have been responsil..>le for considerable delays
iTI startine; the feedine; proe;ramme, although the local people \.;ho ,Iere to build tr.e
scl'.ool canteens had responded enthusiastically with their voluntary labour. Jl':eanwhile,
the stipulated initial jnstalment of WFP supplj es was delivered, but because of bad
stor'3.ge, these supplies are now reported to be in danger. Means are now being explored
for pill'suing the basic objec tive of the project after amending the original condi tions
in the light of the changed circumstances. In Afghanistan, the Program is contributing
:nore than $,00,000 of ajd to feed boarders in secondary schools in Kabul, where students
asp1.1·ing to U-_is level of education have to come for lack of facilities in the interior"
The government commitment in this project for buildings and equipment exceeds $1 million.
'::'~1e Pro[,Tam I s contribution of $390,000 in Guinea iF! to provide an incentive for sending
children to technical schoolsJ the investment on the Goverr-mentls part is $539,000.
In Belivia, $508,000 of WFP aiel is providing food assistance to 11 residential colleees
fer the training of teachers who are to staff schools in rural areas. This aid will
enable the Government to double the number of trained teachers during the period cf
WFF assistance, thus making a significant contribution to the extension of ~rimary

education in the countl'Y. The extra cost to the Goverr.ment in this case amounts to
~162,OOO. The relatively small supporting contributions made by governments receiving
aid in school-feeding vrojects is to be explained by the fact that in most cases the
bUildings, staff and other installations are already available and the only additional
cost ir.volved in using food aid for an enlar6ed enrolment is that of internal transportation
of the supplies and of equipment for cooking and serving.

108. The scope for food aid in support of educational schemes is limited only n.y
the a\railabilj ty of complementary resources, including organizational skills. In
Chapter IV of this report referenc~ is made to the recommendations of a United Nations
inter-agency group meeting on this subject. The following comments may be pertinent
at this point: considering- the strain on their imrestible resources, most cour.tries in
process of development have to give priority to certain sectors and stages of education.
If food aid is to be used aR an instrQment of this desirable policy, it must be selective
in application. Secondly, care has to be taken to see that the recipient government or
institution develops its own capacity to continue the improved feeding programme aftar
outside assistance comes to an end. For this reason it is stipulated in suitable cases
that the production of a n\~ber of the components of an improved diet should be taught
in a farm unit attached to the institution being provided with food aid. In others it
is laid down that the particular project should be a part of a more comprehensive plan
of development, which also inc ludes such prod_uction.

(e) Other projects

109. A few other projects not treated under any of the above categories are of
sufficient developmental signifioance to merit attention. ¥FP aid in the form of
protective foods ~as used by workers engaged in heavy reconstruction at Skopje in
Yugoslavia after the earthquake in July 1963, and is stated to have made a notable
contribution to their health and efficiency. The operations, which have now been
concluded and are aoknowledged to have been an unqualified success, cost $1.5 million
to the Program and over $10 million to the Government. A group of three projects now
being implemented in Turkey relate to the development of cement and pulp.and.paper
production and to prospecting for mineral deposits. The total WFP contrlbutlon to
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these projectfl amounts to approximately $1 million, and that of the Government $40>rnilli
These, and a few other projects in the field of industrial development that are not yet
operative are of great interest in indicating how food aid oan he used in furtherance
of in~ust;ialization in oertain oiroumstanoesl IlS, for exemple when food is provided
in canteens at new faotory locations or survey oamps in inaccessible areas whioh cannot
easily be served by established food markets and where a sudden influx of wage-earners
threatens a sharp rise in local food prices~ or to show how much better nutrition of
workers can improve their productivity and reduce accident rates. This ob8ervatio~
woulrr apply particularly to the project for construction of a dam and hydro-electr1c
installations at Naghlu in Afghanistan, where WFP aid is being used for distribution
of cooked meals to about 8,000 workers engaged in the pro~ect. Mention may also be
made in this connection of two projects in Jordan and Syria where food aid is envisaged
as part-pa~nent of wages to workers engaged in the restoration of the international
Hedjaz Railway. WFP aid for the Jordan and Syrian sections amounts to $142,000 and
$291,OCO respectively, while the government oontribution is $181,000 in each case.

110. Of very special interest is a project in Burundi for the propagation of improved
seeds for a number of local crops. In return for WFP supplies, stocks of pedigree seeds
raised in ·che local agricultural research institute and issued to selected farmers for
multiplication are recovered from the~60 that these may be used as further breeding ..
material instead of being retained for consumption. The project has made a very promlBl
start wi th contributions from the Oxford Commi ttee for Famine Relief and under the
enlightened. leadership of the research institute produc ing the improved strains. It
is hardly possible to imagine a more striking demonstration of the use of food aid as
invest~ent for expanding production in the future.

Project planning and implementation

IlL In the preceding section, the preliminary results of the projects so far launched
have been discussed but it is too early yet to judge the extent to which the objectives
of the projects are being achieved. In any event, their ~ucceBa will obviously depend
a great deal on the way in which they are planned, prepared and implemented and it is
this which is analysed in the present section.

112. The projects themselves are not, as a rule, novel in purpose, but the use of
food aid in supporting them is a more original feature, and the devising and taking of
steps to employ food in a way which improve~ enlarges and accelerates development
prc~ects is the main aim of the ex~eriment undertaken by the World Food Program. Any
evaluation of the experiment should therefore give close attention to protlems and
achievements associated with the formulation of projects, their preparation for approval
their preparation for action, their implementation and their appraisal.

(a) Formulation and planning

113. Although WFP aid is given only on request from governments, an active policy has
been followed in regard to project formulation because the number of projects received
froT:: governments depends on how well the Program and the nature and purpose 'of its aid
is made kr,own to them and how much technical guidance and help they receive in selectine
and formulating suitable projects. It was deemed desirable to bring forward a number
of projects sufficient to open up as wide a variety of types as is required for purposes
of experimentation. Moreover, the larger the number of requestsreceived,the greater
would be the scope for making full use of WFP resources without any derogation from
the high standards aimed at in project selection.

114. Nevertheless, the number of projects submitted up to the present has not been
sufficier-t to satisfy these aims fully. More projects could have been put up were it
not for such considerations as the following: the Program IS inabili ty to make a commi tmel
to support a project beyond the limits of the experimental period; the need to have,
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ases of appraisal, projects which could either be completed, or could reach
of an identifiable phase, \4i thin this periodl the restriotione placed. by the
on the sale of its foodsl the need to have projects which could be submitted

out too much delay - i.e. those which could be formulated and the other resources
equired for tl:em found Quickly, and those whose planning had started tlell before the

Program came intocexistence; reluctance to adopt very small proiects because of theI . v •

.ng~ proportion of fixed overhead costsl the Program's aim to avoid operating several
proJ~cts of. the same kind in the same country, and to exclude pro~ects aimed solely at
feedlne whlle concentrating on those for economio and social development; and a
shortage of both international and national staff available for formulatin~ accBftable
projects within the .Program's terms of reference. ~

115" Iro mitigate the difficul ties of starting on every front at onCe, the ctviO\JS
step was taken of profitinc from the existing knowledge and contacts of the estahlished
international organizations. Thus, many of the earliest projects formulated. as well
as a proportion of those that continue to be received, have been shaped witt'the help
~f headq~arterg and field staff and technical assistance experts of these organizations~

lncludine TAB Resident Representatives, FAO country representatives and WFP liaison
off'icers.

116. Field Missions and visits were undertaken at quite an early stage by wF~

headquarters staff, however, and, as noted in Chapter I, they had visited 0'181' Co c(;untries
by March 1963. Without this extensive travel, the rate ef whic~ has been maintained
since, it would not have been possible to bring forward the 193 projects received fro~

the beginning up to 1 November 1964, or to complete all the prepa.ratory steps leadlnE:
to the adoption of 94 of thefT', 51 of which became operatior;al by the da.te quoted._
.Progress continues to be made in getting people "ho are more accustomed to handling
financial and technical aid to understand how food aid can best be employed for
s i:ni lar investment and pre-investment purposes.

ll? 'Many projects reQuired amendment and improvement before the.r could be adopted.
3asic defects in some of the prcjects, or limitations on WFP aid i.tself, could not be
l' e:n oved and governments even'tually withdrew these reque sts.

118. The WFP pro-for~a prepared as a guide for the formulation of project requests
h~s served its purpose fairly well, but freQuently failed to elicit slu'ficient information
fer the further preparation and planninc of projects in the first instance. 'I'his had
to be trade good throueh protracted correspondence and in some instances by visics to
the countries and project sites.

119. Indifferent plannine of projects has been responsible not only for a nurr.ter of
failures,put also for delays in subsequent processing" for ineffective implementation
and , in a few cases, for wastage of supplies through errors in estimation of reQulrp~entso
':'he situation may be expected to improve with greater understanding on the part of
aid-reQuesting governments of the scope and conditions under which food can be effectively
used in development. It is however, abundantly clear that toe ~uch care ca~net be taken
in laying down- a SO'JIld foundation for a project at the planninG stage and that
governrents will continue to require considerable assistance in this respect, most ~
which will involve inQuiries and consultations on the spot by ~~p staff. Unfort~~atcly
the strength of the lJFP eecretaria t has so far been inadequate for this pu__rpo.s6.

120. The Program stra 86SS the importanoe of an 100ication by beneficiary governments
of' the relationship of a projeot to their natior.al d€ivalopment pla..'Y18 or policies.
This ia to ensurs that projeots are useful enough initially to warrant a certain degree
of' priority so that provision of external aid ia the only factor determining
whether or ~ot they will be implemented. Appraisal reports mentioned that in some
oases WYP projects have drawn to them, from other actin tiea, qualified ~r-8olli'1el and
other soarce resouroes. It ia neoessary for those responsible for econom~o planni~~
and polioy to be aware in advanoe of the extent to whioh this will happen and. to (teoide
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I,hether the liFP project med ts it. An advantage of the "project approach", which is
more evident in the case of food aid than for other aid, is that it obliges 'governments
t~ pl:ln calLtiously. III particul.:lr, where food has to be handled, it emphasizes ~ need
for C;lref'.ll lOGistic as well us financial planning. The "p~oCTar:Jme approa~h" (dHlcussed d
in ~hill)ter IV) can also have this advantage in these countrles whore planr;1ng has advanoe
Gl';'ficluntly to pr:.ofit from it.

(b) Preparation for approval

12 J • ,Project requGsts subrni tted to the co-operating international orcanizB t ions for
technical scrutiny hewe evoked comments of varyinc; quality, after varying degrees 0":
del::n". AI' initial prcblem in some caGes was tllat the reque13t did not give sufficient
in:'o;f1ation ahout. thc project to provide 11 basis for judgment. This did not matter
ill thcse cases, perhaps a majority, in which the comnenting agency was already familiar
..... 1. th the pro~ect or held o'ther sources of information about it. The /!lost helpful and
re11:l':'le comI:lcnts received Horo those prepared. in the light of Ii report frorr. n.n
'lp.iJ r0pri3.tely 'lualified agency cfficial or expert having first-hand knoHledge of the
3.ro,~ and the project. Quite useful comrlents, based on GenerCll principles an:1 yrc,fessiul1al
,:'yi!;>n, ~.()I!ld still ::,e r..lide b;y a[~LCJ'- 3~arf laoking ,Hroot E'.oqHD,intanoe with the
are:l ;-~nd the project. Tte la~teJ.: (jave Cl les3 secure basis for elction, hmrever. For
e~aI:lpla, to nSSBSD the feasibiliLy of a land-sottlement project one has to kY!ow t~e
locrll 30il and \fater s·~<:tJf'lif)s, the settlars' qualifiGations RS farmers and t'wir aT,ti t'.lde
to the settlement area.

l?? WFP cheo~s were 1080 extensive in caseR where Emother acenc:r, such aB the
UnitecJ ?htions Special :3'und or tne InteI'-American TIevelopmer.t :Bank, had already sn";isfied
itself tha~ the project merited its aid. It ia now clear, ~evertholess, that as a normal
rule a pI'C.'jC;:;t ShOll1d not be adopted Hi thout '.1 'fiBi t of CldcQuute d1.lra,"ioll ".;0 the projeot
si te 1),;; an appropriately q,ualificd officiaL

123. ~!le General Reg'.llations provide that main relianco should be placed on other
orc;a.niz3.:ions il1 the United Nations family for technical 8.dviGe. Even without this
provision, it would have been a practioal impossibility for the P:rogTarJ to build
up technical depart:nents of its own in each ot' the specialized :-ields j n -"hich :='ld is
given. However, while relying on the technical advice of co-operating agencies, the
finCl.l decision rests i,i th the .?rogram on Hhether or not to adopt El projec t, 'tlr,ich
implies a jUllgmen'':; on its technical as well as other merits. In :his connection, the
reports of ~P staff on field visits are taken fully in~o account. An effort was made,
when recruiting the WFP planning staff, to choose officials with qualifications in BUO~

relevant fields a~ economics, agriculture, rural institutions and community development.
However; the variety of types of project is wide and the quality of staff work is
obviouslY';limi ted by the Bcope of kn01,ledge and cxperience of each staff member and hy
the incompleteness of agency comments. Another source of clifficul ty is that the nel.l,)'
fled&ed planning staff is asked to do m3.ny different types of work, incl',lding substantive
planning, administrative preparation, compu";ation (in regard to resources, rationa,
beneficiaries and other aid costs), and drafting - sometimes of El legal character - in
working languages foreign to a number of them. Planning and operational staff need to
wor~ more closely together throughout each phase of activity and not to have in effect
a chronological separation between their work - the former handing over to the la t ter
when a project becomes operational. There is also a need for adequate consultan,"
technisal staff at headquarters (including the headquarters of co-operating agencies)
and in the field to achieve improvements in project planning and processing.

124. In quite a number of countries project officers have now been appointed, after
projects there became operational. Other projects, still in preparation in these'
countries, can be better planned because the project offioer remains on the spot and
can give continuing help. It is essential that in any new multilateral program
provision should be made for field staff, who are generally needed on the spot well
before projects become operational.
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Nutri tioofl.l policy is an inescapable responsibility of a mul tilateral food aid
o~r[Lm \Thich benefit8 frol:1 a broad and varied "food hasket ". The policy of the

.Proe;ram is -'co \.UH3 food for su118i8tence both for in'restment and for nutritional
i"1prov<:)fl1c)]';. ~ince the food is to serve as partial remuneration or as an incentive
1'1 addition to pro'Tiding subsistence, the rations must not be too small or too large
~nd should "':1e calculated on the basis of hmnan needs; the foods included should be
attractive and they sJlould either meet existing tastes or create only new tastes that
can conti~u0 to be satisfied after the termination of aid. This is achieved in R

!1'J.mbor of projects 1)8ca:.l.se they directly augrnen:' local capacity to produce the llew
,:;om:nodi ties and in o·~her cases becausG the projects build up the econony and thus :Qake
it p08si"81e :for the country to export more and have means to import the neH foods. For
~xample, Hheat cannot be l-lroduced in many part3 of Africa. It is only wise to suppl,Y'
lt to th~so countries that can groH it or that will finJ it possible nnd desirable to
i:nport it Hhen wheat surpluses are no longer available as aid. The latter may be in a
diBtant future but there is also the political question of how heavily a country wishes
to be dependent on external aid. It is a different matter to become dependent on the
i'11jJcr"ts from a neighbouring countryo For instance, WFP aid ma;r help Chad to become
the "hread. "':1aske tit of that region of Af'rica. In the case of Mauri tania, increased
production and consumption of fish is a significant element in the development plan
~ecause of the large fishery resources near at hand ~hich can fill a major protein
defi~iency in a population not yet accusto~ed to eating fish. As has been noted aJove,
provision of dried fish in the foods WFP is giving to make meals for all secondary
sr.~001 children and vocational trainees in Mauritania helps to stimulate a local taste
fDr fish, now lacking, especially si~ce these chiliren rn&y eventually move into positione of
si;a tU8 and influence and their habits are likely to be iml tated.

In cases where the ~uantity of local foods available is more substantial, the
of the WEP ration is reduced pari passu and the same over-all nutritional
is achieved. This explains how in the case of Borne projects the ration provided

123.
amount
target

126. The acceptability of H"FP foods has been found to depend upon t"o factors. First,
it is co~siderably increased if some education is undertaken when the food is distributed.
Effective action of this kind has overcome initial adverse attitudes toward certain
\ofPF foods in Ghana and has won acceptance of foods "'.:hat are unknO\fll or not consumei in
AfGhanistan and Mauritania. People need to be reassured about food items that are new, or
provideci in a new form or flavour, and one obvious but frequently neglected step in
this connection is tu 3ho~ them how to prepare the food so that it is tasted to its
hest aavantage. A well-known example of misuse is that of badly-mixed skim milk powder,
which c~n give children intestinal disorders and thus may turn the population stubbornly
against it. Secondly, it is easier to introduce people to a new diet if their whole
onviron'11ent is changing at the same time. For example, in the project for resettlement
of the population of Wadi-Halfa in Sudan the people grew accustomed to a new diet
without dif:ficulty. On the other hand, in the Eedouin sedentarization scheme in the
United Arab Republic, where there was not nearly such a great alteration in environment
and Hhere the chan[{e was m:.l.ch more gradual, neither fish, meat nor cheese were particularly
acceptable and the recipients preferred to sell them. It can, of course, happen that
a food item will be sold beca:.l.se of its high market value, irrespective of whether the
recipiel1t likes to eat it or not, because be prefers the cash, which he may not even
spend on ~o~e familiar foods.

127. There was at first an ambivalent attitude within the WFP socretariat regarding
the emphasis to be placed on nutritional policy, but experience has shown that
nutritional considerations cannot be neglected. The present aim is to proviie as far
as possible from pledges a ration Which, together with fresh and perishable local foods
also available to the beneficiaries, will make up a complete and balanced diet. ~~en
the beneficiaries are almost entirely dependent on the Program for their sustenance
dl~ing the projeot period (as in the case of land settlement) a WFP ration is provided
which will give an average intake of 2,200 calories per day per family member, including
50 to '70 grams of protein - according to the protein commodities supplied - and 40 to
50 gra:ns of fats.
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has given ~s little as 600 calories. On the other hand, in cases where workers are
separated from their families and WFP food is to be distributed only to them, the
G!ilorie level aimed at is lligher, hecause a worker conswnes more than the averllB"B
filmily member, Also, accoWlt is taken of the severity of the work to be done, In the
case of projects for the benefit of specific groups such as expectant mothers, pre
school and school childI'en, and students, rations to meet their particular needs are
devised .Tha variation in rationa reCluired to oompans8.-Ca for olimatic difference El as
between thil3 oountrias (mostly tropioal) that are aided is taken into aocount but is so
small that it ·oalls for little or no adjustment to the oalculation.

129, In a majority of cases food quantities initially requested by governments have
to be reduced, as they exceed these standards. At a later stage, when projects are
ilr.plemented, it becomes necessary in many instances either to reduce further the total
quantity of WFP aid, or to approve an extension of the period over which it is to be
provided and used, because many governments tend to over-estimate the nwnber of
beneficiaries and unier-estimate the time requir~d to build up the numbers of people
at \york in a yroject. Better planning in future will enable this difficulty to be
avoiied, ~eneficiary Governments have, in fact, a strong incentive to make improvements
in this respect because they have to bear the internal storage costs of excessive ~FP
stocks.

130. • Once rations and quantities required in a projeot have been determined t and it
is concluied that the project will, after technical checks and possible modification,
be adopted in due course, the availability from pledges of the commodities required has
to be verified, and the amounts earmarked, by correspondence with donor countries. The
patience of the latter has been tried in cases where earmarkings have had to be revised
more than once due to changes in projects and in the wishes and requirements of beneficial
countries.

131. One country has had to reserve the right to refuse to give pledged commodities
through the Program to a particular project or country, and this oould in effeot
prevent the implementation of projeots requiring a particular commodity, which only
that country has pledged to the Pro~ram. As is noted in the following chapter, one
of the WFP consultant studies (N~ 4) concludes that this diminishes the multilateral
character of the World Food Program,

132, It is hardly necessary to state that projects are carefully checked to verify
that they conform to llFP policies - for example t that the provision of food as aid
will lead to additional food consumption and to additional production or productive
capacity in the economy and that sales of food will be counterbalanced by repurchases
of the same or similar food by workers paid from the counterpart funds for their work
or for the tools they made from looal materials, for a project, Rigorous insistence
on respect for the basic policies has certainly not made implementation of the Program
quicker or easier, but it has helped to win the confidence of donor countries and other
food-exporting countries in the Program, At the same time, it has served the long-term
interests of agricultural producers in countries receiving food aid by guarding against
an uneconomic decline in food prices. The Consultative Sub-Committee on Surplus
Disposal is regularly consulted and has generally given its views very promptly and

~ raised few objections,

~ 133. Workers in ~~p projects have enjoyed the protection of ILO policy guidance and
standarde - ILO convenU.ons and recommendations applicable to WFP activities are adhered
to in each project, irrespective of whether the beneficiary oountry has ratified the
Gonventions or not. In the case of only one country, projects were withdrawn because
they involved the use of forced labour as interpreted in the applioation of an ILO
convention, Li ttle opposition 9 and indeed much support, has been enoountered :from trade
unione.
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HO\wver, the attitude of workers to partial remuneration in food has to ~e

etl into account and continnall.v watched. '1'he .ProErarn seeks to ensure that the part
tJ\e wages to he paid in cash is fixed as an appropriate percentage of the prevailing

for su~h work in the locality. The market value of the food given as the other
~~~t of, t~e waGe is not particularly relevant so long as the worker and his family want
to e8.t lt and not ~o sell it. As noted above, it is the Program's aim to provide food
t':1a t the Horkers would want to consume ~ or Hill Hi th only a li ttle education. But
',d,~e~'e this policy does not succeed - instanoes of failure have been given - the worker
wlll tend to sell the food. It is not easy nor indeed fair to ask him not to do so,
for he rightly feels that he has earned it and that he can therefore do as he likes
wi th it. The scope of food aid depends upon the abili ty to supply foods that will he
wanted because sale of the distrib~ted food will displace commercial sales and because,
under t::-te ILO Convention on the protection of uages, wage-earners can only be j'emunerated
partly in ~ind, in terms of items which are useful to them atld H::-tich they do not have
to sell. In fact it is a facet of development that a gro',ling number of waee-earners
CC'lIe to prefer payment wholly in cash, even though this is not reljuired by either
intern~tional or national leeislation (with the exception of a few countries). It is
8'.lgeested in Chapter IV that the sale of HFP foods to finance payrolls might he
perr::i tted in a larger proportion of projects under a new m'clltilateral program. In
any event, experience to date has shown t::-tat food aid appears to have wider scope when
Ised as an incentive to mohilize the self-employed in projects for their own benefit
'than wl,en used as a 'tlage in projects to expand the productive er:ployment. of waee-earners.

(c) ~reparation for implementation

135. Like other aid-giving international orGanizations, as well as bilateral food-aid
progr'lms, the lJ rogram does not provide aid to a project wlti 1 a for!'\al agreem8nt is
signed with the beneficiary government speoifying in considerable detail the formal
obligations on each side. S~bsequent modification of the project has called for formal
<trTle'ldment of the agreement. All thi s hiJ.s ;;:;roved Cl very time-COnSLL'T\ing yrocess and it
has come in for criticism. But there is a need to ensure that adequate preparatory
~easures have been taken hefore a project starts: drafting of the fo1'[;1.al agree:nent
requires cl--.ecking of tl-tese measures and the agreement does give SOr:1e safeguard to tb-e
~'rogram acainst loss and wastage of resources when projeets iSo "Tong. It is also, of COurS8,
an assurance to governments that the ~rogram wi 11 meet its o'81ieations to them. "'fiat
'niGht be ::::onsidered in a future multilateralvrogram is to make a basic agreeIT'ent '.ioh
ea~~ beneficiary co~ntrJ dealing with general and common provisions, which Gall then
be flexibly and expeditiously sup~lemented by sim~ler operational agreements for each
pr () j ec t.

136. In study ~o. '~' discClssed in the following chapter of this repo!·t, it is noted
'~qt, in the case of 46 projects examined, the average lapse of time between their
appro'"al and the signature of an agreement was 92 days. 'ri'hile a minor fraction of this
.,. irrle is reQ11ired ~~or the draftinb' of t"'.e agreement, most of L,e delay arises in the
cal-li tal of the beneficiary country where the agree::,ent lies awai ting signatlu~e. It [lay
"ell be that this delay Idll be natlll'ally reduced in future as Governr:ents become '!'ore
eXl-leriBn~ed i~ using food aid and will thus check at an earlier staBe preparations and
points which have tended to be overlooked until the draft agreement is received and
rrinC;8 them tc mind - or recalls the steps that have still to be finalized (such as
hudget'lry c0mMi trrtents) hefore the agreement c&~ be signed. On the .Prugram' s side, there
may be some scope for considering how the pro-forma for agreements might be further
amended so as to reduce the procedural, legal and constitutional proj18Ms enooun~ere~

in Gurne r·enefieiary countries.

137. In the case of 36 ';>[pi-' iJrojects examined in connection 'tii 1.11 the afol'emer_tj cned
Stu.dy 1~O. t" i 1. '.a8 found tr"at an average of 33 days elapsed 'he~ween signature cf
aereement and notification hy the government that it was ready to receive t~e food
sup~lies. This delay can probably be reduced as f\ITther experience is gained at t~e
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11:1. +,ic:r:al Rnd local le.vels in the ylannine of l-'rojects, and especially of the handl~ lJ~:
Fl~1d J.istri~ution of food. The same study has dra.m attention to delays in the dellvory
of ylerl[;ed commodities by clonal' countries after tlle .date on \-Ihich the Program callA

1 f' ' j-,' h fJ'cm "''"'.. c~\rer.nC'. e of 38 davg in the case of one country to 76 in
".\el~ .urwarC'., 1oL.IC. vary - C<"'b J

the case of anotter.

J3g. 2ackagine has sometimes proved inadeQuate, and although further loss in
subsequent shil-'ments has heen avoided by asking donor countries to provide stcuter
pfickaging, the extra cost has eaten into their pledges. Another problem is that of
the size of the packages in which beneficiary governments wish to receive food in
order to facilitate c'..istribution to individual households or to facilitate saleA on
the local ~ark~t in cases where the project agreement permits sales. The effects of
inadequate storage and spoilage in l)eneficiary countries are greatest in the humid
tropical areas, and fall Hith heaviest incidence on the cereals (whose bulk is largest
anL1. ma;Ces heav-y demands on scarce storage space). Account has to be taken of the
capacity ann natUI'e of facilities for handling shipments in the beneficiary country,
especially where ur.loading takes place in small ports near to work-sites (in order to
save internal transport costs) and where food has to be delivered over J'ough, narrow
roads in small vehicles. For these and other reasons, packages often need to be
s~aller than the cheapest commercial pack. It is true that this drives up paokaging
costs, resulting in a more rapid exhaustion of commodity pledges, but the
alternative is equall,yor more expensive repackaging in the recipient country, often
with increased danger of spoiJage or loss. The l-'olicy has been followed of attempting
to meet t:1e needs of recipient countries even if this invo~_ve8 addi tior-al inconven.ience
to the donor country and additional expense to the Program.

139. Chart 11 indicates graphically the time-lags involved in t,he processing of
development projects. The top curve indicates the number of projeots which are the
subject of request.s that have not been discontinued or withdxawn. It should n.ot be
overlooked that some projects have only been discor.tinued or withdrawn after a
r:onsiderable amount of staff work has been undertaken. Careful attentior. is given to
every request before a conclusior. is reached, even though this may be negative. On
the other hand, there are a few instances in which governments have withdrawn projects
wh~happeared very suitable for WFP aid and in which WFP planning and preparation had
bee~ carried on over several months. The project for reconstruction following emergency
aid to flood-stricken communities in East Pakistan was an extreme instance of this,
since preparatory work had been carried to the point of signature of tho project
agreement, and only thereafter was it withdrawn.

140. The second cUI've, showing the number of projects approved, rises sharply on
the dates when the Intergovernmental Committee was in sessio~ since it was then that
the Com~:ttee approved projects requiring more than $500,000 wort~ 0f food assistance.

141. The third curve shows the rate at which agreements were signed and the fourt~

indicates the rate of issue of shipping instructions by the Program, at which stage
projects are considered to be operational.

(d) Implementation

142. Some of the WFF projects longest in operation have developed satisfaotorily (suoh
as the resettlement projects in Sudan. and the United Arab Republio), but others
revealec. difficulties from the start which mayor may not persist. Inadequate on-the
spot scrutiny by the international staff is indicated by some of the problems but,
since beneficiary governments have primary responsibility for implementation, success
in this respect depends upon the capacity of the staff whioh they entrust to this task.
This varies considerably, and only experience will show the minimum level of
organizatioY1A l abili ty needed., especially locally, for a government to make effective
use of multilateral food aid. .
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143. BcneficlA,ry governments have already discovered. t.hat delays in making ad.GCl.:<ate
pudc;e'Hf';[ provision fOl' supporting services and facilities can hol~ up the eXGCutlon
(If WFP project.s. SOlr.etimcs these are due to the fact that the natlon~l budget ~aB
'1dcpted before planning of a WF? project was completed, and that conslde~able,t:l.me
retno.ins until the next budeet oan be approved. In 80me such instances flna~cla~ .
assistance by the Oxford Committee for Famine Relief has proved invaluable 1n fll~lng
gaps. TJds assistance in most cases has been administered by the Program on a trust 
:fund basis without presenting many difficulties. This has demonstrated the value of
combining food with other external aid in order to make a suooess of proje~ts where
lack of food is not the only looal 'defioienoy. One form of aid for whioh a need is
inoreasingly felt is technioal and operational assistanoe to governments in the handling
and distribution of HFP food. A number of 10ca.loo\1'Iiniatrations t unacoustomed to handlirlB
large Quantities of :!Dod and unable even to visualize in adva.noe what this involves, have
failed to bring the food to the benefioiaries in time. In one oountry, for e;x:ample,
schools 'Were built by voluntary labour encouraged by the promise of food whioh, after
many weeks, had still not been distributed on 1 November 1964 although the WFP
consignment for the purpose had been delivered to the port at the start of the
'Ifork.

l~~. A difficulty created by the short life ef the Program is that of synchronizin&
the delivery of the first consi/jnmonts of different commodities, from different
;lec.gine countries! to the beneficiary country. Under a new, longer-term program,
there would be less pressure to hasten the first deliveries and there 110uld therefore
he ti~c to call forward earlier those pledges which experience shows take longest to
'be delivered. This can even be done \-lith subsequent shipments during the experimental
period.

145. Preliminary appraisal for t~e purposes of this report has had to ccme at an
early stage in the implementation of a majority of the projects that are already
operational. It has proved Cl.ui te revealine and helpful even though it cannot be
ccnclusiye at this stage. The pity is that there is not space in this and in the
preceding sections to review in more than one or two sentences some of the most
in~eresting findings of appraisals t~at have been competently conducted by outside
:onsultants an~ co-operating international organizations.

146. Governments do not always meet their cbligations to provide promptly adequate
data in the progress reports required under project agreements. On the whole, however,
ttis has not been a major difficulty up to the present.

147. Appraisal cannot be completed within the experimental period because the full
results of many projects will only be seen after 1965. When they become available it
will be possible for the findings of the whole appraisal exercise, from s~art to finish
to be ~ublished.

(f) General problems and achievements

142. The main initial problem encountered by the Program was that it had to start
i ts whol~ range of activi ties simultaneously - to formulate policies, to train staff,
to make 1tself known and understood! to develop projects and to deal with emergencies
without notice. A major continuing problem, which has beset the whole experimental
period! is that the pace of work has had to be geared to an inadequate span of
authorized life - each task has been performed according to an inexorable timetable
rather than at the speed required to do it without risk of error.
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l,~~. Man;y of tho problems encountered are not peculiar to food aid. Q,ui te El nUJnter
not 1,holly Hit-hin the control of v.'Fl-' staffl donor and beneficiary countries are
no;rs in the HFP eXI)erlment arid only t.hey can solve problems which remain their
rtU.. n reRponsibility. Neverthelefls j food <lid does present its iJurticulnr diffiC:lllties

ahd the!'() is as much room for improven:ent - W11ich could come wi th f'.ll'th~r eXIJel'iefJ f ;"

anti 3. longer lea:Je of life - in the 'Hark of internation8.1 staff as there is in tj-,at
of natio(\al staff concerned, One partlcular di1.nger inherent in foorl-aili oper:l1;ions in
~uhe i~j}roper diversion of supplies. H'l.f.!pily, i'1 the case of WFl:' projeC',ts, there r.ave
as :re L been fe'!f siens -:,-f this particular e\ril.

l~O. Another ~ajor problem is that of synchronization. Food is combined ~ith othe~

re30LLC'CeS in ever;)' project. Each of these reS0UI'CeS - storaee and distribution
rFlci1~tiesj skilled manyo\ier at all stages of execution, laboUI' , equipment ar.d rUH

~Flterlals at the work-site, Horking capital, technical assis~ance as requested - have
to be available at the time they are required if the vroject is not to be delayerl,
r,loroo'1e:::- j all the inyut factors must be synchronized at the appropriate - perhal's t.ile
only- time to do the Hork (e.g. before the :::-ainy season) •. J,ir.ile this i.b tT'.le of all 'lid
projects, it is of paramount importance in the case of food aid because food is fJ 1l1ky anc!
peris1:ar<!.e. If it is delivered on schedule and the otlle:::- elements rec,·.lired for ac:tion
are !~ot ready, the food has 1;0 be stored,H~ich is c::H3tly, and it '"ill ·pe:r:ish if t,:18

delaJ' is too long, especially in the tropics and particul8.1'ly in the case of less
duraDle i te!TlB sllch as dried fish.

15l~ This problem is linked, durinG the experillental lJeriod, with thptt of tr,e s!10r':
life of the ProbTam. The world has its own pace of doi".:; things 8.nd in rlevelopil:Ei
cotllltries this pace is sometimes slo\orer than else·.-Ihere. The Wo::ol:l Food ?r02:)'am haG [Jet
its own pace - everything to be done in three years - and w~e~eve~ ~his iG faster trian
conconitant action in the outside world, it is clear which party will have to cive way
on most occasions.

2.52. Administrative 8xpemli ture dt:.."ing the experir.;ental period is heing G~i ':.i, ::;all:;
exar'1ined. (fo:, i~1stance in Study No. 4 discussed in the next chapte:,). In t:1is c:onr.e::;tion,
due ',-IeiCht 'Hill :'10 d·:>'J.8t be given to ehe :act that a substantial paTt of the expenc.i :ure
has been in the nature of inj tia1 capital investment _. in t1:e pr0ces3 0: in:1:lvation "1'd
'"'19.kin£; the WorLi Food Prograr.1 l):nO\·m. This exercise beESiln I-lith the Clcq"J.isition ()f

experience by the Yrogra'Tl's own staff. It waq followed closely 8Y dissenir:':l.~ion of the
basic ideas through the international organizations and their field :r:epresen~atives ~o

ecv-ernments, non-governmer: tal bodies and peovle concerned everf.-lhere. Anothe~ fT'::l:(l~
call upon 'idministrative fW1dG is t 11e cost 0:[.' ex[>e:ciClent8.tioll it8el[, I': 8\0,,:<1 ter:c~e

ch~nper t:> do many thjngs in a neH multilateral proeram t'n,t has i'1he1'ite:l 'lccu"l·~l3.ted
~:no\.lledce of hOH ~o simplify and accelerate procedu:'es and to re{~()Gnize:H1d a'JoiJ bli!d
alleys. At the sa~e time, if the new program iG also to c00.tin~e its role of
experine~tAtion, adminis~rative costs will ~ave to be assessed accordingly, as is
rec omnev:.dert in Study No. 5 discussed at the end of the next c:1ilpte:c.

1;'3. ':'here is ano:her aspect of the .i:'rogram's att'.J.nemer:.t Hiuh tr.e outside wo::-l:1 t
1
1at

is intangible and difficult to assess but H~ich is nevertheless R real problem. A
logical but somewhat abstract conception of hOH food Rid can serve de701opment has t~en
for~~l~ted in the minds of international officials (and government represe~tative3, it
:nay be added) which is quite easily understood and appreciated by members of Governments
a~:l senior officials in beneficiary countries. In response to this conception they
plan projects, fo:r:ffiulate requests and provide data to !:leet UFP policio~ and requirements.
Ent w':1en the projects are implemented

l
it sometimes proves that subo:r:dl~ate and ~leld

staff ha\'e not grasped this conceytion properly and that in some cases It transpl1'es
that t~e projects have been planned with insufficient aHareness of local knowledge
and understanding of the attitudes and motivations of beneficiaries~ The S?lutlon tQ
this p~oblem is not easy. A neH multilateral proeram must necess~rlly contlnue to,
depend on the aocuraoy with Hhich national officials express and lnterpret th~ ~eeQS
and condi tions of each part of their country and their population t m:- t in. doJ.ng so
should make every effort to avoid rigidity and acceptance of precono8J.ved ldeas,
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151. B0ne~jciary governments and associateJ local authorities bear much nf the
rosponsHility for the c;ood use of food idd, and where projects are proving highly
stlcc;8ssful t!1i s reflects fuvourably, not only on the .PrO{JI'um 1 s work but above all on
thA.t 0': tho local par~wnnel in the recipient cOllntriee. One important oontribution
of t;le World Food Pr0tSram io that it broadens the experience of developing countries in
deploying food aid effectively. It may be expected that, under a new multilateral
p.!'ogram tile- propo:'tion of lJrojects that are hir;hly successful lfill grow. In ViSH of
the: diffic:ulties and prol'lems outlined in this section, it is an achievement that a
snhstantial proportion of ttlOSe bein~ carried out now are a proven sUCcess or are
:'\akinij a good start. If speed ef local action is not reearded as an absolute cri terion
of judgment, and if one can Hait patiently for all the results for which there is
f')tentiality, then the present pbture look3 even more promising.
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CHAPTER III

SOME CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY rnOORAM

155. In Chapter I it was etated that five studies were commissioned on the role_of
~~Od aid ~n development 1/. Attention is focused in this chapter on those results of the
.1VC studles that are eermane to the subject of this report - multilateral food aid anc.
lts futur~. These studies were carried out by independent authorities; and although
consul tatl.ons were held with the Executive Director and his colleagues the final
responsibility for the arguments and conclusions belongs to the auth~rs themselves.
Thus the ex!,erts I views; as summarized here; do not necessarily represent those of the
Execu~ive Director. The subject-matter can be broadly divided into two categories.
The fl.rst comprises studies 1, 2 and 3, which are devoted to a general analysis of the
~roblems and potentialities of food aid from the point of view of the recei~ing and the
donating countries and which deal with the optimal role of food aid in the total complex
of foreien aid. The second comprises studies 4 and 5, which are concerned with the 
orerational problems confronting food aid programs, either bilateral or multilateral,
and \{ith the scope of multilateral food aid.

156. In view of the differing scope and subject of the two groups of stUdies, they
are treated separately. Studies 1, 2 and 3 are treated in the following section and
the other two in the conclUding section of this chapter.

The role of food aid in development (Studies ~los. 1, 2 and 31

157 The opinions of the WFF oonsultants who carried out the first three general
studies seem to converge on one basic conclusionl namely, that while food surpluses
will accrue in the coming years at an increasing rate, the opportunities for using them
effectively in the developing countries may not expand commensurately. They consider
that there was therefore a need for agricultural [olicies in the developed countries to
undergo suitable changes in the long run in order to avoid turning food surIJluses,
·..hich may at present be an asset to the world if proy=rly utilized, into a burden - and
1-I0S sibl y into an obstacle - to economic development itself.

158. FAO commodity projections for 1970 indicate the probability of a growing disparity
between the demand for, a..'1d production of, certain commodities. This is believed to
hold good especially for grains. The excess of grain output over commercial demand at
normal prices is estimated at 5-8'1 of total world production in 1970. In the case of
Wheat there would be an excess of 8 - gt.. over total demand (including both commercial
demand and use as food aid on the assumption that the latter will grow by about 75°/).
'Exces S6S (over commercial demand alone) as large as tf!- are also expected for milk and
mi 1 k products.

159 1J.oreover, these estimates of supplies are considered, to be on the 101'i
side. They e,u.duce tHO main reasons for their scepticiBl:J. F'll"st, crop yields
in both North ..l.merica and Ilestern Europe are expected to be higher than had

See paragTaphs 58 and 59 above. The studies were prepared by Professor V.M. Dandekar
of the Uokha1e Institute of Politics and Economics, Poona (Study Ho. 1); G.R. AlIen,
in association with R.a. Smethurat of' the Jl.grioul tural Economics Research Inati tute,
University of Oxford (study No. 2)J Professor P.N. Rosenstein-Rodan and Pr~fesBor
S. Chakravarty of the Center for International studies, Massa~husetts ~nst~tute
of Technology (study No. 3) I Dx. D.A. Fitzgerald of the Brook:lngs Inshtutl.on,
Washington, D.C. (study Ho. 4) I and Professor J. Desaau of the Institut de Science

4oonomique appliqu~e, Paris (study No. 5).
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been forecast. Sflcondly, an increase in output in Europe is likely to emerge from
the adoptlon 01 the agricultural policy of the European Economio Communit~ at Fres~nt
under consideration. Obviously a sustained demand for food imports in ma~nland Chlna oOt
radically change the prospective imbalance of demand and supply in world markets but
tilis represents such an uncertain element in the whole gamut of possibilities that it
is normally not included in current projections.

160. It is believed that there is no likelihood that possible ohanges in
the agricultural policies of tIle developed countries in the near :t"uture would restrain
the emergence of very large surpluses. Such changes are usually conceived in terms of
structural reform, which could be implemented either by farm price reductions or by
incentives to induce farmers and hired labour to leave agriculture. But, Quite apart
from the polHical difficulties of carrying out policies of this t;ype, it is doubtful
whether structural reforms would actually result in a reduction of agricultural output.
'rhere is, on the contrary, a distinct poseibil i ty that the threat of withdrawal of
artificiCl.l supports or even of productive resources Hould intensify the search for
rationalization and higher efficiency, so that in consequence, output would not fall
an1 might eveD increase.

161. This does not mean, of course, that changes in agricultural policies should not
bp contemplatpd., but rather that the more immediate benefit gained Hould be increased
froductivity rather than reduction in the output of surpluses. According to the ~FP
consult&nts, it ie the application of modern science and technology to agriculture which
in many \~estern countries has led to a rate of increase in productivity sufficient to
outrun the growth of demand. This increase in productivity has also overtaken the rate
at which productive resources, released for alternative employment by the increase,
could be shifted to other sectors. So far as farmers and farm workers are concerned
- some of them should be a part of this necessary shift - policies to maintain adequate
incomes for them has ke:r;t up agricultural prices so that demand for food is less than
it would be at lower prices, again accentuating the problem of surplus supply.

162. Ways and means have to be discovered of using the available surpluses efficiently
in the face of these circumstances. This is in fact what has been tried out in the
recent past. However, there is one inherent danger in this respect, namely, that the
utilization of surpluses might retard the indispensable adaptation of agricultural
supply in the developed countries to commercial demand. Mention may be made in this
connection of the discussion in Study Ho.2 concerning the concept of "supply management"
Rere it is noted that there is wide agreement that food aid could be more useful to
developing countries if, within an increasing total, greater emphasis were placed upon
the production of high-protein foods (especially dried milk), and rice (for regions
where it is strong~y preferred to wheat as ~he main food grain), coarse grains and
high-protein feeds (to foster the development of mixed farming), vegetable oils, cotton,
and possibly tobacco. Such changes could help to raise living standards, as well as
nutritional standards and incentives - which would lead to a.n im.;::rovement in the
productiVity of labour; they could contribute to higher soil fertility through the
extension of livestock farming; and, by inclUding in larger proportions those surplus
commodities the demand for which is- of relatively high income elastioity. in developing
countries, they could increaS6 the soope for using food aid. Both bilateral and
multilateral programs of food aid could be made more effective if the donor countries
were to adopt policies that would reorient their pattern of agricultural production
in order to reduce output of surplus foods needed less, and inorease output of gurpluB
foods needed more, by the developing countries. It is auggested in study No. 2 that
this would not raise serious problems of supply management within the donor countries,
and that close international oo-operation, especially between North America and
Western Europe, would also facilitate a readjustment in pledges to a multilateral aid
prograrn in order to respond better to the needs of developing countries.

163, \fuether the adoption of such a policy would lessen the danger of unwanted
surpluses is very much of an open question. It is possible, but not certain, that the
cont.inuo;ls shift of the production pattern, contingent on the implementation of supply
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ment, would ]Jrovide the necessary flex.ibil i ty of manoeuvre in a~riculture and
.give a.bre~thing space for agricultural adaptation - a contin~ing process that

la~8lng behlnd In the pace it shou~d maintain for balanced economic growth. A
,.jl'eat deal of ingenuity is therefore re(luired to steer a safe course in this complex
., ~ tuat ion. ·1.1eanwh ile, there is no doubt that supply controls in developed countries
ulmed at reorientation of agricultural production, as distinot from its restriction,
·.iould enhance the scope and effeotiveness of food-aid programs.

16~. The supply of agricultural surpluses on ooncessional terms to developing
countries should be viewed from two directions: the first considering their effects
uton the commercial exports of third parties, and the second taking account of the
absorl;tive capacity of the developing countries.

lC). In General, the debate on the commercial implications of food aid in recent
times has been dominated by the fear of damage to the trade of third parties competing
for the export market for the same commodities. This concern, however, seems to the
~;~F consultants to be exaggerated since it does not take into account the indirect
benefits whioh third parties might have gained from food aid. Such benefits are
derived largely from the so-oalled "umbrella effeot" of food-aid programs. But for the
existence of these programs and the provisions in them for using food in ways which do
not displace oommercial demand, the full volume of surpluses would have reached the
commeroial market and thereby depressed prices severely, leading to very stiff
international oompetition betlveen exporters for market shares. Taking this asrect
into account, it oould be said that, among third countries, the main sufferers from food
aid programs are not food exporters but the major commeroial importers, particularly
Jaran and countries in Western Europe, which have been denied the benefit of the chear
imrortB that would have been available if surpluses had oome on to the market. A few
countries, exporters of such oommodities as rice, do not 'benefit from an "umbrella effect"
because the largest food aid program, that of the United States, diverts insuffioient
quanti ties of this oommodi ty from world markets to affect them appreoiably.

166. l.uch more serious, in the opinion of the consultants, is the problem of the
capacity to absorb food aid of the developing countries thewEelves. No doubt this
ca1jacity appears very large indeed, since many of the developing o01.mtries are food
deficient and yet their development plans normally place heavy stress on the balance
of rayments for oapital goods imports, so that little foreign exohange is left for
other imrorts suoh as those of foodstuffs. However, the oapacity to absorb food aid
should be judged not only in relation to the possible effects of this type of aid on
t~e economy considered abstractly as a whole, but also on partiCUlar parts of it,
notably the agricultural sector.

167. The WFP consultants did not find themselves in a position to ascertain with any
degree of accuraoy what this absorptive capacity might be under dynamic cirournst~~ces

in different oountries, although, as already stated, their analysis does at least
indicate that it might well fall short of the prospective availability of food surpluses.
They examine the problem of absorption first from the viewpoint of the effeot of food
aid on domestic agrioultural prices, and then, more profoundly, in terms of its effect
cn agricul tural productivity and real incomes.

168. The opinion often advanced tha.t a deal ine in agricultural prices would elicit
in the developing countries a response essentially different from that of the
deve loped countries i B rejected by the WFP consultants. LYl both developed and
developine; countriee, a fall in prices would very probably discourage many 12roducers
and therefore tend to cause a reduotion in output. This is so because, even though
~riceB are not by any means the only factor affecting output, they are an important
consideration for the oommeroial farmer. The cases in which (because of a desire to
maintain levels of cash inoome) a fall in prices elicits an increase in output are
largely confined to small producers, most of whose output is reta~ned for subsistenoe;
the little which oomes on to the market constitutes a small fractlon of total supply.
Since food aid in substantial (luantities might result in a decline of local
agricul tural prioes , it appears prima facie that its effects are ~ikely to ~e
detrimental to the domestic agricultural produotion of the developlng countrHls and,
by token, to eoonomic development itself. Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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160. However, the HFP consultants recognize that harmful effects could be avoide~
if' food aid were granted aB part of well-articulated over-all. plans in the develop~~g. t
cmmtries. To say, nevertheless, that development plans exist and form a self-conB18~en
\o/hole is not enough. They must also have a certain orit':intation. The rate of return In
agricul ture and thereby agricultural output depends not cnly on the price of farm
'-roduce but also on the price of non-agricultural products. Some of these are production
~nsredients or inputs, such as fertilizers, in8ecticidea~ farm implements, and so forth.
Others are consumer Goods bought by the farmers. The required orientation,thus \f~u~d,
mean in practice that investments have to be planned whioh promote productl ve act~VltH~8
directly and indirectly beneficial to ~riculture in these ways. In this broader frame
',wrk, food aid might be so planned as to permit additional investments to augment the
availabilities of inputs and consumer goods to farmers. In such an event, food-
aid, in spite of its possible immediate effect on cf:"lrtain prices, might in the longer
term result in aJl increase of the gross national output in the developing countries.

170. Many developing countries are at present on the road toward well-conceived plans.
Foocl aid in this context \%uld certainly find an efficient outlet, irrespeotive of
\o/hether it -<1as sur-plied in bulk or on a project-by-project basis. One conclusion in
Study lIo.3 gives particular emphasis to the use of food aid in over-all support of
develolment plans and programs (as well as of projects). Food aid to be given to a
developing country in a given ~eriod should be related to its total non-aid supplies of
food (Le. domestic produotion-plus imports minus exports). Thus linked, the food aid
\%uld not prove a disincentive either to domestic production or to normal commeroial
imrorts in the aid-receiving country. In countries which do not ha'{e adequate develop
ment plans, the scope for food aid might be more limited. In such cases, resort could,
however, be made to the specific approach which contemplates the provision of food aid
on a project basis,

171. The WFP consultants in general seem to be of the opinion that the scope for
using food aid in support of specific projects might be amplified, both in countries
having good development plans and in others when organized so as to afford adequate
safeguards and benefits to local farmers. There is a divergence between Study No.l
and Study No.} as to how the latter might best be achieved. Study No.l concludes that
a labour-intensive project would not be based primarily on food aid, since this aid
would not satisfy a sufficient proportion of the additional demand for goods generated
by its implementation. Only specific feeeing programs are satisfactory from this
standpoint, and the most significant results of these for development are the
imrrovement in the quality of the labour force through meals for school children and
trainees, ~Dd food for vulnerable age groups; and the development of the livestock,
dairy-and poultry industries through improved ~Dimal feeding. Study No.} is much more
optimis~ic about the possibilities of developing labour-intensive projects without net
injury to the local farmer. In the terms of this study, projects contributu1g to what
might be called "closed loops" should be formulated and suitably planned. T:.rlese are
l;rojects wrich mobilize a signific~'1t number of unemployed and partially employed
})eople and, at the same time, involve little complementary support from the rest of the
economy. That is to say, requirements of soarce raw materials and capital should be
lOW, and food aid by itself would be very nearly sufficient to carry out the project.
Examples of such projects include rural public ,wrks, sec':mdarJ' road construct ion,
fencing, bunding, terracing,minor irrigation and drainage, afforestation, and
community development. A conflict between maximiZing immediate output and the rate of
growth of output is often at work in developing countries. Food injections into
"closed loops" might alleviate this conflict by promoting employment and outrut without
reducing growth rates through diversion of soarce factors from investments of higher
",riori t;y.

172. Ho\o/ many "closed loops" it would be possible to identify in each of the
developing cOlmtries is obviously difficult to estimate I this is a matter requiring verJ'
careful on-the-spot investigation. The greatest limiting factor is the organizational
ability reqUired to prepare and supervise projects of this tYr~. In addition, how closed
the loops would prove to be, that is, how far these projects oould be carried out without
Leavy demands on other scarce resources, would have to be tested in actual practice and
consideration might have to be given to the poasibility that food_a·id agencies grant in
addition, commodities other than foud to a specific projeot. 'Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library



The consult~nts conclude that both the progra~ approach and the project approach are
li1;:e}~ to proviqe oonsiderable scope for food aid programs in d.evelopirJ.g countries. In
~a.2t such aid, if properly conoeived with respect to timing and magni tude, would be just as
t~portant as other forms of aid. Moreover, they consider that there would still remain
much ground to cover~n the fields of education, vooational training, feeding of vulnerable
gro~p8 of the.poPUlat~on, atc., most of whioh are ourrently classified as development
proJects by ~rtue of their long-run and indireot oontribution to economic growth.

174. Any successful program of food or other aid requires, however, in the opinion of
the co~su~tants, ~ great deal of oo--ordination, not only among aid-giving countries but
also WJ.. th~n the a~d-reoei'ring countries. In regard to the former, the problem of achievi.ng
t~e necessa:y c~-ordination may best be solved in praotice by adopting the formula of
bllateral ald wlthin a multilateral framework, to be implemented in the initial stages by
suoh arrangements as international agreements on sharing the burden of aid and through the
techni~ue of international financial consortia. At the receiving end on the other hand
co-ordination of national development deoisions in eaoh developing co~ntry is the best ~
logical counterpart to the oo--ordination among the aid-providing agencies; such
oo-ordination Will, however, be easier to aohieve Where governments are already commi tted
to planning for development.

O~rational problems and sc0E! of multilate~al food aid (Studies Nos. 4 and 5)

115. Substantial parts of Studies Nos. 4 and 5 are relevant to this report because they
deal respectively with operational problems of food aid, and the scope of multilateral
food aid. study No. 4, in particular, gives considerable attention to the operational
probl~ms encountered by the Program during the experimental period that were discussed
in the preceding chapter.

176. Study No.4 notes that, compared with about $14,000 million of food aid provided
under the United. States bilateral aid program since 1954, other bilateral programs and the
World Food Program together have only provided another $300 million. Nevertheless, it
was found possible to compare multilateral with bilateral operations in muoh of the study,
because the differenoe in magni tude of project-oriented operations is far smaller and both
have made a comparatively reoent start. However, aooount is taken of the major differences
between bilateral aid and multilateral aid to be recalled when comparing and judging their
performance - notably the large and experienced field staff of 1he United states program
on the one hand, and, on the other, the supplementary responsibilities of the Program
inherent in its multilateral character - the bringing together of pledges from different
sources and long-dietance relations with geographically dispersed donors and recipients.
The lforld Food Program is nsw, experimental and of relatively limited duration. Staffing
a new agency with competent people is always difficult and time-consuming, particularly
when there is no seourity of tenure; broad policies have to be translated into operational
programs; prooedures have to be developed ab init~o~ concurrently, a massive effort to
eX]?lain the program and to seoure participation by both eullplying and receiving countries
is required and has to be undertaken under "forced draught" since the time factor makes
a more orderly and systematic evolution all but impossible. Comparable (i.e. project
oriented) bilateral food aid has had only a slightly longer life history- ~ua any
examination of the operational and administrative problems of project--oriented food aid.
must be very pro~~sional in many respects, and many conclusions are therefore very tentative.

177. Study No. 4 presents a number of facts bearing upon the eubject of this report.
For example, it is Gaid that in the United states program - the bilateral program to which
almost emlusive reference is made in the study in comparisons with multilateral aid 
co-ordination of food aid with non-food resources, where necessary, is simplified since
the Uni ted Statee is a major supplier of such other resources.

178. By far the largest part of U~~ted states aid is in the form of bulk supply of foods
Ior open market sale in beneficiary countries, with which there is no comparison in l~~P
action but whioh is of interest to note in view of the proposal in Chapter IV below a
start might be made by a neW mul tilataral program wi th food. aid i~ support of over-all .
development plans. Study No.. 4 indioates that about 44~ of U.S. Ti t~e ~ sale8 of ~ood a1.d
have finanoed loans for eoonomic development (amounting to $4,..375 ffiJ..lhon) and 18/0 have
Iinanced gra.nts for the same purI>0se (e~ualling $1,773 million). Most of the remainder
has been used for purposes other than development~ The loans were made on very easy terms
and repayments of vri;toipal and interest 80 far amount to about 5% of the sum lent. The
study points out that bulk-supply food aid is not s;ynonymous with food aid for eupport ofDigitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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a country I s 10ng-l"ange development ]ll"ogram. While bulk-supply food aid is sometimes
to support the government1a general bu~et, and through it a comprehensive. .
program, much more often it is used to su:p:port a variety of individual proJects wh~~h
mayor may not be in any governmental budget and whioh may not be :part of any long-term
development program, because no such :prog:raDl erista.

179. Under the United Stated "project approa0h 11, the average size of projects is
slightly larger than the average of WFP projects. While the smallness of projects
is the main factor contributing to the high ratio of administrative costs to aid given
under the project approach, the United States succeeds in keeping this ratio 10W'er than
the Program (so the study implies, although data on U.S. administrative costs are not
given) by greater flexibility of operating methods (including decentralization of
authority) and by profiting from the economies of scale arising in the joint administra
tion of this together with other much larger food and non-food aid programs, which
inter alia make possible a substantial field staff. Another benefit of the latter,
according to the study, is to reduce the delays at each stage in the operation of
project-oriented aid. Attention is drawn to the delays arising from factors outside
the rrogram's control - notably in donor country deliveries of food on the one hand
and in benefioiar,)' country preparations on the other.

180. With regard to emergencies, it is considered that, unless stocks of
commodities are held by it at strategic points around the world, a multilateral program
could not act sufficiently Quickly, and that on balance it would be better to shift
emrhasis in the multilateral role in this field to stimulation and co-ordination of
bilateral action.

181. The study gives a view of the comparative developmental effect of cash and food
aid, the 'former being considered by the author to be greater than the latter and it is
suggested that account be taken of this factor by governments when allocating resources
between the two. The study includes, as an appendix, discussion of a dissenting view
put to the author by the WFP secretariat.

182. The ce-ordination of food aid is a problem which grows with the emergence of
surpluses in countries other than the United States and it requires multilateral action.
If the latter is carried to the extent of serving as the channel for additional surpluses
u~ed fJr bulk supply aid, then there would have to be a considerable evolution of
mul tilateral machinery for developing comprehensive country plans, or for analysing and
appraising those prepared by the developing countries themselves.

]83. Project-oriented food aid has inherent limitations which do not apply, or at
least not with equal force, to bulk-supply food aid. These are, inter alia, the
develor~ent of individual projects, or their extraction from an over-all development
program; the preparation of specific food bUdgets; the receipt, storage, transportation
and physical distribution of food to end-users; the separation of these activities for
specific supervision; the provision of the necessary non-food resources, often by
diversion from other competing uses; se-parate audit, inspection. verification, and
evaluation. In many developing countries administrative capacity is at 8, premium,
~nd project-oriented food aid f:requently makes fairly heavy demands on this scarce
resoUJ:'ce.

184. On the other hand, project-oriented food aid is more adaptable to certain
situations than to others. In dsveloping countries with reasonably oomprehensive
development plans, project-oriented food aid might well provide a built-in incentive
to increase the development effort, since detailed froject plane are required to
obtain such aid. To the extent that project-oriented food aid results in either a
shift to, or an inorease in, total resources devoted to projects with a high labour
component, there is a useful contribution to levels of employmsnt and personal
oonsumption. Project-oriented food aid facilitates experimental approaches to economic
development, particularly in the broad field of livestock al.c. poultry expansion. It
might well be adapted to areas in which the commercial market is underdeveloped or
inadequate for anyone of a variety of reasons, since the provision of food aid satisfies
the increased 'demand of consumers, It is quite suited to institutional feeding,
including school lunches, since in these instances the problem of distribution of the
individual packages to numerous end-users and their families is avoided, and almost
100%. additional consumption is likely to result in many cases.
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A1 though, aocording to study No.4, mul tU ateral operat ion of the project
, ~s sUbject, to certain limitat ions which have been indicated above! it alBo
lons the foll-owlng advantages. :F'irst, it makes practicable the mobU ization of

, . aid f~om many countries from which, because of the relatively small amount
l~volved, lt would be very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain such ain on a
bllateral basis. Secondly, it permits a more nutritionally adequate diet to be
provided, since the pledges of many suppliers in the experimental yeriod have included I

~nd presumably in any extended period of the Program would continue to include,
nutritive foods not in ready surplus; and are thus not available in the U.S. bilateral
\.Togram. Thirdly, by virtue of the arrangements the Program has made with other members
of the United Nations family, it can draw upon a wide range of professional and
technical competence in evaluating pro ject proposals and implementing them. Fourthly,
it might be considered by a developing country to be a preferable source of such aid.
The value of a mul tilateral progTam would be increased if its existence p'ecluded an
increase in the number of bilateral projeot-oriented food aid prograITlB; ar even relluced
them.

186. In any event, close co-operation and continuing consultation between a fUtlU8
mul tilateral program and bilateral programs - notably the United States :f:rogram ,~ would
promote co-ordination and would take advantage of economies of scale external to the
multilateral program. The study observes that since the D.S. pledge to the World Food
Program amounts to 55f of total pledges and can be released only subject to certain
checks and reservations provided for in the same legislation and administrative practice
applied to the U,S. bilateral program, the multilateral character of the Frogram is
thereby reduced. This might best be rectified under a new multilateral program by
enactment of new D.S. legislation and the establishment of suitable administrative
arrangements.

187. In addition to the better-known advantages of concentrating project-oriented
food in rural areas, Study NO.4 also mentions that in these areas a larger labour
component in projects is more fre~uently encountered. Tne risk in giving food aid to
frojects with a small labour component is that; a majority of the resources having
already been found for the other components, the project would probably have been
undertaken anyway l 80 that the food aid merely frees resources ear-marked for -..rages for
other unidentified Imrposes.

188. Due to the difficulties encountered in distributing food aid dire~t to
beneficiaries; which tend to be moet difficult in isolated rural areas, as well as the
preference of a growing fraotion of the labour force for payment wholly in cash, the
study proposes that a policy of selling food to finance wages in projects should be
much more fre~uently applied.

189. The study ooncludes that a future multilateral prograrn should be larger th3.l1
the Fresent Program, to reduce overheads, and should have a larger and rnoresenior field
staff as well as modest increases &~Q improvements in head~uarters facilities. The
Co-owration with other United Nations agencies should continue; and should possibly be
exte;ded to cover implementation of projects and progr&llS, a11d the help of other bodies
might also be sought.

190. Study No.5, whioh is conoerned with the role of mul tilateral food-aid programs 1

envisages this role as a cont inuing and Quite ambitious one. Tne PrograniJ experimental
period has shown that the number of suitable projects might be increased; their. ,
ef'ficiency could be raised ,..rith improved development planning; the Program ccule., play

a decisive part in the formulatlon 01 mi-cri"'lon pdl.·~vLefl:l "'.L-m: .>uey"J-,-'u]Jlrte.. t ... -ll~'"'d:l.=, -z"
could create and centralize kno~ledge needed for a theory of food~aid; and it could
become a catalyst and promote the better harmonization of all food aid programs.

191. The study opens with an analysis of the positive and negative effects of foo~
aid which complements the discusaion of the limitations and adv~1tage~ of food ald lU

Study No.4. An ensuing analysis of ooncepts and objectives of food. ald le~ds to ~he
conclusion that there is a need for harmonizing them, notably as bSI;\·leen bIlateral
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and multilateral programs, in order that they can be oompletely oomplementa:-y • However,
the study notes, in praotioe this harmonization oould not be oompletely aohleved but,
should be oarried as far as possible, the main and common aim bein~ d~velopm~nt•. ThlS
oonsists in the development and full utilization of human resouroes, lnnovatlon ln .
agrioul ture and nutri tion, and ineti tutional improvements in ~uoh sph~res as eoonoml~
planning, the organization of markets and the development, of lnternat~onal oo-olmratlon,
inoluding the provision of a multilateral framework for bilateral aotlon.

192. Criteria to be employed in the ohoioe of projeots should inolude the 'exportablt'lit y

o~ new produotion that would be oreated, the extent to whioh the new produotion orea ~s.

liru(ij between seotors and regions, the proportion of the population subjeot to m~dernlz1n
influenoeGand the demonstration value of tlil6 teohnioal prooesses used in the proJeot.

193. Nutritional objectives should be inoorporated in development plans and
implemented in ways speoified in the study. This could result in systematio
promotion of improvements in health and produotivity, onoe further understanding was
achieved of the precise relationship between the food consumption and the requirements
in mental and physical energy of populations fully engaged in development aotivities.
Improvements in the nutrition of particular groups that could make an important
contribution to development, as well as for the benefit of others severely undernourished
and needing speoial help, might be aimed at. The interests of looal trade and
production can best be safeguarded through good nutritional planning.

194. The study concludes that the proper role of multilateral food aid is to foster
development. There is no reason why multilateral food aid should be oonfined to the
project approach or why food aid to over-all development plans should remain the
monopoly of bilateral aid. The sharpness of the boundary between what is bilateral
and what is multilateral can be exaggerated and there is no reason for one or the othe r
to be the exclusive~eserve of any particular kind of food aid. A new multilateral
J:'rogram should serve as a model or system of reference to guide all food-aid underta?ings
_ by research, experiment and the formulation of principles and polioies. In order to
funotion effectively in this respeot, it must have a suffioient size and degree of
continuity to serve as a convincing example.

195. In the field of research, there are a number of important problems reQuiring
further exploration. These include the relationship between nut ri tion and produotivi ty
and intellectual capacity and between nutrition and health, the integration of food
(and agricultural) planning in over-all economic planning, the capacity of developing
countries to absorb food aid, the possibilities of supply management in donor countries,
and the impact of food aid on trade and agriculture.

196. In addition to researoh, the World Food Program should continue and ramify its
practical activities, with the same objective as in its research of oreating a frame
of reference applioable to any food aid program, whether bilateral or multilateral.
The principles governing surplus utilization retain all their validity, but need to be
given more precision and to be developed in the light of experienoe. For instanoe,
furtrer indications are needed of the minimum degree of continuity reQuired for
effeotive food aid. Other problems to be further elucidated and overoome, not only
by research but also by practical experienoe, include the impact of food aid on
international trade and its adaptation to the development plans, programs or polioies
of .recipient countries.

I 197. While the Program is useful in channelling into development the surnluses of
r countries not having bilateral programs, including those with only intermittent

surpluses, a more important and indeed essential funct ion is to serve as a oatalyst
and to harmonize all food aid programs.

198. The Program should be continued for a further five to ten years and should have
a sufficient size and range of operations to provide th& variety of infornation
required for its catalytic role, to allow it to operate with economy and efficiency
and to gain more freedom for manoeuvre and adeQuate scope for becoming truly
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ltilateral and effective as an instrument fa world development. The scale of
ct'ivi ties of the present Fro(!T' am appears too small to r,srmi t it fully to achieve
hese objectives.

In order to avoid a situation in which }ncreased fledges to multilateral food
aic'. operations were offset by reductions in pledges to aid given under bilateral ausI,ices,
complex resource combinations might be arranged. For example, multilateral use of
currencies provided by some countries might be combined with food cOr.lmodities or other
resources, such as transport vehicles or non-food products, provided by others.
Standard rations for specific feeding' projects could be assembled through co-orerative
action between bilateral and multilateral programs. fTivate and public funds miGht
jointly finance the fitting out of laid-up merch~t ships with simple refrigeration
facilities for the storage and transport of perishable surpluses.

200. The study concludes that development and nutrition are interde r...endent. Both
demand ~or, and supply of, food aid are bound to grow. Only a multilateral program
can meet the grml'ing need for co-ordination. World markets are being rrozressively
orsanized. If food aid were to expand, it would necessarily find its place in this
type of organization. The aid agencies would then have to have their functionD e
and their authority consolidated on a world-wide scale, so that they could influence
decisions in a senae favourable to development.
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CHAPTmR IV

A 11'()R~IARD. LOOKj\ A1'mRECm~NENDATIOnS

'I'h6 y£rs;peotiye

201. It is e~~cted that gov~rnm8ntB will wish to oontinue and develop mUltilateranfl, d
food aid. This is the clear impression gained from oonsultations with them, and 00 :t:t"l1le
by statements that their representatives have made and resolutions that they have ..
adopted in various international forQms, notably the United Nations Conferenc~ on 1Tade
and Development (Geneva, 1964). The erperience of the World Food Progr~n dux:tng the "
initial trial period has been sufficiently positi,ro to gain uneQuivocal support f?rthis
favourable judgment from the majority of the governments in the world that have a~de~
and partnered the e:rparimento The Holy See has a180 e:rcpressed its warm interest :tn the
Program, inter alia, -by making a token contribution to the latter's resouxoeB. The, al
practical aotion launched also appears to BUoh non-governmental bodies as the Internat~on
Federa tion of Agrioul tural Produoers, the International Confederation of Free Trade "
Unions and the International Co-operative Allianoe, to merit continuation and expansion 1/.
!~any of the posl tive expectations that find expression in studies of the role of
mul tila teral food aid, 1"1hich were undertaken by ex-perts and by international organizations
before the inauguration of the World Food Program, have been borne out during the
"eX]eriment. The more reoent studies mwmmarized in the preoeding chapter affirm, on the
basis of both practical experience and the analysis of trade and development problems,
that there is an important role for mulUla teral action in the sphere of food aid for
deve lO:PIDent.

202
0

Hence the main question now to be decided iS 9 what should be the charaoter of a
multilateral food-B.ia. p!'o[;ramme after 19657 lfhat needs shOUld it aim to satisfy, and to
what aspiratiol!s, in donor aB well as beneficiary oountI-ies, oan it give expression? In
what ways, and for what purposes,. should it provide food aid? Hhat resources can be made
available to it? At "hat rate should the volume of its activities increase beyond that
attained by the World Food ProgTam? How should it be organized? All these points are
dealt with in the different sections of tbis cbapter.

203. But before entering into the complex and detailed matters which they raise, the
future of multilateral food aid, as an over-all concept, should be set in oleaI' yersp8otive,
The World Food Program had its origins in a situation in which food surpluses were
growing in some countri6s~ and emerging in others, some of which did not have bilateral
food-aid programs. All of these and other countries too peroeived the advantages of a
mul tilateral progra.!n, and, spurred on by a.lareness of the growing need for outside help
to developing countries and of the particular humanitarian obligation of the international
community to give food as part of this help, on a plane divorced from politios, thoy
determined to undertake an experiment. Its purpose '!'las to explore as widely as possible
the "aye in which an international agenoy, helped and guided by the Hhole cOIDIIlex of'
Uni ted 1Tations organizations, could use food effectively to promote development. To this
end the World Food Program was Bstablished, on a modest doale, to aoquire experienoe whioh
"ould serve as a model for the time when a larger program might come into being to UBe
increasing surpluses.

204. Discussions on agrioultural policy have been latL~ched and are ourrently taking
place l1'i thin the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the European Economic
Communi ty 9 and in the Uni ted l~ations, FAO and other interna. tional organi7.a tions conoerneil
Decisions ?n suoh questions aa the prioe of cereals, or tha agreements for cereals, sugar,
meat or dalry produots, are still :Pendi:ng, and the outcome of these disoussions ia still
unknown. However, should these daliberations lead to oommodi ty agreements or other
arrangements under which strr'I1luses might accumulate, an international agency would be
x'€lQuired to ensure that food whioh is wanted but oannot be paid for will be channelled to
people who can be enabled, by its support, to train and work for the development of their
oountries.

17 See joint statement on an expanding lwrld programma adopted by the exeoutive
authorities of these three bodies, reproduoed in United Nations dooumsptE!C ..2!631_
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Such an international agency may be found, ready and equiyped, in the World
od Program. If authorized to go on with its job, it oan be available to assume

~reater responsibilities when the time comes. Help should continue to be given in
emergencies, especially after initial sympathy has subsided, nearby sources of succour
have been exhausted and rehabilitation has to begin. Specific feeding yrograms,
especi~lly in SUpfoTt of eduoation and training and health, can contribute increasinglY
to development through improvement of productivity. The implementation of projects
"using food as an aid to economic and sooia1 development, particularly when rolated to
labour-intensive projects and rural welfare" 1J ie a proven and widely-acclaimed type
of WFP activity, which the new multilateral program should continue to expand as fast
as resources and suitable preparatory work permit. Finally, there is a major type of
action - not touohed during the experimental period chiefly for lack of resources and
explicit authorization - which should start, perhaps on a modest experimental basis
at first, but be allowed to grow according to needs and resources: that is , the use
of food aid in support of over-all development plans and programs, as describ6d below.

20'6< This whole field of useful work - emergencies 1 specific feeding programs,
projeots and over all development programs - provides much room for a multilateral
instrument specialiZling in food aid to continue to grow in experience and special
knowledge and to become well-equipped to take on further responsibilities, new in scale
or charaoter, when the major decisions have been taken concerning agricultural volicy
and trade. The new multilateral program cannot assume any responsibility in regard to
the present negotiations or concerning any decisions that governments might take on
agricultural trade and policy except to advise on the possibilities of absorbing in
effective food aid programs any volume of surpluses expected to be made available for
use aB aid at any time as a result of these decisions. It should concentrate on the
task of winning sufficient confidence, based on accumulating experience and satisfacory
aChievement, to perform the very substantial role which may eventually be required of
an operational multilateral food-aid agency.

Activities of the future program

207. The regulations governing the current experimental Program recognize three
main fields of activitYl namely, the relief of emergencies, the feeding of special
grou~B, and assistance to projects for economic and social development. Does the
experience gained so far suggest that these terms of reference need to be ~odified in
any respeot for the future?

Ca) Emergencies

208. Emergencies may usefully be considered first. It would be impossible for a
multilateral organization administering food aid to stand aside and decline tc mcve to
the help and sustenance of a country stricken by a disaster. Thus, a future .;.;rcgram
must continue to bear this responsibility in an emergency. What must be recognized is
that, because of the physical difficulties of tr~18porting food in bulk at speed, even
with the best will in the world, it will be unable to move with the dispatch needed for
"first-aid" action. It is clear that generally speaking there must be an appreciable
lapse of time in providing relief under existing arrangements, although, ~s stated in
Chapter 11, in some instances urgent requirements have been met by bo:row~ng.from .
commercial stooks in the oountry where the disaster has ocourred, or ~n a ne~ghbour~ng
cOlL~try, against later replaoement by the Program. Similarly, Btook~ already on the
spot in readine~s for UBe in projeots Clan alBa be borrowed 1 or su:ppl~ei!l1 already afloat
oan be diverted to the disaster area.

11 WFP General Regulation B.5·
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209. Consideration oould al~o be given to the holding of food supplies at a number
convenient looation@ under a future program'g own oontrol. The management of suoh
reserves, whioh would involve p0riodio rotation of the stores to prevent their det
ticn. uould, however, entail ~~iition&l ooat, whether carried out directly or
entruoted to a commeroial agent, and it i~ felt th~t the practioal diffioulties of
operating 8uoh ro§erves would outweigh their advantage~. Thu~, in the initial stage
of an emergency, responsibility for action should as a rule ba left to non-governmental
organizations like the Red CroBe and other charitable bodies, usually supplying aid
in cash, and also to individual governments oommanding ready stooks of suitable
commodities and the facilities for transporting them by sea and air.

210. The role of a future multilateral program, BS borne out by the experienoe gained
so far, is likely to prove more effective in the later eta.gE'ls of an emergency and,
subsequently,. in the work of reconstruotion and rehabilitation. Assuming that adequate
staff would be available, a future program would also be favourably plaoed for carrying
out an investigation on the spot of over-all food requirements following a request for
emergency food aid, and for serving in an advisory role on beh~lf of the United Nations
and FAO. The present Program is, in fact, already oarrying out such investigations
a,nd is thus fast acquiring oompetenoe in this field.

211. I Under the present regulations, 25% of the oommodities pledged to the Program
are earmarked for use by the Director-General of FAO in emergencies. This has meant the
allocation of $7 million worth of commodities and cash or shipping per year for the three
years of the Program of whioh less than $5 million per year has been used. It is faIt
that in the future, earmarking of resouroes for emergency use should be in absolute
terms rather than as a percentage of total resouroes. If the available resources
prove to be inadequate to !'Jeet the emergency needs determined by an on-the-spot
investigation, the Executive Director may advise the Director-General of FAO on the
practicability of an appeal to governments for additional resources, including
supplementary facilities for shipping if necessary.

(b) §Recifio feeding pr0B!a~s

212. The second major field of MFP assistanoe is in pre-aohool and school feeding.
In praotice, this has been interpreted somewhat broadly to include the dietetic requireme
of other specific groups, both beoause they are recognized to ba vulnerable and because
their proteotion and Bupport would lead to long-term social and economio benefits. It
is felt that a future program should continue to exclude from ita purview the type of
aid given by voluntary organizations for purely charitable purposes, unless the laok or
denial of such aid should be found to hinder economic and social development. Thus
th 11' d 1 At 11 f . ,e ra180n e re 0 proJects for the feeding of speci.fic groups is that they
contribute to long-range development, and this field of assiatanoe should not oonstitute
a separate category in a future program. It should be oonsidered as pertaining to the
field of economic and social development itself.

213. The acope for food assistanoe- to these groups for development purposes ia
believed to be extensive. Following the United Nations 00n<iral ASgembly resolution 1933
(AVIII) of 11 Deoember 1963, an inter-ageno~ group convened by the Program recently
completed an examination of tha pOB6ibilit1~$ for food aid in tha field of education
in general. It ie clear that the highest priority should oontinue to be aooorded to
secondary and vocational education and training, vi th a view to expanding as rapidly
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the supply of personnel at intarmadlate lev~lB of skill and competence,
. more badly needed than any other category of manpower in the newly-developing

.coun.t.,r~e8. It may be noted that projects for the feeding of speoific groups also
oV1de the best scope for nutritional education, because the beneficiaries beeome

accustomed to eating unfamiliar protective foods. They set an example for others) and
this creates new demand whioh helps to diversify agrioulture and the eoonomy. Feeding
programs for maternity and child welfare oentres, and for ohildren in primary sohools,
offer an opportunity for absorption of suitable foods limited only by the availability
?f organizational facilities and complementary resouroes. These programs involve
1nstitutional arrangements which oonstitute the beet praoticable guarantee against
harmful effeots on the market.

(c) Projects

214. The main focus of World Food Program activity is the support of economic and
social development. The results 80 far achieved, reviewed in Chapter 11, leave no
doubt that this should oontinue to be the foremost purpose of multilateral food aid.
Experience gained indicates a relative concentration on different aspects of development
of agriculture and of the infrastructure and welfare facilities in rural areas,
although there have all30 been some examples of support to industrial and urban development.
The preponderance of rural improvement activities is to be expected, since it is in this
sphere that projects are most likely to be labour~intansive, offering scope for
engagement of relatively unskilled people, many of them unemployed or under-employed,
for whom food is a powerful incentive because it forms a major part of their meagre
income and moat basic needs. Thia emphasie is not unwelcome, 8.S serving to oorrect
the relative neglect which rural interests have tended to suffer in the past. ~ithin

the rural sector i tselt', there are signifioant p08sibili ties in fields such as land
reform and stabilization of seasonal fluctuations in prioes of food crops where food
aid can be effeotive only if it oan be planned or committed over a longer period than
has been possible under the present Program.

215. The sale of food under the projeot aP.lJroach followed by the Program has been
permitted only in exoeptional oiroumstances. The policy in respect of sales was laid
down by the Executive Director at an early stage, and experience has indicated that
this policy, which received the endorsement of the Intergovernmental Committee, was
amply justified.. The policy stems logically from the approach itself, under which the
supplies are caloulated aooording to the requirements of the diet to be consumed in a
particular projeot. Thus, the obvious course would be to move the supplies directly
into oonsumption without the intervention of the market. However, a.dministrative and
logist ic convenience has aometimes called for a relaxation of this general rule, 60

thn t the supplies provided under the Program have been first allowed to be sold and
later) with a minimum lapse of time, repurchased. The circurnstanc8S justifyine such
relaxation have had to be proved in eaoh oass. 'l'his is a necessary safeguard against;
disruption of the market by the extra supplies released through ',,{Fp a.id.

216. WFP aid is always given free and in kind to re~uesting govern~ents. The que~t~on
of sale of WFP oommodities arises only in respect of the method adopted: by the recelvlng
government in distributing these commodities to a ~8neficiary group, the alternative
methods being either distributing direct to such a group or indirectly through the .
market. There need be no apprehension of disruption to trade when the salss are conf1nsd
to an intended beneficiary group. Even if'distribution is effected through sale to
the members of this group ~ so long as the;,' Ul!l\6 the supplies themselves and d~ n0e, ~e~l
them again to others. Rnd 80 long as the money recovered from them is not pu't baCK 11'1 l;~
genoral circulation, but is used for specifio local expendi~Jre in support o~ the pr~Ject,
the tra:(lGac tioD, taking plaoe ou tside the ourrEln ts of normal trade, 1fOuld s tlll reffia1n

commercially insulated.

217. ~aleB on the open market, however, pose two possible problems. First once the
WFP commodities are released through sales, they are merged with other supplies of the
same kind and there ia no certainty of their reaching their partioular destination as
defined in El. project. Seoond, the discharge of WFP oommodities through sale must increase
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the supply of suoh commodities 1n the country'a market, deprsBEl their :price and
discourage those engaged in their trade and produotion, unlesB this increase of supply
i~ counterbalanced by an a~uivalant inorease in demand. The polioy followed by the
Program has been to scrutinize the circumBtanoes of all proposed salea, sO as to make
reasonably sure that the additional supplies provided by it will be absorbed by
additional demand in the briafeat possible time and, further, that this additional
demand originates from the new income accruing to the intended benefioiaries of project

218. The FAO principles of surplus disposal are intended to guard against harmful
interferenoe with international trade or internal production through UBe of commodities
in commercial surplus. The sales policy pursu@d in the Program derives directly from
these principles,whioh are written into the regulations governing the Program and may
be retained in ths provisions governing any new multilateral program. For the same
reason, the regulations also lay down that the Consultative Sub-Gommittee on Surplus
Disposal of the FAO Committee on Commodity PrOblems should be consulted before supplies
are provided to a project. Suoh consultation has permitted interested governments to
keep a watch on the possible market effects of projects aided under the Program. It
has thus served to strengthen the confidenoe of governments in the working of food aid,
and it ia recommended that the practioe should continua in the future.

219. It has been argued that the interpretation of the FAO prinoiples of surplUS
disposal in international forums and administrations has been E'lOmewhat one-aided. till
now, inasmuch as the interests of the exporting countries have reoeived more attention
than the dangers of possible disincentives to agricultural producers in oountries
receiving food aid. This is an aspeot of the problem of which the experimental Program
has been well aware and about whioh it may be presumed that a future multilateral
program will be fully vigilant.

220. At the Barns time, aome relaxation of the present sales policy may be in order in
the future, so that more consideration may be given to the question of balanoing the
disadvantages of pOElsible market displacement by sale of WFP sup!JliGliJ against the
countervailing advantages to be gained by achieving the objeotiveB of a particular
projeot, such as inoreased efficiency and output in the long run. It may be noted that
the FAO principles themselves contemplate suoh a contingenoy.

(d) Development plana

221. A point of major emphasis in the WFP studies, noted in Chapter Ill, which is
widely Bupported by other writings on the theory of food aid, is that one of the most
substantial and effective ways of deploying food aid 1a in support of an over-all
development plan. This might be called the "program approaoh", as dietinct from the
"projeot approach". A growing number of developing oountries no\l' seeking to oomplete
development plans or formulate new onea are faoed with problems of inflation and a
deteriorating balance of payments in which inability to pay for adeQuate food imports
ia a Bignificant element. Also, planners hesitate to incorporate employment objectives
a.nd employment-making projects in their plans wi. th a view to taking fuller advantage
of an under-employed labour force, beoause they fear that inflation and preBsure on
foreign exohange reserves will oocur. This danger easily arises when increased
consumption of food and other goods by the newly-employed raises demand above the level
to which supply can riBe within the period of the plan.

222. Although early th8ught was given to experimenting with a program approach 1/,
the WFP General Regulations speoifioally direot the provision of aid to projects, thus
implying the exclusion of this wider a:pproach. In any event, as ha$ been mentioned
above, lack of resources and explicit authorization to make long-term commitments

)j See the communication addrEHJBed by the Direotor-Oene,ral of FAO to Ministers of
Agriculture of Member Governments in his letter No. 82 of October 1962.7 PlU'agrapha 1,
16 and 17.
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the three-year term of the World Food Program has precluded experimentation with
Dx'OlrrR.m approaoh. If these limitations can be removed, a start could be made with

an approach under a new multilateral food aid program without prejudice to the
develop~ent of the projeot approaoh, which should remain a primary and

eristlc activity.

223. A multilateral program can make ~uite a novel contribution to the program
approach. This contribution should be defined and the need for experimentation made
clear, in order to avoid any oonfusion of the program approach either with large bulk
eup~lieB of food under bilateral programs, on the one hand, or, on the other, with the
prOJect approach followed by the Program during the experimental period.

224. The essence of the program approa.oh ie to provid.e El. country with the extra food
it requires in order to achieve a. higher rate of economic growth under a development
plan, since this food cannot be otherwise obtained from domestic or international
markets. This happens because the plan, in order to meet i tB development priori tiea,
has to Bet limits to the allocation of foreign exchange for food imports, while there
is an inevitable time-lag in effect:!.ng an increaBs in domegtic agricultural output.

2258 Thus, calculation of the food aid to be provided under the program approach
would be based upon plan targets for domestic food. produotlon and food imports compared
with estimated inarease in demand for food during the plan period. Allocations of
foreign exchange and of all other scarce resources under the plan would be carefully
analysed. This phase must come firat, to ensure that the country's contribution to
investment in its own capacity to grow could not be largerl secondly, to ascertain that

the allocation of resources to different investments is optimal, as far as
possible,and' that no further resources oould be transferred from other uses to increasing
food output or imports without reduoing the over-all rate of gro~~h.

226. Subsequently, in the course of implementation of the plan, there might well be
ocoasion to revise the flow of food aid u~~ardB or downwards as expectations
are checked against current statistics and againet unforeseen developments. Reference
would be made not only to current statistics of agrioultural production and imports
but also to indices of food prices, which will indicate the aotual balance of demand and
supply and enab;e the food aid - by judicious releases of stocks on to the open domestic
market - to serve as a prioe stabilizer.

227. Unlike a buffer stook stabilization scheme, however, the food-aid stock would
be run down to nil pari passu with the closing of the food gap. There would be no
objeotion to the government using counterpart funds from the sale of the food to buy
back food if pricae fell undUly low, but in the long run (if the planning and execution
have been correct) the food aid i6 bound to be all consumed. An operation of this kind
would also involve ~tud:i.eB of trends in the bale.nee of payments, terms of trade and
pub lie expendi tu:t'<CiS l'Ll'ld receipts, which would reveal how closely priorities and allocations
under the plan can be and are being followed, and what upward or d01<TTIward revisions in
the flow of food aid would be justified. As a help and safeguard to domestic agriculture
(additional to the price-stabilizing effect already mentioned), the Elxtent of inorease
in employment, both over-all and in individual progra~rned projects ,would be watChed to
verify that the expected addi tional demand for food can be sufficiently sustained
to justify the oontinuance of food aid.

228. Unfors6eable developments affeoting food output during the implementation
of the plan may also reQui~e revisions in the amount of food aid provided. These might
include a partioularly good or bad harvest, or some other unexpected difficulty of
domestic production, or an adverse trend in the terms of trade and in foreign ex.ohange
earnings necessitating a reorientation of priorities for imports, including food.
Examination of these different indicators, and the application of planning and
performance teste, might be undertaken once 8. year. The food-aid progr€urme would then
establlsb the volillllG of assietance to be provided in the following yeB-T: in accordance
with decisions reaohed in oonsultation with the beneficiary government concerning
upward or downward revisions in the rate of aid required.
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229. There are two main differenoes between this program approaoh, reoommended aa
a new feature of further multilateral aid and the bulk-supply approaoh exemplified by
food aid under Title I of U.S. Publio Law 480. First and foremost, the program,approaoh
is Bubject, to a far greater extent, to the planning and performance tests outlLnsd
above. Seoondly, the food would be provided entirely as a grant for use as development
aid without requiring the establishment in a beneficiary oo~~try of oounterpart funds
that would remain under the ownership and control of the multilateral program. The
annual reviews of the rate of aid required would replaoe the oontrol of counterpart
funds as the instrument for ensuring that the aid serves the purposes intended.

230. Another distinctive quality of the program as against the bulk-supply approaoh
would be that, if the planning and performance tests are to have their full effect,
the amount of food aid whioh the multilateral program would be initially committed to
provide over a plan period would not only be revocable in oaBe of non-adherenoe to
the conditions agreed upon but would, as already indicated, be subjeot to revision
upward or downward within stated limits that oould be quite wide apart.

231. A valuable consequenoe of the rigour of testing, to which some allusion has
already been made, would be to ensure that adequate consideration is given at all
times to the needs of domestio agrioulture. A potential danger of food aid provided
on less conditional terms is that it can tempt governments and planners to negleot
efforts to inorease domestio food output to the extent needed to aohieve eventual
independence of food aid.

232. It is necessary to state ~he difference between the program and the project
approach in a new multilateral program because, although many of the superficial
differences are obvious, it may nevertheless be thought that the two approaches are
similar in essence and that projects might be neglected in favour of the program
approach without any signifioant loss, and with the advantage of simplicity in arrangemen
for bringing the food to the oonsumer.

233. Actually, the distinotion between the open market sale of the food under the
program approaoh, and its direot distribution to identifiable benefioiaries undertaking
in return speoified activities under the project approach,is by no means so superfioial
as the differenoe in the scale of the aid. Under the projeot approach, tangible and
speoifio results can be shown, whioh it is olear oould not have been achieved without
the food aid, and" it is largely this whioh has von the satisfaction of quite a number
of governments with the World Food Program. These results inolude not only the
expansion of employment and oapaoity to produce - whether through construction, land
olearing~ training or -anything else - but also improvements in the health and nutrition
of particular under-privileged groups of people whose welfare oannot be direotly sought
under the program approaoh. The relatively wide range of oommodities available to a
multilateral program has made, and oan oontinue to make possible, a policy of oombining
food aid with suoh looal foods as are available to eaoh projeot in order to meet
nutritional standards, not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively.

234. As will be reoalled, some oommodities were pledged to the Program in far larger
quantities than others, and this may be expected to continue under a new program
because the p&.ttern of surplus acoumulation is remaining substantially unchanged in
North America and it would appear that a somewhat similar pattern will develop in
Western Europe. It is therefore proposed, for this as well as administrative reasons,
that only commodities forming a major proportion cf the total pledges, such as cereals,
would be provided under the program approaoh, thus leaving a more balanced and vari ed
"food basket" with which to provision projeots. Both for this reason and beca.use it
would be undesirable to lose the advantages exclusive to the project approaoh,
consideration might be given to linking the program and the projeot approaches, vhen
providing aid to particular countries.
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co' It is possible to link the program and the nro.iect aPllroaches in a particular ccuntr"
e projects are Ellpplementary to 'the national development plan so that the food aid Hould b8
~ional to that required under the program approach. One or the special W~P studies

~/ drawn attention to the opportunities for implementing projects which need not be
ahi.integral part of a plan because they make minimal demands llpon scarce resources and use
mainly surplus labour and food aid 11.
236. The operati on of the program approach by a new mul t ilateral program would be
closely co-ordinated wit~ bulk-supply food aid under bilateral programs. The multilateral
program would make a start on an experimental basis and would concentrate its effort a
at least during the early years on the support of development plans in smaller countries.
This would be dictated by the volume of resources likely to be made available to it.
The possibility of forming consortia to combine food aid with other kinds of aid
required to implement development plans should also be considere~.

237. To sum up: future activities under a new multilateral food aid program should
embrace (i) economic and social development projects, and specific feeding pro,ier-:ts
wi th a development effect I (ii) food aid in support of over-all development plans and
programs, on an experimental basis, initiated in a few selected smaller countries; and
(iii) help in emergencies affecting food supplies.

(e) Method of work

238. While the execution of programs and projects to which food aid is supplied
should be ~n obligation of the aid-receiving governments, in acoordance with sound
principles of international assistance the administration of the multilateral program
should be responsible for appraisal and evaluation of its mm activi ties and of the
effects of the aid provided by it.

239. One of the responsibilities of a future program should also be to initiate and
assist researoh work and studies on different aspects of the problems of food aid in
development as they arise in the oourse of the program 1 s activities. Such provision,
when organized in close assooiation with the actual operation of the program, would
m~ke for reciprooal reinforcement of theory and praotice.

24.0. Aa has hithflrto been the praotice during the experimental period, the new pr0E:Tar.1
would continue to rely fully, in all these activities, upon the oo-operation of the
Uni ted Nations, FAO, lLO, UlTE8CO and WHO. This co-operation oould be extended to other
agencies which might take a closer interest in the program, such as the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International Development Association,
particularly beoaUfH3' food aid could support and complement their own financial aid
programs. Such collaboration has been greatly faoilitated by the appointment of WFP
liaison officers by a number of the above organizations, and there is no doubt that
the close working relationships a.lrea.dy developed should continue in the future. It
should be pointed out that in applying the qualifying ori teria and performance tests
envisaged for the programme approaoh, the Program must draw heavily on the speciali zed.
services available from the United Nations, FAO, International :Bank al1.d other oo-operat~ng

organi zationa.

Resources of the future program

241. The WFP General Regulations provide that voluntary contributions should take
the form of "appropriate oommodi ties, !lI.coeptable servioes and cash, aiming at a cash
component of at least one-third of the total contriblltions" gj.

l/ Disoussed in Study No. 3. A summary of the arguments adduoed is given in
paragraphs 171 and 172 above.

£! General Regulation A.4.
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242. "Appropriate commodi ties ll are defined as foods and feeding stuffs whioh are not
so highly perishable as to make their distribution impractioable at reasonable oost
and their utilization impossible without ex.cessive waste. Because any developmental
activity requires commodities other than food and livesto~k feed, suoh as hand tools, I

machinery, building materials, fertilizer, seeds or breedlng stock,and bec~use workers
housholds consume commoditiss other than food, such as textiles, the questlon
arises as to whether any of these commodities should be included. There would be
obvious advantages if the percentage of the additional demand arising from a given
project met by the program could be inoreased through expansion of its commodities
range to include such non-food items.

243. Upon closer examination, however, the disadvantages of attempting such a .
broadening are seen to be impressive and deterring. There are praotical and dauntlng
difficulties in utilizing such non-fungible items as machinery, where only a partioular
design may be suitable for a given area snd where maintenanoe and the replacement of
parts may pose a major problem, or a raw material which must be processed sometimes
outside the recipient country, before it can meet oonswners' needs. Few other classes
of commodities enter so directly into consumption as do basic foods, and therefore lend
theli1selves so readily to distribution by a multilateral world-wirle aid agency.

244. Because 80 many of the projeots of the new multilateral program will no doubt
oontinue to be in the agricultural field where yields may be substantially increased
by the proper use of fertilizer, there ia perhaps more reason to consider the
possibility of adding fertilizer to the list of acoeptable commodities than is the
case with any other producer goods. Even here, however, there are some difficulties,
arising from the fact that the fertilizers used ~ust be adapted to local soils, crops,
cultural practices and climatic conditions, and the fact that in addition FAO already
has a Fertilizer Program, albeit a very small one. Therefore, although the possibility
exists that, at some future time, fertilizer might be added to the range of commodities
handled by the multilateral program,there do not appear to be pressing reasons for
taking this step immediately. Should governments, however, so Wish, the inclusion of
fertilizer might of course be considered, provided this aid did not detract from the
cash and commodity pledges and was supplemented by corresponding additional cash
contributions to pay for freight and insurance on the fertilizer. This leads to the
important question of whether the total resources available to the multilateral program
would be increased significantly by the inclusion of such items or whether their
inclusion would merely result in a reduction in the amount of cash made available. It
seems probable that, with the exception of cotton none of these items would be donated
without reducing the cash component of pledges. It must be remembered that the
precondition for a multilateral program giving aid in kind is the existence of a
considerable volume of a given type of resource whioh governments are willing to donate
without a corresponding reduction in the volume of their oash aid. This condition
exists in the call1le of oereals, some dairy produots, vegetable oils and a few other
agricultural products, but does not exist BO far as the non-agrioultural products are
concerned.

245. In brief, then, it appears that a new multilateral program should, at least for
the time being, confine its oommodity list - as in the experimental Program - to food
and feed stuffs. These foods and feedstuffs should continue to include both those in
actual surplus, whioh will no doubt continue to oomprise the major portion and others
which are not in surplus but which are necessary to balanoe diets nutritio~allY in the
case of people or livestock or to improve the palatability of the diet.
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~16. Pledges of .food or feedstuffa oannot be utilized unless accompani6d~ in the
~~~e~ate_ by suffioient cash to pay for their shipment, immranoe and Buperintendance,
~RdXCl pay the costs of administering the progr&m, inoluding advisory O'!.Bsistance to
recipient countries in the storage, distribution and utilization of the food or feed.
Shipping, insurance and superintendenoe oosts vary with the oommodity and the country
of origin and destination, but have been found so far during the experimental period
to avera~e approximately 23.5% of the Lo.b. values of the oommodities" shipped, or
about 18/0 of the total pledged resources. They are expected to average somewhat higher
during ths balance of the experimental period_ and an approximation of 19% of the value
of total resources apPears reasonable for a continuing program, although it may be
reduced somewhat if shipments of entire oargdill to development programs as distinct
from projects can be undertaken.

247. Administrative costs will amount during the Program is experimental period to
approximately 5% of the total value of available resources, or, if the cost of field
supervision is inoluded, rather than being charged to projects, to approximately 6%.
In a continuing program of larger size, particularly one moving a signifioant portion of
toocommodities to programs rather than to projeots, administrative costs should drop,
probably to somewhere betwsen 4% and 5%.

248. Although shipping pledges oan be used in lieu of oash if they are from a country
with a sufficiently large and well deployed merchant marine to ensure their ready use,
cash pledges, which permit the purohase of shipping services on a wider and non
discriminatory basis, are always preferred. However, one country, because its laws
reQuire that 50% of all pledged commodities be moved under its own flag, is obliged to
make available sufficient shipping to ensure the fulfilment of this condition. It is
hoped that no other country will find it necessary to pledge shipping servicea to a
continuing program. By and large, cash oontributed in lieu of shipping finds its way
back to donor countries as payment for freight bought by the Program.

249. Thus, if only administrative, shipping, insuranoe, superintendence and Bupe; vieory
costs were to be met from cash (and services) pledges, and if no margin were to be
allowed for possible increases in freight and insurance costs, it would be necessary
for 23% or 24% of the total pledged resources to consist of oash and shippin3, of
which 4% to 5% would be needed to pay for administration and around 19% to pay for
shipping, etc q on commodities valued f.o.b. at 7n~ or 76% of the total pledges. However,
this would leave no margin of safety for freight and related oost increClses and would
not permit the purchase of scarce commodities to balance diets; the purchase of
oommodities from nearby sources to cope expeditiously with emergency needs; the
financing of necessary technical assistance where this oannot be freely obtained from
other souroes; or the purchase of food exports from developing countries, as recommended
by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.

250. The original target of 33l/3/~ oash was predicated on operational needs related
only to the project approach. Purohases to balance diets woul.d not be necessa.ry for
aid. to development programs, for whioh it is proposed that or.ly surplus commodities
available from pledges would be used. ConsequentlYt if future oJerations consist
of a.id to projects and aid to progra..rlls in the proportions aS8U.med in Tab~e VII beloH
(paragraph 271) 1. the ,..€lighted average of cash requirements is close to .3050

Li.e.(0.63 x 33 13) +' (0.37:le 23)J
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251. If the cash and shipping coml,onent of total pledges could be increase(l to 30;' of
the total, the utilization shown in Table VI would be :possible:

TA:BLE VI

Cash and shirping

of \~hich:

Required for administration and
technical assistance

Available for the purchase of
commodities needed to balance
diets or to cope expeditiously
with emergency needs

Required to move pledged and
purchased commodities

Commodities

4-5

6-7

30

70

100

252. Although, of course, rurchases made to balance diets or to cor~ expeditiously .
witb emergency needs might sometimes be made also in developing countries, the allOco.tL::>r
indicated above would still not permit the purchase of commodities from exporting
developing countries r-rimari.J;)r to support markets in those countries. An increase in the
cash COlr,lJOnent of pledeeEj much <i>ove 3ar would therefore be necessary before any sters

could be taken towards implementation of the recommendation referred to in
paraGr.:~ph .249.

253. It is assumed that cash contributions to the new programme would not affect the
availability of financial resources to other multilateral programmes. The current
regulations I,rovide that cash contributions shall be made only in convertible currencies I

al though the Executive Director is permitted to use his discretion regarding acce:rtance
of readil;y usable currencies from the developing countries. Experience suggests that
this discretion can be used by the Executive J~.rector only in very excej:;tional
circumstances.

254. During the experimental period, all commodity pledges have been valued at the
world market prices prevailing at the time of pledging and expressed in monetary terms.
In point of fact, most pledging governments made generalized pledges of a nUJ:lber of
commodities rather than pledging specific Quantities of one or a few commodities, so
that, for most countries, expression in monetary terms was the only feasible procedure
to follow. A very few countries, however, made pledgos of specific quantities of one
or a few commodities. These were valued at current market prices and ex:r:ressed in mone ta
teTl~s, so that a price increase for instance of 2% between the time of pledging
1L'1G. the time of delivery of the comnod:i:ty hasre suI ted in a 20'{0 reduction in the tonnage
delivered. This has not had any significant effect upon the total amount of resources
available to the Program, and it is suggested that the present policy be followed in a
continUing program. If, however, any pledging country were to desire strongly that its
~ledge be regarded as one for specific physical quantities of one or two commodities,
and if the new program's governing body were willing to approve this deviation from
the general method of handling pledges, there would appear to be no serious difficulty
involved in assigning a nominal (Le. current market) value to such a commodit;)r pledge
while regarding the physical Quantity as unchanging.
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Experience during the experimental period has demorwtrated that although a small
Te:I'CIAni:::l, ~f all worthwhile projeots proposed can be oarried through to satisfactory

et10n 1n one or two years, the vast majority of viable projects must have a longer
It would therefore be essential for a oontinuing multilateral program to be

, to comit itself to projects extending for as long as five years from the date of
s~gnature of the agreement concerned. It is not necessary for this purpose to have
flTm pledges from governments covering the entire life of the projectl the United
lfations Expanded Progra.rme of Technical Ass istance, for instance I enters into commi tmen ts
for periods extending beyond the fiscal years for which funds havs been pled~d. On
the other hand, it would appear to be undesirable to go to the end of the rceriod for
\'Ihioh funds are assured before seeking confirmation by way of a pledging conference
that resources will in fact be available for the immediately following year.

256. The suggested procedure is therefore to seek firm pledges for the following
three years at pledging conferences held every two years. Late in 1965, for instance,
pledges would be invited for the years 1966, 1967 and 1968, while late in 1967 adjustment
in the 1968 pledges might be sought and new pledges would be Bought for 1969 and 1970.
This procedure would have the added advantage of permitting targets to be set on the
basis of the actual rate of commitment up to the date of the second and all successive
pledging conferences, so that countries would be able to decide how much to pledge on
the basis of the demonstrated ability of the new progrMn to utilize pledges. Even if
the rate of oommitment were not to increase from year to year, because of the extended
life which is anticipated for the majority of projects in the second and each
subsequent year to the end of the fifth year, actual shipments of commodities would
increase because the instalments in the second and subsequent years under agreements
concluded in previous years would be superimposed on the first year1s instalments under
agreements concluded in that year. In fact, however, the rate of comnitment will
probably inorease as more countries become aware of the potentialities of food aid and
as the new program itself acquires more experience and improves its o};erational
procedures. As a resul t, the need for resources is expected to increase from year to
yearm and biennial pledging conferences apr~ar to offer an excellent way of ensuring
that these needa are known and met.

257. T'ne necessity for assured supplies, if commitments rUl1ning over a period of
years are to be made either to projects or to development programs, poses serious
problems. It may be helpful to examine the differing positions of major potent ial
donors to a continuing multilateral food aid program. The aggregate of contributions
from developing countries themselves c&~ be expected to continue to constitute a very
small fraction of total donated resources. The following discussion is therefore
confined to potential donors among the d~ve1Dped countries. 'Phese may be divided into

three categorieB:

(a) Agrioultural exporting countries which have agricultural support ~~d
stook-holding I:oliciss resulting in the accumulation of stocks of readily
storable commodities.

(b) Agrioultural exporting countries which 10 n~t
normal commeroial requirements, beoause thel.J:'
relatively perishable., or because they do not
stooks I or because the stock-holding pal icies
unnec6selary.

hold stocks in excess of
principal exports are
have the resources to hold
of other countries make it

(c) Agricul tural importing oountries which rarely export agricultural products
in significant volume and usually have internal price levels for agricultural
products above world market prlces.

258. Food aid whether on a bulk-supply or project basis, was undoubtedly ini tiate~
because of the ~xistence of surplus stocks in a very few countries, and those oountrles
will un.doubtedly oontinue t,) aup:ply a portion of their aid in the form of food. Most

-----------------
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food aid 1>-'ill probably continue to be furnished by OOWltries in oategory (a) and on a
bulk-osupply basls. Em.ever, signifioant quantities are already being moved.on.a projeot
basis, most of it bilat~rally but some multilaterally. In the latter ca~e lt lS .
combined with other foods supplied byooWltries in cateBory (b). Food ald from c~untYleS
in category (b) is partioularly useful in multilateral food-aid projeots beoause It,
permi ts the balancing of diets by adding animal proteins and fruit products. Countrl0s
in category (0) j which normally do not export food but sometimes have fortuitous surrluses,
can appropriatelJ' contribute not only food but also oash, which some of them have an
orportu.11ity to recover in the form of ooean freight, as they have extensive and
competitive merchant fleets. The three categories are distinguished for conceptual
purposes. It will be appreciated that in practioe a country may sometimes be in one
category and at other times in another.

::'59. The tendency on the part of some donor cOWltries to consider food aid primarily
from the viewpoint of their O\fll need to dispose of specific surpluses raises problems
in ensuring the continuity of supply of those commodities which have been committed to
food·-aid projects extending over a period of years. Countries holding surplus stocks do
not guar~ntee such continuity to food-aid programs or projects finanoed by them
bilaterally, or to multilateral programs, or projects which they are supporting.
Instead , commitments made are sub ject to the availabil ity of the commodit ies. Th is
state of affairs, unsatisfactory as far as the reCipient oountry is concerned, arises
from the fact that the su~plying country attaches a lower priority to aid needs
than to commercial markets, so that supplies available for ,aid are always residual
and therefore subject to substantial variation. Yet it is to be hoped that, as the
performance and results of food-aid projects become eVident, donor governments will
give higher priorities to fulfilling commitments to food-aid programs and projects,
notwithstanding other claims for existing supplies.

260. The situation of countries not holding stocks is somewhat more satisfactory as
far as continuity of supply is concerned. Since their food donations are drawn from
normal commercial channels and paid for with bUdgeted funds, a tighter supply pos i tion
results in higher prices and a smaller physical quantity of the commodity being
furnished, instead of supplies being completely withheld. In the event that the
countrJ' has to resort to imports to procurB the commodity it has pledged, it can utilize
the appropriate funds to purchase the oommodity outside the country, from the lowest
cost sources available, or can make over the funds to the multilateral program to do
the buyinG' Ir- either case, disbursement of foreign exchange is involved.

261. It should be emphasized that a maximum degree of flexibility in the use of
commodi ty r:;ledges, both as between commodities and over the 1ife of the pledge, is
highly desirable. A few governments, whose budgetary procedures preolude the carrying
forward of the unused portion of' a pledge from anyone fiscal year into the next,
may tnerefore wish to modify their procedures in order to make this possible.

262. From the foregoing it would be expected that the truly international character
of the program would be maintained by the contribution to it of resources from a wide
selection of countries, both developed and developing. Developed countries are not
only morally committed to helping developing countries but also may recognize that
their own long'""'range interests can be sarNld by a food-aid program which would promote
development ~~d thus expand ability to purchase their own produots. The burden of
suPvlying commodities or cash to such a program should not be left entirely to cOW1tries
which have surplus commodities, inasmuch as these cOULntries are expeoted to refrain
from commercil!!.l salss of BurpluseB that would disrupt world markets. It should be
shared by other cou~tries which stand to benefit from ~ program which would ensure
that prioes and markets are safeguarded by adherence to aocepted principles and whioh
averts the d~1g6r of prioe fluctuations that could affect their economies.

263. Cash contributions to a multilateral food program both from countries that
cannot give food themselves and from others, can mobilize quantities of food surpluses
that could not otharviee be used, because they are aVllilable in oountries that 'cannot
afford to give them away or at least oannot afford to meet the full administrative and
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oonverting them into use as aid.. Cash contributions thus have a
on the total volume of food aid becoming available.

·?8.4',Finally, developed countries are, either directly or indirectly, interested in
com~od1ty ~reements, and one factor determining the negative attitude towards such
agri!'!.:.lllents 1S the fear that any support scheme involved might create sur:pluses. A
mul t1lateral food-aid program which has proved that food aid can be used as capital
for purposes of economic and social development without unduly disturbing commerci.l
markets would. provide a convenient outlet in this connection and would therefore
acquire a most important additional function. It should not be overlooked however
that there is a limit to the capacity of developing countries to absorb qu~ntities ~f
~ood aid at any particular time when surpluses may become available for the purpose and
1 t has been suggested /bOVEl that it should be a function of a future multilateral
program to give advice on this sub ject.

Rate of growth of multilateral food aid

265. It is envisaged that llIUl tilateral food aid should be continued on an ol;.en-ended
basis, that is to say, it should be maintained for as long as it can :r;erform a useful
role. This would among other things permit the support of many worthwhile projects
that can only be implemented over a long term and on a larger acale than could be
enVisaged during the experimental period. The present activities of the Program cannot
be vastly expanded overnight, but should grow soundly and steadily from the level of
activity reached during the experimental period. There could and should, however, be
~D immediate expansion to cover support for national development plans and programs, as
has been outlined above.

266. In assessing the possible rate of growth of the activities of the new proGram, a
distinction should be drawn between commitments and expenditure. A major :proportion of
the commitments would be related to development projects. During the experimental
period 321.2 mill ion have been committed for approved development and feeding projects
in 1963, and $44 million are expected to be committed for similar projects in 1964.
These figures, however, cannot be considered as fully indicative of future possibilities.
It is to be remembered that, partly because the present Program is experimental and of
short-term duration, partly because requests received too late could not be accommodated
for lack of resources, and partly because of initial unfamiliarity with the procedures
of the Program on the part of all concerned, the number of projects approved is today much
smaller than it would have been in the absence of these constraints 1/.
The example of cmL"ltries such as Turkey indicates that v,here there is understandine
a-'1d oapaci ty to prepare projects, considerable resources (amounting in the case of Turkey
to about 8% of the Progra.mIB res ources for the experimental period) could be committed to
useful projeots of diverse types.

267. In a larger program of indefinite duration, frtle from the constraints of the
erperimental period and benefiting from accumulating experience and an enlarged a.."ld
trained staff ~ it would be reasonable to expect 1 especially aB an early start can be
made with preparations in 1965, that commitments .on development projects could grow .
substantially in the coming years. A figure of ~nO million, including some $10 miL!.lon
for the extension of existing projacts, may therefore be considered rea~o~ble for
the commitments to be made to new projects in 1966. The figure of $90 ID11l10n for new
oommi tments to be made in the following year would not be too substantial, and the
rate of j!120 million per year could be rea.ched in the succeeding years.

,,/ S ph 1· f d·~t~1·1~d l'st of considerations which have limited the.!J . se paragra·. 1 4 or a. more '" CL <> ...

number of projects submitted during the experimental period.

•
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268. Ai:> far as em®rgencies are concerned, in the light of experience gained during
the 6xperiml~ntal period, it is fEll t that I'm average of S7 million ~ year might be, t
commUted for emereency aid. Finally , it is oons idered highly des lrable to experlmerrl
wi tb the provision of food aid through mul t illlteral oh/l.l1nels in support of ?v8:--all
developmen"'c plans or programs ,in selected oountries. Here again, however, l t lB
rroposed to be conservative and to allooate approximately $30 million for the progralm
approach in the first year, which woula. make possible the initiation of program
agreements of about $10 million eaoh in three countries. These agreements would run
for several years Hi th recommitment eaoh year if experience warranted the renewal.
Dna country at the S8JT1El annual rate of 510 million might be added each year, so that
annual commitments l-lQuld rise to $70 million in the fifth year. This may well be an
underestimiJ.tion, beo-.use the balanoe of payment3 in n. large number of oountries 'has .
until recently been deteriorating and food assistanoe may be a major ,element in re~tor~~

equilibrium 0 On tho other ha~d, such assis~n.noe should not obscure the fact that Inlb<~"

prcsont stage of dovelopment In many oountrles the soopo for food assistance on the
of speoific projects is far more extensive.

209, On the iJ.bove assumptions, the amount of commitments to be incurred in the comiil
years for emergency aid, for development projects ana. for support of development plans
and ~\ro!5Ta.mB could grow from 3107 million in 1966 to some $197 million in 1970.

270. Because of the time-lag between obligations and payments arising from the faott
that commitments made for projects extend over a number of years, the rate of oash
and commodity expenditura on such projects would not be as high in the first few yealI'S
as the rate of commitment. For pUTI;oses of estimation it has been assumed that 2af.
of the total resources committed in anyone year would be applied to one-year projectts,
20'i~ to tlw-year projects 1 .35~~ to three-year projects, 2Cfi~ to four-year projects, and
5~' to five-year projects. Because agreements \<111 presumably be signed at a fairly
uniform rate throughout the ;year and because a laB' of two or three months generally
exists beh;een the siQ1ing of an agreement and the actual shipment of food and ra;)rment
of freiGht ana. insuranoe lit is f'.l~ther assumerl that only one-half of the COmInOl'Li ties.:
for the first instalment of project agreements signed in 1966 will be delivered in 1966,
one-half of the commodities for the first instalment of project agreements signed in 1:;6'
will be delivered in 1?67, and so on, and that this six-month lag will continue throillgh
out the duration of the projects. On the basis of these assumptions it may be expected
that during the first year only half of the oommodities to be supplied under one-year
agreements, one-fourth of the commodities under two-year agreements, one-s ixth of the,l
commodities una.er tl:ree-year agreements, one-eighth of the commodities under four-year
usrsements, and ana-tenth of the commodities under five-year agreements, will be
delivered. This l-lQuld mean that, on an average, the amounts in commodities and oash
that woula. be reQuireQ to meet the new project commitments made in respect of a givem
year would reach 25~ of these commitments during the first year, 38~ during the followini
year, 237- during the third year, 11% a.uring the fourth year, and 3~ during the fifth
year. As far as emer~ncy assistance is concerned, it may be estimated that, by and
large, the amount of expenditure in a given year would eQual that of the commitments
made during that year, with a lag of only 31 million due to commitments in one year
resulting in expenditures a.uring the following year. So far as commitments made for
support on a program baBis are concerned half of each year's commitment, including
recommitments for following years, would be discharged in the following year.

271. Details of the commitments and of the expenditure in commodities and cash whic;b
might take place over the years 1966-1970 are shown in the Table Vnand Chart III.
Administrative costa are indica.ted separately.
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1. Ra. te of commitment

Emergencies
Projects
Development

programs
Administration

TABLE VI!

(million US $)

196§. llU 1968 1.222. l212. Totals

7 7 7 7 7 35
70 90 120 120 120 520

30 40 50 60 70 250

-...L .-L 6 7 8 28
no 141 ""lli3 194 205 833---

11. Rate of expenditure

Emergencies
Projects
Development

programs
Administration

Totalll

6 7 7 7 7 34
25 45 78 104 115 367

15 35 45 55 65 215

-..l..... ---4.... 6 -L 8 28
49 91 ~ 173 195 644-

'-"'-"'-''' 276~ "-"'-'" 368 '-'" -./"-"

272. It would be helpful if governments would, at the time of taking the contempJated
action in regard to the future of the Program in the FAO Conference and the General
Assembly, make a deolaration of intent regarding the rate at which the activities end
therefore the over-all commitments of the Program oould grow, which would authorize
the Exeoutive Director to oommit resources up to the total indioated above of
approximately S830 million over the next five years. At El. pledging conferenoe,
which might appropriately be held late in 1965, firm pledges would be Bought to COVer
activi ties during the first thres,Years amounting, in aocordanoe vi th the Table VII
to some $275 million, of whioh 30% should be in oash. It would be understood that
total pledges could be used at any time during the three-year period for which they
are made. The annual figures in the above table do not oonstitute oeilings for
expenditure or commitment during the individual years to which they relate.

273. At a second pledging oonference, late in 1967, tha aotual rate of commitment
and drawing down of resouroes would be reviewed and new pledges would be made to a~ply

the program with adequate resouroes to oontinue the rate of growth then deemed to b~

feasible. Table VIr illustrates, 80 far aa oan b~ estimated at this stage, vha t th,
oontinued rate of growth might be in the fourth and fifth yOQX5, and the oonsequent
total of additional pledges required during theslIII two years (soma 1370 million, of
which 30 %would again be in oash).

Organization and administration of the future 'program

274. A report Buch as the present one is not oomplete unless consideration la giren
to the implications of the suggested future program in terms of organizational and
administrative requirements.

(aJ' 6'r-garifz.aiion

275. Should it be deoided to extend the mandata of the World Food Program beyond
its present experimental period, there would seem to be little ground for modifying
its basic institutional and organizational arrangements, even if the size of ita
operations were to be substantially inoreased. The basic reasons for affiliation of
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~rogram to the United Nation~ and to FAO would ramain~ both organizations would
~nue tobs moet directly oonoerned with ita fQ~damental objectives and thG

P~'n£r~,~m would ~till depend on them for over=all policy guidanoe and tec~1ioal advioe
the development of ita aotivities. This double allegiance of the Program haB worked

well and it would Beem that it should be continued :I.n the future..

276. While theoretioally there might be aome advantagE! lid thin thi5 OV01'-'all fraw€r\ctOr'lc
in endowing the Program with a diatinot juridioal peY'liilonality, the oontinWltio11 of the
present situation in whioh the Program is considered aB an extension of the United
Natione and of FAO has very di8tinot practioal advantageso In partioular it a.voids
many problems which its statuB and that of its staff would otherwise raiee in the
many countries in which its operationB uould be conduoted o

277. . This close relationship between the World Food Program 8...tld the TIni tea :t1atio!'1i5
and FAO should not adversely affect the maintenanoe of cloae ties ,.vith those agencit&s
and programa in the United Nations family of organizations whioh will be concerned
with the development of future YFP aotivities. The need for suoh ClOBEi co~operation

with such speoialized agenoies as the lLD, UNESCO and WHO, and with the Teohnical
Assistance Board ~ the Spacial Fund, UNICEF and Ul'i!HCR, is ~ and will continue to be I

partioularly strong. It will be madE! all the mora neceaBary in the future when WF'P
aotivities are developad on a wider and longer-term basis in their fields of
responsibility. Suoh co-operation is basic to maintaining the widespread and lively
interest which the Program has created among other international organizations in
the potential role of food-aid for aocelerating the development process. In adld t:t011\

the elabo~ate and well-tested procedures evolved during the experiment to ena.ble the
~rogram to benefit from the wealth of technioal talent in the oo~operating organizations
in identifying, developing, implementing and evaluating the resulte of projects aided
with 'iFP food would only facilitate and advance the Program's future 'fwrk if reliance
on these teohnical services ~ere continued. Aa has already been mentioned the
dependanoe on the specialized services of the United Nations, FAO and other
organizations would be partioularly heavy in the case of WFP aid given in support
of over-all national development program:a.

278. The institutional framework for inter-agenoy co-operation already exists.
It ie provided on the one hand by the Administrative Committee on Co~ordination and
on the other by the ineti tution of full-time liaison offioers, yho maintain a perrnan~l1t

link between their organization and the Program.

279.. A 010s6 relationship will be required bat...aan the Program and the ,rariouB
operatfonal programs of ths United Nations through whioh international assistance ie
being diep€lllBed. The Program alrl'llady exchanges information with a tmmber of these
programs on a regular bsais. ThiB cc~op@rationp however, will ha\Y6 to be strengthened
through periodio oontaota and pOBBiblU through adhoo arrangements yet to be devissd.
It hae beaD auggeBtad earlier in this ohaptl.'ll' that arrangements for co-operation
cOlllpare.ble 1:0 thcee made with UN, FAO, UNESCO and WO might be extended to other
agenciEiI'5 whioh might value a closer interest in the Program, such as the International
Bank and the International Development Association.

280. Little change would seem to be reQuired in the number and oomposition of the
organa through whioh the aotivi ties of the Progra.:n are being oarried out. !:n
Intergovernmental Comromitt®B would oontinue to be reQuired as the organ through ,which
the two parent organ i Illfl. tiona would exercise general guidanoe over the Progra!!l r B

administrative and operational policiesp authorize development projects and approve
administrative and operational budgets. The arrangements under which these functions
are noW' carried out maintain the flexibility required in the performeno€l of the
Program's aotivities while preserving the necessary degree of oontrol. The delegation
of authority to the Exeoutive Direotor for the approval of projeots for which the
commodi ty oosts do not exceed $500,OOO'MS proved extremely useful and ought to b~
cont'inued. ExperiEmce of the approval of projeots by the Int€lrgovernmsntal Comm~ttee
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through correspondence has been short, and more experience may be needed before any
decision is taken with regard to the continuation of this procedure6 The arrangements
through whioh the Committee is being advisedon all administrative and finanoial
matters by the appropriate oommittees of the United Nations and FAO, although somewhat
cumbersome, seam to have been of oonsiderable assistance to the Committee, and Member
Governments may wish to continue them.

281. The frequency and length of the sessions required by the Committee to perform
its functions will depend to a large degree on the existence of measures through
which projects can be approved between sessions. Consideration might be given to
the Committee meeting only onoe a year in the future, but, in reduoing the frequency
of meetings, there would be some danger of slowing down the rate of progress of the
work. The oomposition of the Committee ie, of oourse, a matter for the Governments
to decide, but the present experience indioates that the arrangement by whioh ECOSOC
and the FAO Council eaoh elect one-half of the 24 Members of the Committee has worked
well. The procedure through whioh the Committee reports once a year on its
activi ties to ECOSOC and the FAO Counoil has provided both Counoils with the basio
information they require to pass judgment on the Program's over-all aotivities, and
there would be every advantage in maintaining it in the future.

282. As to the executive organ of the Program, the joint Administrative Unit
which now operates the Program in acoordanoe with the direotives given by the
Committee, there would need to be little change in its basic features. It would
continue to function under the leadership of an Exeoutive Director, aoting by virtue
of delegation of authority given by the Secretary-General of the United Nations and
the Director-General of FAO.

b) Administration

283. As explained earlier, the joint Administrative Unit has operated through the
Office of the Executive Direotor and three Divisions during the experimental period.
In the field, the TAB Resident Representatives acting as the looal representatives
of the Program have played an extremely valuable role by assisting in negotiating
pledges as well as in developing, implementating and appraising projeots. Teohnioal
services in appraising projects requests and evaluating operational projeots have
been eatisfactorily provided by the oo-operating agenoies. General finanoial and
administrative support services have been provided on a reimbursable basis to the
Administrative Unit through the regular FAO administrative service.

284. A future multilateral food-aid program would oontinue to rely to the fullest
possible extent on the servioes at present prOVided by the co-opera tine international
organizations in a continued effort to hold the cost of administering the Program at
the lowest possible level. It is recognized, however, that an enlarged Program would
throw a heavier burden on the international agenoies conoerned and that ae a result
the level at which they have been reimbursed during the experimental period would
need to be reviewed in the light of the anticipated inoreased workload resulting
from an expanded program.

285. Expert teohnical assistance has already been found to be neoessary in many
caaes to ensure adequate preparation of a projeot and subBe~uent support in ita
execution. It cannot readily be assumed that such assistance will be forthcoming
whenever needed from co-operating agenoies of the United Natione family, aince their
own budgetary resources, aa well aa the resources of the United Natione teohnical
assistance program, are often found to be fully committed. It is therefore to be
presumed that a future program will ocoasionally be called upon to bear the OO&t of
supplementary technical assistanoe to be provided through the oo-operating agencies
for the preparation and implementation of projeots.
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Re~ident Representatives of the United Nations Teohnical Assistance Board
cont1n~e ~o be.th~ looal representatives of an expanded program, to assist

governments 1n 1dent1fY1ng suitable projects and enoourage them to submit requests
for.f?od ai~t to help in negotiating project agreements and to undertake the -many
adm~n1strat1ve duties associated with the development, operation and appraisal of
proJects, as well as the arrangements for the visits of WFP head~uarterB staff and
those ?f the co-operating international organizations. In an enlarged multilateral
food-a1d program there is no doubt that many TAB field officss would be faced with
a much heavier workload than has been the case in the experimental Program. Provision
would therefore have to be made both for reimbursement of the Technical Assistance
Board for its expenses in helping to give these services and for the development of
the Program's own field etaff working in cloee association with the Resident
Representatives. The seniority and terms of reference of this staff would reflect
the increaasd responsibilities in the field, especially in regard to those functions
which WFP experience indicates Cannot be 80 effectively undertaken at headquarters,
Reeponsibili ty for advising and assisting governments in establishing and operating
arrangements for dispensing food aid, at present borne by project officers,
would in future be absorbed ae one among the broader functions of this proposed
field staff.

287. Experience gained during the experimental period has demonstrated that in
order to ensure a well'co-ordinated, balanced and adequate presentation of requests
for food aid, the planning and processing of rB~uestB at head~uarter8 should be
supplemented by r~gular and prolonged visits of head~uarters staff to the project
sites to assist governments in investigating the details and in the screening of
projects. Although the development of field staff, proposed above, would meet some
of these needa in a different way in a new program, appropriate and ade~uate

arrangements would haVE! to be made for head~uarter8 control OV!'lr field work.

288. Therefore, while no major ohange in the present structure of the UN/FAO
Administrative Unit ie envisaged at an early stage, there are already certain indicators
pointing to the need for an increase in ita size resulting from the larger scale of
activities of the Program, and a substantial part of this increase would be in
out-stationed officers. The degree of strengthening re~uired depends to a con6ider~ble
extent on whether the program approa.ch would be a.dopted in the expanded program BS a.
Bupplement to the project approach, and on th8 size and number of projects to be
implemented. Anoth8r factor to be considered is the extent of evaluation of completed
projects, whieh should become a permanent feature of an enlarged program, and the need
for making suitable arrangements for dealing with cost-and-benefit appraisal and
end-use checking I in aocordance with procedure,s to"be established, where the Program

J
B

participation in a project is of sufficiently large eize and constitutes an
appreciable pa.rt of the total cost of a project. A nelf research and evaluation unit
should be established both to undertake this ""ork as required and to initiate and
assist research on food aid.
2890 The,se increases in the size of the Program will inevitably lead to increased
pressure on the administrative services, which have been handled by FAO during the
experimental period but which may become too heavy for FAO to undertake in an
expanded prog~am. Limitations on the use of FAO financial, administrative and
general services "Would mean that while the reliance of the Administrative Unit on
them would continue to the fullest possible extent, Borne consideration might have
to be given to 8. certain number of functions being t~en ov~r by the lat~e~ i~.order
to facilitate and expedite a larger volume of operat1011a. At an appropr1at;e "1me
specific proposals would need to be made in this connection.

290. The total cost of management and administration of the Program during the
erparimental period has been kept to the minimum conaistent with ope~ational
efficiency As already stated, this has amounted to approximately 5~ of the total
pledged ~e~ourceB' or, if the oost of field Bupervision of projects i~ included
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under administration (rather than under the project budgetBaa has been the practice
in the experimental period) to about 6%. The proposals included in this section
regarding increased allooations to th0 co-operating agenoies of the United Nations
family and to 'l'A}3 headQuarters, as well as adequate strengthening of the joint
Administrative Unit, will necessarily imply an increase in the administrative budget
in an expanded program. However, as has already been noted in the diacussion of
future resources, the proportion of administrative costs in the total cost of
operations should become less as the soale of operations increases. Therefore, it
is not unreasonable to expect that while it is now at approximately 6%, including
field personnel, it will in the future be lower, depending on the size and scope
of the new program. On the basis of the particular assumptions in the latter
regard adopted above as a IDEH£nS of caloulating resource requirements, the proportion
of administrative expenses is foreseen to lie somewhere between 4% and 5%.
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Statement of pledges received by 1 November 1964
(in US $)

ContributinR country Commodities Services Cash Total
Afghanistan

1,000 1,000Australia 1,000,000
Austria 500 ,000 1,500 ,000
Belgiwn

442,029 57,971 500,000
548,678 351,322 900,000Dolivia 13,333 6,667 20,000Cambodia

Cameroun 1,000 1,000
4,000 4,000Canada 3,320,000 1,680,000 5,000,000Ceylon 10,000 10,000Chile 100,000 100,000

China ~Rep. of) 2,080 2,080
Congo Leopoldville) 1,000 1,000Colombia 60,000 60,000Cuba 320,000 320,000
CYIlrus 100 100
Dahomey 204 204J)erunark 1,333,333 666,667 2,000,000
Ecuador 1,000 1,000
Ethiopia 2,000 2,000
Finland 625,000 625,000
Franoe 2,150,000 850,000 3,000,000
Gabon 1,700 1,700
Germany (Fed. Rep. ) 6,800,000 1,200,000 8,000,000
Ghana 5,000 5,000
Greece 126,950 126,950
Ioeland 5,000 5,000
India 333,333 166,667 500,000
Indoneaia 100,000 4,141 104,141
Iran 30,000 100,000 130,000
Iraq 40,000 20,000 60,000
Ireland 600,000 240 ,000 840,000
Israel 25,733 5,000 19,267 50 ,000
Italy 500,000 1,000,000 1,500,000
Ivory Coast 5,000 5,000
Jamaica 3,000 3,000
Japan 666,667 333,333 1,000,000
Jordan 4,000 4,000
Kuwait 100,000 100,000
Lebanon 5,000 ,5,000
Liberia 3,000 3,000
Libya 1,000 1,000
Luxembourg* 10,000 10,000
t:adagascar 8,163 8,163
!ialaya 3,300 3,300 6,600
Horocoo 25,000 25,000
lTetherlands* 1,563,318 222,000 763,3 00 2,548,618
Hel. Zealand 425,000 75,000 500,000
Niger 1,200 1,200
Norway 1,10 5,977 559,989 1,665,966
Pakistan 530,000 530,000
Philippines** 28,736 53,699 82,435
Rhodesia & Nyasaland 2,800 2,800
Romania 41,667 41,667
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COlltributin& countr;y Commodities $ervioes Cash. '1'0 tal
. . .

Sierra Loone 1,400 1,400
Sonalin. 5,000 5,000
Sudan 7,000 7,000
Sweden 1,000,000 1,000,000 2,000,000
S1d tzer1and 1,000,000 1,000,000
Taneanyika 14,000 14,000
Thailand 70,000 70,000
'funisia 35,714 35,714
'l'urkey 18,470 18,470
United :\rab RelJllblic 666,667 333,333 1,000,000
United Kingdom j) 3,060,000 2,640,000 5,700,000
United States 40,000,000 4,000,000 6,000,000 50 ,000,000
Venezuela 10,000 10,000
Viet-lTilD (nep. of) 1,000 1,000
Yugoslavia 100,000 100,000

66,526,014 5,453,667 19,896,527 91 ,876,208

j) An estimated 20% of a supplemental 3700,000 pledge oonsists of cash to ~EY freight
on commodities.

*
**

Hew or revised pledges.

Change due to revised exchange rates.
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ANNEX II

Country

List of ;erojects ap;proved by

Project title FoodLfeed cost
{US $)

Total :/FP cost
~uS s)

ltfghaniatan

A.f'ghanistan

Algeria
Bolivia
Bolivia

Bolivia
Brazil

British ·Guiana
Bri ti eh Gui ana
Buxundi

Ceylon
Ceylon

Chad

Chile

Re])Ublic of' China

TIe JlUblic of China
Rs:public of China
Republic of China
Colombia

Congo (Brazzaville)

Dahoosy

Ghana
Grcece

Guinea
Honduras
India

India

India

India

India

India

Food assistance to boarding schools
in Kabul
Construction of hydro~le'ctrio

installations at Naghlu
Education and training of war orphans
Land settlement in four areas
Food assistanoe for rural teachers I

colleges
Urban community development
Sohool feeding in the Bom Jesus da
Lapa district
Land settlement in four area~

Cons truo t ion anl extenmDn r£ B:)h:Jo1.h.rilclings
Improvement of agricultural production
through distribution of improved seeds
Minor irrigation works
Voluntary labour (Shramlidane.)
development plan
Land reolamation and school feeding~

N.E. Lake Chad
Community development in the Punitaqui
VaJ L,y
Land reclamation in 13 co-operative
farms
Chiayi tidal land reclamation
Chianan c~nal lining and drainage
Forest conversion, Taiwan Provinca
Feeding programmes in the Department
of Caldas
Training of urban unemployed youth
for rural settlement
E~riment in the feasibility of
using yellow maize to stabilize the
price of white maize
Volta River resettlement
Reafforestation in selected areas,
Epirus
Feeding soheme in teohnical schools
Control of beetle pest in pine forests
Supply of compounded balanced feed for
increased produotion of pork and pork
products, 'rT. Bengal
Intensive egg and poultry production
and marketing, Babugarh, uttar Pradesh
}lork programme for utili z;ing rural
manpower, Madhya Pradesh
ConstY'Uotion and renovation of bunds
and tanks
Inorease in milk production in Anand,
Qujarat
Improvement of feed for dairy oows,
And.hra Prade eh

409,900 7113,800

454,900 916,100
257,300 327 ~300

1,714,000 2,537,000

352,700 507,800
339,200 493,200

249,100 315,400
426,500 551,100

73,700 90,000

241,200 541,200
79,500 97,600

360,800 530,400

411,600 940,800

1 ~ 071,500 1,489,500

307,400 438,200
359~900 529~200

224,700 339,400
282,900 451,900

565,100 718,100

444,000 544,000

55,000 86,300
1,186,000 1,437,!l00

107~200 169,500
323,200 391,200
115,000 154,000

220,200 427,900

100,000 171,900

63,000 91,500

126,000 174,900

817 ~400 1,167,400

149,200 256,000
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Project title Food/feed oast
(US $)

'l'otal ~·nl'p cost
(US :l)

India

Indonesia

Indonesia

Iran

:Craq

Iraq

Jamaica

Jamaica

Jordan

Jordan
Jordan

Jo:rdan

~epublic of Korea

nepublio of Korea
Republic of Korea

Lebanon

Lebanon
Lebanon
j.;adagascar

;.iauxi tania
t·lo:rocco

i!o:rocco
Eorocco
l-Tepal
Peru
?hilippines
Philippines
Regional P:roject:
Cambodia, Laos and
Thailand
Senegal

Senegal
Sudan
Sudan I

Sudan

Supply of double-toned milk to
low-inoome groups in Delhi
Transmigration, land settlement and
extension, South Kalimantan
Rehabilitation after voloanic
eruptions in Bali
Land drainage in
Shaour, Khuzistan
CODutruction of secondary. roads,
Shadekan, Khuzistan
Urban improvement and oonstruction
of a ciroular road in Arbil
Co-operative action for community
development
~{atershed management - Cane River
and the Upper Rio J.;inho
Land settlement (Hayes Cornpiece
Farmstead)
Pilot projeot for Bedouin settlement
and improvement of nomadic sheep
husbandry
Hestoration of the Hedjaz H.ailway
Soil conservation and olive tree
planting in three pilot areas
Improvement of nutrition in eduoational
establi shments
Flood oontrol in the Naktong River
Basin
Road construction, Cheju Island
Land improvement in Songtan and
Educk districts
Development of the tourist trade
thI'ouCh archaeolosical excavations
Land reclamation and .:>L:'orestation
H.evitalization of the silk industry
Pilot land-settlement scheme on
Lower l.1angoky River
Sohool feeding
Land development in Sehela-Sra
(If. RH)
Literacy campaign
School feeding
Ihlk collection and chilling centre
Colonization, S. Lorenzo area
Land reform in seven pilot areas
Livestock and poultry feeding
Assistanoe in the development of the
Lower !;1ekong Basin

Expansion of rural employment through
self-help activities
Development of food industries
Resettlement of Wadi-Halfa farn1ers
Afforestation, Bahr-el-Ghazal
P:rovince
Khartoum Green Belt

255,000

329,000
1,890 ,200

679,600

372,800

465,700

302,700

867,500

77 ,300

358,300
91,900

404,500

104,700

114,400
236,300

105,000

167,900
256,500
207,100

69,300
205,500

412,400
425,800
314,800
30,000

471,600
230,000
232,000

897,100

262,100
233,000

1,152,600

137,400
99,100

309,400

473,000
3,106,000

1, 189,300

583,000

540,000

391,600

9S6,500

90 ,000

521,000
142,000

501,200

12'7,500

183,000
368,300

151 , [lOO

237,600
367,500
261,300

88,700
380,500

515,000
540,800
386,900

40,000
659,300
265,600
462,000

1d05, 600

342,100
344,900

1,583,200

193,200
123,800
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Project title Total WFP coat
(US ;by

2,797,100
165,OCO

1,182,500
257,900

203,700

911,200

212,900

748,600
291,000

286,300
822,600
158,50 0
240,400
94,700

221,300

112,200

889,100
165,60C

1,561,900
378 ,200

488,800
447,300

823,700
461,500

491,700
765,000
442,500

600,000

3,409,800
410,000

1,536,900
178,900
75,400

160,300

167,900

490,000
233,000

216,100
697,900
116,700
183,900
75,700

177 ,000

67,000

401,700
313,000

650,000
370,700

408 ,900
653,300
367,900

784,700

768,400
136,300

398,400

1,229,500
98,000
44,100

Community development in the
Khartoum and Managil areas
Transmigration and improvement of
agriculture, Brokopondo
Stabilization and development of
nomadic sheep husbandry
Restoration of the Hedjaz Railway
Construction of public amenities
in selected areas
Construction of secondar7 roads
Land settlement in five areas
Four settlement schemes
Development of rural communities
Feeding soheme in 15 sohool canteens
Agricultural development in North
Toga
Promotion of poultry productior. ~!d

sheep husbandry
Establishment of nine pilot villages
Construction of secondary roads in
Hus province
Kiziloahamam watershed management
Afforestation with quick-growing
species
Farmers! training camps in 20 provinces
Expansion and improvement of cement
production
Expansion of the nitro~en industry
Expansion of' a -PUJ.1L..a.nd. paplllr fao.tory
Development or ~he Zonguldak coal
basin
Expansion of the KarabUk Iron and
Steel Horks
Vineral prospection and exploration
Erosion control and watershed protection
for flood prevention
l~mad resettlement and livestock
husbandry
Price stabilization roheme
Reconstruotion of Skopje after
earthquake
National Youth Service
Refugee training and settlement

~

Syria
S:'rria

S;y-ria
Tanganyika
Tanganyika
Togo
Toga
Toga

'l\l.nisia

Sur::.r.am

furkey

Turkey
'furkey
Turkey

Turkey
'fu.rkey

Turkey
'furkey

Turkey
Turkey

Zambia
Zambia

Upper Volta
Yugoslavia

United Arab Republic

Turkey
'fu.rkey

37,960,100 52,766,700
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